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The study of bacterial contamination of
the air in industrial areass hospitals, and
dwellings is taking on ever greater signif'icance.
The significance of bacterial seeding
of the air In such industries as the production of antibiotics and other biologicals,
the production of serum and vaccines, the
food industry, etc., frequently has a.
decisive inflUence on the operation of
these establishments. No 'Less Jim-portant is
the determination oC biacterial contamination
in living areas, children's Institutions,.and
hospitals with -respec~t to sanitation and
hygiene characteristics of the operation of
.Such institutions.
Study of bacterial oontamination of air~
is Particularly important from ~the point of
v!ew or rational development of measure:s to
combat and prevent Wnections spread by droplets
in the air. Thisý work, Presenits irdormat.i on -on
the present state-of-the-art in Srifitatiofl
bacteriological study of the air.
The materiols presented cast fairly.
-detailed ~11.h~t on both the basic laws
c r ac t e r IzIng bao-terial aero:_-ols and on the
Fraoctical
methods ef studying the air.
rncumendatian~s are pres~ented with consideration of applIcation or those methods and
equipment in practiice by aaitation- bacterioIogics1 laboratorles.

The book is intended for scientific

and preventing airborne Infections (sanitation
bacteriology,, epidemiology, specialists in
i~nfectious diseases).
The book is illustrated by 149 figures
and 14 tables.

FOREWORD
At the present time the problem of biological. and, primarily,
sanitation-bacteriological contamination of the air in the open
atmosphere and also in buildings with various functions is the
object of broad study both in various fields of btollogy (aerabiology) and medicine anrd al1so in mnany branches of. industry.

Knowledgze about ~h-e nature of' the -formation snd behavior of
bacterial aerosols Is necesz ary first o-, all for wor*0er. in po
ventive medicine studyin.g questions o~f the pz'cp& -tion of
causative agentsý of~ certain ±~nfecttous diseases through the air
and also study~lhi routesa of' tranismission o1' Intrahospital tnfect ic~
The systemkatic stuudy of bacteria", contaminatilon of the
* air tn. industry -isof maj or significance, since the cotadtions
-of production tecehnology: reqaire a de-ftnite degree of sterill~ty
*

040of'
the air, (producrton of' biologicalsý,Athe-'Cody dairy,, and meatnduttstresl, and other. bran-ches or' Industry).

-Iutta-y, quanV~tative ard1 quali.1tatiVe. characteri-St40o of'contlartinationm of. tht air bowt h Indors and out canr
the adtqua-el!' studied only thrtaugh the use of eCrrective -nethc s

"4bdoioecal.

ofdete -tL~i aerosol, Particles cont-aining ba~teral and Vi rti
Cel s- Develrcpm-nt of 'Such rtetc.ods and Irtstrusents ad also their

effective- practical aiplicaticn can be reall'zed only vith adequiatoknwi'-d&

1r tbc field oCi phys-'cal -and blolozlcCl laws governht6

.3
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-

.
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-

3

-
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the behavior of air-dispersed systems in general and of bacterlal
aerosols in -particular. Therefore, in this book the authors.
neocssary first of all to outline briefly

•

have considered It

.

the available information on the laws which characterize the
physicochemical properties of aerosols.

I.

In connection with the fact that measures for qiantitative
evaluation of bacterial contamination of the air in the sanitation
field are based mainly on the physical principles for determining
particulate concentration of aerosols of an Inorganic nature,
the book gives a brief description, of these research methods.
The book present.s In greatest detail data from Soviet and
foreign science on contemporary methods of studying the sanitation
bacterial contamination of the air (biological aerosols): a
systematized survey of apparatus is presented in accordance with
a proposed classification of Instruments and bacterial traps;
practical recomrnendations are presented on the possibility and
Sadvisabllity of using one or another method to study bacterial
contanination of the air, depending upon the stated goals and
the prvblems.
The authors do not pretend

o•€a c& plete description of a"l

....•isting .varieties of bactertaitrapa and Instvu
tiherefore

tataon; and

4jor attention -4 paid In the bock to outlining the

irintpls underlying the operation of the vsrlous ±n*tr=-.ets.

*tvi
VI!

•

:'

CHAPTER

I

BACTERIAL AEROSOLS AND THEIR
SANITATION AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL
SIGNIFICANCL"
1.

General Concep'ts on Aerosols
Intensive investigation of aerosols (air dispersed systems)

presently occurring is explained by the enormous importance of
knowledge about air-dispersed systems for research in many pro-cesses occurring in nature,

science,

engineering,

agriculture,

and medicine, and with particular reference to the study of
bacterial aerosols.
The study of bacterial aerosols is of great theoretical
and practical significance in connection with the broad distribution of airborne droplet infections, possible bacterial contamination oi the air in various establishments and in stock-breeding
farms, the use of aerosols in therapeutic and prophylactic
medicine and also in sanitation and hygiene practice during
development of qualitative and quantitative methods of evaluating
bacterial seeding of the air.
* The term aerosols is applied to dispersed systems with a
Under
gaseous piedium and a solid or liquid dispersed phase.
.ý.natural and production conditions aerosols are obtained during

processes of dispersion and condensation (sublimation and
"coaiulation).

I
'V
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The dispersion method is used to obtain aerosol.s with fine:
crushing and atomization oi' solld or liquid bodies, their conversion into the suspended state by air flows and by vibration,
and also during mixing and pouring of fluids, with passage ofa gas through a liquid, etc.
Thus,.extremely fine suspensions
-of aerosols (fogs) are formed at points of impact of-waterfalls
or during powerful ocean surf action.
At present no single widely accepted classification of
As is known, aerosol particle sizes fall in
aerosols exists.
very wide limits - from a few millimeters-(snowflakes, raindrops)
down to 10-

cm (0.001 um).

Such a broad range of variation

in aerosol particle size has led to the need to break aerosols
down with respect to degree of dispersion into coarsely dispersed
cm) and highly dispersed, with
(with radius greater than 10
radii below 10- cm (N. A. Fuks, 1955).
Depending on the de._ _E
Dp

Df uniformity with respect to degree

of dispersion, aerosols are broken down into monodispersed and
polydispersed systems.
One of the most widely used classifications of aerosols
with.respect to dimensions is that proposed by V. Gibbs* (1930)"
according to which the following classes are distinguished.
1.

Particle diameter

Dust.

exceeds

03 cm,

i.e.,

10 pm.

Such particles settle out of unmoving air with increasing speed;
they are not diffused.
2.

Clouds or fogs.

cm, i.e.,

10-

Particle-diameter varies from

from 10 to 0.1 vm.

Such'particles settle out of

*Transliterated in Russian; exact spelling not found
Translator.
--

FTD-MT-2/4-497-73
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0-3 to

-

'

-'•v~::

A"F.

%

.

..

-•

.

unmoving air at a constant rate, depending on size and specific,
gravity (according to Stokes law); the particles diffuse weakly.

-5

.
3.

Smokes.

0,I to 0.001 um.

Particles are 10

-7
to 10

cm in size, i.e.,

These particles, which approach molecules in

They diffuse quite
size, are in intensle Brownian motion.
energetically and they either virtually do not settle out of
unmoving air or settle out very slowly.
While retaining the name "dust" for the first form of the
given classification of aerosols, for a coarse suspension, Yu. I.
Veytser and G. P. Luchinskiy (1947) combine the last two forms
of aerosols, representing true colioidal systems, under the
general name "smokes."
They propose that a subsequent division within the area of
true colloidal-chemlcal systems be based on the aggregate state,
and they apply the name "smokes" _to aerosols •-ith a solid
dispersed phase, while aerosols with liquid particles are called
fogs.
also subdivides aerosols in terms of the
form of dispersed phase and indicates that aerosols whose dispersed
iDhase consists of liquid droplets are called fogs, while in the.
case of a solid dispersed phase the term smokes is applied.
Separating aerosols with respect to degree of dispersion, this
A. G. Amelin (1961)

author indicates that "dispersion of the majority of aerosols
is substantially lower than that in colloidal systems and is
close to the dispersionu of the emulsions and suspensions; •therefore
it is more correct to call aerosols aerosusp'nsions (.smokes and
In fogs the particles take the
dust) and aeroemulsions (fog)."

form of spherical droplets, while in smokes and dusts they are
*

p

crystalline particles or aggregates of various shape:,.

PFTD-MT-24-497-73
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.

Noting the rather vague nature of the ordinary classificationsof aerodispersed systems,
include in

R.

Whitlow-Grey and H.

the'category of smokes all

Patterson (19

3

4)

aerosols which consist

"f,pirticles which settle out slowly under the action of gravity.
From the ep 4 .demiological and epizootological point of viewrmajor importance attaches to the classification of aerosol
pa-ticles in

size,

in

connection with-their differing ability to

penetrate more or -ess deeply into the respiratory tract and to
be retained there.

In this connection dust is

broken down into

-particles with sizes greater than 50 ]Am, particles of 50 down to
IC jim, and particles smaller than 10 pm.
This clas.3ification is
larger than 50 Pm in

based on the fact that particles

size are retained in

the respiratory tract (nose,

the upper portions of

nasopKarynx,,-t-achea,

large bronchi).

Although they penetrate deeper into the respiratory tract,
particles of 10 to 50 um size reach the lung tissue in
quantities; finally,

fine dusts less than 10 pm in

penetrate into the deepest branches of the lungs
and alveoli

-

(Table 1) (A.

-

very small

size can
the bronchioles

and represent the greatest danger tc the organism
I.

Burshteyn,

1934).

Classifications of *aerosols proposed by different authors
are compared in

Table. 2.

Besides the cormon but not yet establishcd classificattons
of aerosols there are a number )f special classifications -,for
example,

classification by the 9.bility of aerosols to penetrate

the respiratory tract and lungs,

the Atterberg ,zaie,

etc.

-

C -.

.

.

-

.

.'

-

-

.

.

..

..

..

'Table 1. Classification of aerosol particles with respect to
size as a function of ability to penetrate and be retained in
the respiratory tract (afte-' A. I. Burshteyn, 1934).
-Ability of particles to penetrate and be
Particle size
-(ur)

R-

*

retained in areas of the respiratory tract

Less than 0.2

Reach the lungs and are retained in them

From 0.2 to 5

Easily carried to the lungs

Over 5 to 10

Can enter lungs but are rarely found in
t h em
Usually do not reach the lungs; retained

Over l.0to 50

Over 50

I

in the upper respiratory areas and in
bronchi, are gradually carried out

j

Do not reach the lungs; retained in
upper respiratory areas, easily expelled

The liquid or solid substance which comprises the dispersed
phase of the aerosol possesses a number of properties which are
in the nondispersed state or which occur then
This is true of both
to a much less sharply expressed degree.
inherent to it
no',n't

physical and physiccchemical properties of the substances.
The peculi~rlties of substances making up the dispersed
phase of aeroscls are brought about mainly by the great differences
in densities of the dispersed phase and the dispersion medium
and also by the low viscosity of the latter, These factors exert
an essential influence on the basic characteristics of an aerosol
-dej-ree. of d',spersion aiid concentration).

A~ll.aerosol systems are, more or less unstable.
of stab.IlIty is

The degree

dependent mainly on .particular features inherent

tothe aercsol. sy~stems themse~v~s

Under natural conditions

the stability of systemn Is influenced largely by a number of
factors external to the system - for example, the state. of the
atmosphere :and the nature and relie-f of the terrain..
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The stability of~aerosol systems. also depends on conditions
which characterize the physic4l state of the dispersed system:
degree of' dispersion, particle and weight concentration of the
dispersed phase,. the shape, density, arid structure of the dispersedpails tepeature, pressure,' arid the electrical -state
of the systemi.
The basic proces~ses which determine the state of dispersed
systems are sedimentation, diffusion, coagulation, and condensation,..
Sedimentation is the process by which particles- settle out
under the influence of gravity. The rate of settling of aerosol
particles in an unmoving mediUmI is determined basicall~y by particle
dimensions.,. In addition,, the rate of sedimentation depends on the
density of tne dispersed phase, the density and viscosity of the
medium, the shape of the particles (spherical and nonspherieal),
*the magnitude of the electrical charge of the particles) and other,
*fact.,rs.
The fundamental equation forl determining sedimentation
rate Is the Stokes formula (1911) (cited by K. Spurny et al., 1.964),
'derive~d for' conditions of setttling of solid spherical bodies
in a liquid underl the assumpt~ion. that with a particle size less
100 -wm the air which I~s the d.1spersion medium can be regardedas a viscous fluid.

*.t-han

The Stpkes -formula has the form.

:Wteve~ i s the accelera~ticn of &z'avlty ncniitý
ueV. seaond; a ' the dns i t of particles ini Frm pet-'cubic
~enttrer~; ~ i;.
+e nstty i f the maediumi ir, ~rm
e
ui
r
in

st'

raao.us of. the parttice In centimneters;

co;ho'I of. tbh moim
w~atn per* cm. perk Seco d;
itne-t
vate of7 u~Ot- settlinig in Cent lmeters. per second,.

-

The obtained equation Is valid un~ez' thle following assumpti~ons:
ahpe of the falling particle is spherical; the medium in
the
which the fall-occurs is upi form or, more accurately, includes
tnhoniogeneities which are small as compared with the dimensions
of the spherical particle; there, is no sliding of' particles over
the surface of the medium and the rate of travel of' a spherical
palticle is so small at the total resistanice to movement occurs
-not because of' inertia of the medium but only as a result of'
frictlon; the movement of a particle' is steady
of' fall is. constant; the settling. particl~e is soljid.
-i.e..,

the ret-e

The S3tckes formula make~s it possible to calculate the rate
oi deposition of' particles whose degree of' dispersion lies in a
n~arrow tnte~rval. Hlowever, by the Introduction of' appropriate
co3rrections or by yielding somewhat in terms of' accuracy this
* formu.la can Oe applied to calculate the rate of' depcsition f'or
-ýarticles with a rad~us varying from 0.1 up to 50 urn (N. A*
* Fuks, 1955). V.Fett (1961) Uidicates th-at the Stokes formula
-

atce
* c~an be us ied to calculate the ,ate of deposition o
values cf' the corrections
to 2.5*10
with :, radius ofllO'1
.Thei

-;0 -the tSto~ez fox'nvAa are, as a.r~ulejnot great..

In pat-ticular3

theiGbrrenctton durtnG -calculation of the x'ate ofdPosto of'
p~tI ales: whi.(.h are iUquid 'rat'neri'than solid (water fogs) 'inair
arn)vtltS to' 0. 7%, wh i l t~hat -f'ox' oil foga- i,0 merely-hundredths or.
* thousan~dths- of' a percent.-. III viell of' the fact. that- the A Wvit-Y Of'
4. 29.310.~ 9cm) i's a sma~ll daurstityý as COornpred to
kIgored.
it can :be
es~~~1
Pwii
6 c)
7R.

-

r

7t v t-h# Stokes

or-i~I

will tak

t 114j.

rate -Of piv
Ht.ro -is an tex a,m.pI P 'tf 'c a 1c.0I.At I 4; deitiosnI
lei I~t t~e. ~redr~ to calc~ula te the rate
b, -the~5Itd'es Cor.va
2- 50~~ -C
-ettin'-An al~V-of pirtlicles I-. um, I a diameterj r

Prom the conditions of the problem we have the following:* density.
of part icles: o =
/cm 3.,.viscosity of air n.a 18i,3 0'l ta cn
accelerati.on of gravity..g*=980 cm/s.
Substituting these values into the Stokes formula, ýwe
obtain
2, -10-')''-

980=7,5 cm/s.

*

Consequent ly., the rate of .settling for particles. 50 Pm in.
diameter comprises .7.5 cm/s.Cunningham (1910) introduced a correction into the Stokes
formula which considers-molecular discontinuity of the air. In
the literature this correction is frequently called the
Cunningham creto, and the formula Is called -the CunninghamStokes formula.
It has the following fOrM
: • .++•
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where A is.the Cu~nningham constantwoevleeus 1,246;
X is the tent-ative mean free path Wf a m~oleicule of-Air.
(0.653¶a.1W 5 am)..
The Cuinningham: formula is reol at, ssmall valuer. or the
qUantity \/r- and, as. a ruleswi used tocaultthetig
:rate. for. paticles 'wose radius' is About- 0.05-l0 U0in.
With an increase. In the si'ze ofa the setl
quatiy (Ar)gees to- zero an ntiscsPoroula

part cle6 ýthe
(.)I

cvetd into the Stolkes- Eobfula (1'.1).
LValue

Ltk~

3 ote
eettling
s
rate ýfor pa rticles as c~alculated by. the'
ibrul

le below~ the valnes of ,therae

cluatdy

'+

•+ "-•

,•+j
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thie Cunningham-St-okes: formula, wi~th_ the difference being i146% 'for
particles 0.1l pmn in radius,-15%: for 1 pm radlius particles3,"and
41*.5% Cfot'particles with -a radius of 10 p.1m,.

ftTo

give a clear picture of the-applicatiLon of' the CunninghamStokes±'.ormulawie will1 pres~ent an example of calculating the rateý

4of

settling for particles with a radius ýof VX0
V6 4.(1. t0-t)'

cm:-

SW 10+ .1240.4

r .S
-.roz-p
:F 101 ms

0.633. 18,31 4

:Consequently,.the settling: rate for particles 2= Irni
diameter cotpri sesý 0.013 :cm/s.
ýThe Cunninghaim-Stokies formula found. broad applic0ation ýfor
dimensions of paxticleLLs by a method based on
doterml1i1g th sed4mnain aeo the particles in an ultra

-determining

N. A., Fukc, and A. G. Suit ugn (1v6f a4ppl4- thts forinuia. for'
-atces
with ThIte-notons of about, 1I'=

The: rate! ýof' set~tl~ng fOr part~cleta of? non apheri 0al XrotA tsa
also eXj Vpres
sd thro.ý4 the St Ocesao1rwtula, with nuw-azvicala co
*dependent upon the particle shape being introduiced
.I'fcients
tinto tile x~prerm5on
Expertm+enta
theoretical, roi
dettvtnij te sett~ftn. rate fo noWeia patd
eswer
tirnentted by N. A. ?uks 1$5
96
Jxn~eIM-s
deta-1Il an~d
rartlCze~s 1es-G than

Il-ýk

b~~~~aet&c-om

n. atve -rtjecteýd toq niauftrxito
I~i'sa di~C~~
4srd.e
scol~ te Vor~n~o~

1"l
In this -Vse-they settle out V.6vy c thvly (par&ticle r'diu
inst~a
ac
ati h
Ibut
VC*
&i"i
~r donot settv~h at -ol,
o~
~tu
.t
r le~ss-tvA1eCUIBP ro to-t1o~(pril

andý

dlflse itý all,~rcios
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:Thus, diffusion should be regarded. as a phenomenon caused.by
Browni.anmotlon and reduced to the fact that highly dispersed
I .

to achieve Uniform distribution

particles of an aerosol s trive

* in space.

Oravitatiunal forces prevent such a, d6stribution.-

The degree of dispersion of aerosol particles is a labile
quantity.. Under'the influence ofthe'most widely varied causative
factors, with the passage of time an aerosol becomes polydisperased;
this leads to more rapid sedimentation of enlarging particles
ýand to destruction of the aerosol system.
Especially rapid
aggregation of particles is recorded in highly dispersed: aerosols
period ao their appearance.
in -the initial

The process of adhesion or accumulation of aerosol particles
during collisions with one another, called coagulation, occurs
as a rule due to brownian motion of particles or thanks to the
superposition on the. Brownian motion of ordered motion of particles

toward one another under the actt'n of various forces (gravitational,
ele.trtcal,

etc..

.A heory of the thetnl

coagulation of aeroisols w-th

particles was dievelope-d by M. V. Smol ukhovskty (1936)-
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where no0 is the initial -concentration of particles; n Is the
concentration after time: t; Ko i the coagulation
-constant expreased by the Corrnitla the quantity K0
or,
proceeding on the basis of t"he -Cunningham formuua for 8wtrkTB
mobility,,.

ywhere -k is the falitzmanxn costant. equaling Ierg'
.T: is the absolute. temperat ure CT
2733 + t 0 ).-
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*In

the case wh'en the weight concentratio Q
1gom
1 radius
~m)
a and density o (g/cm3 ) are known fo r the particles of a
monodi spersed- aerosol, the particle concentration n0 (cm3 Y .can
bbe determined by the foimula (Ye.+ e. ?4e-dnikov,, 1963)4

Th.dere
owar
- wr ri o," particle concentration for an.
aerosol'due- to coag.tlatton can be seea on theý foflow rg e-xasnpl e':
we
ilt ssume t-tat at a temnperature of 2-31?
293-0)awih
o~neo n.trat ion -of a "moedispers,;.4aerosol - of
t4 vrested.
.

hera~s
rdiuty
hexpr~t~~
4. Oeeneth- _changei
cif'05o1o a~t'-er 10. and 100 ~cns

cm and. tho deiC.Is
_paxt tle conc~entration or the

Tha rctlavin pa~rti cIe coneentrat1w.. Qorrdetpnd5 toa
wept oncentration of. a0
(xerr/v orlA 1.6)

AtA

£tor the given conditions the coagulation constaunt will be

K.

(1+1'
S0.42. rc

3

s

Particle conuentra-tions are as follows:
after lD.seconds

After 100- seconds
r=

----no:

ea

0

tht te prtilesof -the aerosol are uniformly
-Assmin
distributed Inwa unittvolume it is possible. to determine the
radius of the aerosol particles after their adhesion to one
anothe~r, con-sidering-that the aeosol rernal ns monodispersedi
the course 0'f coagulation.(Ye. F. ?4edtflkov, 1963).

Ui our exa np Ie' after 100 seconds the radius of the
eqcld'I

Tlhe rate ofco

ifune
greOf- M.sprloe te ph ase
-s, and the *hape &nd.
tth p'icl

lation 'j41 eroso IPartlat

VbY1.VfttOUkS f attors~ the
~n ctdre niotly
ee Ct:i taI attte-o

nruCc

terile~wl

the entnerated factors
0Cteprt"~o

Ion rate -the itow-t impertan t-.th
ag.u it~tiih detetinje tht io
e the partilces and tht 64gre e of their un-1f ormlity.
shp a4sl

ttcn& being *iwaL!, the higher the degree or Altpersion
0
condi
he noerpdycoa2rulaticn V1i11 oectzr. Smoke
Mfte ~atce
"Zcelates. ~ono

scidoy, ~t~e more culflor~ It Is

teI

-S

rthe

closer it

approximates an isodispersed system.
Smokes which
possess a-clearly expressed polydi-persed nature coagulat•:.
rapidly,

with the larger particles serving, as it
of coagulation for the smaller ones.
4

~

were,

as centers

Coagulation of particles of nonspherical shape occurs more
rapidly than bhat of spherical particles.
An electrical charge
of identical sign hinders coagulation of the particles; however,
in many cases induction forces can convert repulsion between the
particles into attraction.
A charge of different sign on the
particles facilitates coagulation.
A moderate bipolar charge
has no influence on coagulation rate and intensive charging of

S

-an

aerosol is the only factor which can somewhat lower its
stability.
The stability of aerosol systems whose dispersed phase

*ii•

consists of liquid droplets depends on evaporation and condennation.
The content of vapors of the substances of the dispersed
phase in the dispersion medium corresponds to the pressure of
ta.ese vapors at the given values of temperature and pressure.

In an aerosol cloud of constant volume a state of mobile
equilibrium is very quickly established between the dispersed
phase and the dispersion meaium; this, however, is disturbed
with a change in temperp'ure and pressure - for practical purposes,
mainly with a change in temperature.
An increase in temperature
causes evaporation, while a lowering of temperature leds to
condensation.
The stability of the aerosol system is also
influenced by the size and shape of the particles.
With a
reduction in particle size the vapor pressure on the surface of
the particles grows; the vapor pressure is greater on a convex
surface and lower on a concave surface than on a flat one.
In connection with thý fact that the vapor pressure on the
surface of small particles exceeds thit of the dispersion medium,

.

..
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processes of evaporatiori from the surface of small particles
predominate-over processes-of condensation; this causes a reduction
in

the size of the small particles.

,particles the reverse is

true.

With respect .to large.

In connection with the fact that

the vapor pressure on the surface of such particles

not exceeding the average vapor pressure of the dispersed- phase,.

*
*

remains stable,

-.

*processes of evaporation from the surfaces of such [large]
particles lag behind condensation processes in
results in

magnitude;

the large particles becoming even larger.

this

The

described phenomenon of growth in

a polydispersed system of large

particles due to the reduction in

the size of the small ones is

called isothermic distillation.

In the end all

of the small

particles are evaporated and the enlarged. particles precipitate
out into a deposit

Under natural conditions the evaporation of droplets of
water can be retarded,

since air will frequently contain vapors

of various organic substances whose molecules,
*-onto the water droplets,

being absorbed

create an extremely thin film which is

impermeable to the vapors.

Such a phenoraeno~n is

noted in

the

presence cf protein substances.
All of the aeroasol properties examined above (sedimentation,
coagulation,

evaporgtion)

are of great theoretical and practical

significance for investigation of systems of bacterial aerosols.
However,

the physiochemical

and colloidal properties of aerosols

and methods of studying them cannot be mechanically transferred
over to bacterial aerosols.
chemical properties

Study of the physical and physico-

of aerosols must be carried out with con-

sideration of their biological peculiarities.
2.

iBacterial Aerosols
Bacterial ae-osols is

* .-

systems in

which

the term applied to aerodispersed

,he dispersed phase is
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made up of microorganisms

-suspended in air, either existing independently or located iJn
droplets of moisture and on flecks of dust.
Thus

-bacterialaerosols consist

of a combination of either
a gaseous medium and a solid phase ("droplet nuclei," bacteria
and dust) or a gaseous medium and a liquid phase (bacterial
Bacterial aerosols make upsa system whose behavior
drops).
a

The behavior

is determined by both physical and biological laws.

of the aerosol as a physical system depends primarily on the
size of its particles and the kinetics of the gas phase.
Bacterial aerosols are subject to the fundamental laws
inherent to aerosols proper, making up a colloidal system which
possess biological properties and in which the dispersed phase
is living material - a bacterial cell or the liquid and solic'
substances with which these cells are connected

*

medium-

-

and a dispersion

air.

Bacterial aerosols can both be formed under natural condiDispersion of dust or
tions and can be prepared artificially.
liquid containing bacteria gives rise to natural bacterial
aerosols.
If a liquid bacterial culture is atomized~bacterial
fogs will be formed; in the case of a dry culture the product
With respect to the mechanism of formation,
is bacterial dusts.
bacterial aerosols will always be of the dispersion type.
Dispersion can occur due to high speed of air flows or by
breaking up of liquids into droplets.
Natural bacterial aerosols arise indoors and in the open
atmosphere due to physiological acts of humans (sneezing,
coughing) and animals (snorting) and also under conditions
connected with events which raise infected dust into the air.
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Artificial bacterial aerosols are formed as a result of
.. dispersion of bacterial emulsions or bacterial dust.
Natural and artificial bacterial aerosols can be found in
different phases:

a drop phase,

a phase of dessicated dehydrated

bacterial drops - the drop-nucleus phase - and in a dust phase.
The drop phase consists of bacterial cells surrounded by a watersalt shell; protein, mucin, and other substances can enter the
cell.
*

The outer shell is

subjected to rapid evaporation,

the drop phase to lose its properties.

leading

The bacterial drops are

converted into the phase of dried bacterial drops - "nucleoli."1
"""Nucleoli" may be present in structures which consist of
bacterial cells stripped of the layer of free water but retaining
absorbed water, along with cheaically bound water on the surface
Dry salt, protein, and other
and free water inside the cell.
substances present in the cell prior to evaporation of the water
In the phase
may be found on the surface of the bacterial cells.
of dry bacterial drops the pE.rticles have the smallest- size;
they are easily moved by air currents and remain in the air for a
long period.
Consequently,

the phase of dry bacterial drops is

the most

stable of the three phases in terms of colloidal and ehemical
properties.
Subsequently the bacterial particles in the phase
of dried bacterial drops are deposited on particles of dust in
Bacterial dust is easily
the air or on the floor or furniture.
The time during
dispersed by even very small air currents.
which the dust phase of a bacterial aerosol remains in the air
is dependent upon the size of the dust particles.
Particle size in bacterial aerosols varies in a wide range
from I mm down to 0.01 jim. A change in the size of aerosol
particles due to one factor or another is accompanied by a
The
quantitative change in the properties of the aerosol.
lower boundary of dimensions of bacterial aerosols may lie
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within the limits of these dimensions of the bacterial cell.
A further reduction in their size is limited both by the size of
the bacterial cell and by the possibility of disintegration
of suspensions and powders.
A double method of propagation of bacterial drops by air
The so-called dynamic projection of drops
has been established.
in air occurs through kinetic energy obtained by the drops at the
moment of ejection during a spasm of the muscles of the respiratory
tract (acts of sneezing,

coughing,

etc, ).

During sneezing and

coughing the maximum velocity of the air flow in the bronchi
According to data from Duquid (1946), while
can reach 300 m/s.
the initial velocity of a jet of air in
to 16 m/., and that during sneezing is
exceeds 100 m/s.

loud conversation amounts

46 m/s, during a cough it

Along with horizontal motion of the droplets

The
they are shifted rapidly downward by the force of gravity.
distance of dynamic projection depends on the size of the drops
It has been established that with
and their *Initial velocity.
an initial velocity of 46 m/s the radius of propagation comprises
11 meters for 1-rmm drops and 1.1 m for drops 0.1 mm in diaieter;
a radius for 0.01 mm droplets is 0.13 m. Under favorable conditions
and with an initial velocity cf 46 mr/s the radius of scattering
Consequently, drops of large
for 1-mm drops can reach 45 meters.
dimensions can be scattered over great distances during dynamic
projection..
Another method of propagation of' bacterial droplets is

their

transfer by a flow of air. The finest droplets, 0.1 mm and less
in diameter, and also drop.leýs possessing "intrinsic" kinetic
energy can be spread by this method.
A numbeig Qf author&s present data which indicate extremely
significant bacterial contamination of the air directly by
In the case of a vigorous
acts of sneezing, coughing, etc.
-

sneeze up to 40,ooo droplets containing bacteria, mainly from
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"the "nasopharyngeal microorganism" group,

can be detected in air

(Jennison, 1941; Bourdillion, 1948; S. S. Rechmenskiy,

1951)..

Droplet size varies from 1 to 1000 um and more, with 2/3 of
the droplets having dimensions of less than 100 wm. (Mitman,1945;

Jennison,

1942; Duquid, 1946; Wells, 1955).

The French investigator Trillat (1938) found droplets 1 Um
These droplets are similar in properties to inorganic
in size.
aerosols found in the air.
A smaller quantity of droplets is

A

liberated during a cough;

their size varies within the limits 1-2000 pm, with the size of
droplets in the main mass falling in the 2-40 pm limits.
Bacterial droplets can also be emitted during loud conversation (P.

N. Lashchenkov,

1899).

Duquid (1946)

found that during

conversation at different levels up to 210 bacterial droplets
around 100 um in diameter are released.
"Green, Vesley (1962)

made a careful study of the quartity

of bacteria emitted from the nasopharynx of a human into the
The study was carried out
surrounding air during conversation.
in an experimental chamber and in an open space, where the
subject repeated one and the same phrase every ten seconds for
the space of one minute.

*
*

The air was checked by means of an

Andersen sampler (Andersen, 1.958) and by the method of deposition
Blood agar with 5% defibrinated human blood
on Petr:; dishes.
During conversation more than
was used as the nutrient medium.
5000 bacteria were trapped from a calculated 100 1 of air. The
These
authors detected particles less than 4 um in diameter.

studies substantially supplemented observations by Jennison
.(1942),

carried out by means of high-speed photography.

The time during which the finest droplets were retained

In the suspended state was determined by the speed of motion
the
-of air.
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It has been noted. by-'a number of authors that iarge d: 'ps
will,. for the most part, drop out in the first miniutes after
they are emitted tnto the air, while finer droplets may remain
in the suspended state for several hours (L. M. Gorovits, 1916;
Rechmenskiy showed
S. S. Rechmenskiy~, 1951, ana- others),
experimentally that droplits more than 100 Urn in diameter remained
in the suspen~eci state only when the speed of air is at least
3 nt/s; in this case thbey are sc-attered over a radius of no more
than 1 meter.
With respect to the phase of dried bacterial drops "nucleoli'l
information Is extremely limit-ad. According to data from
Mitman (194~5)., dried bacteria'. drops have dimensions of less 5 Prn.
Duquid k194i5) considers that the bulk of these particles will
fall odthin the limits 1-11 urn.
According to data'from a number of observations the nature
of tbe drops emitted during acts of sr~ezing and coughing is
extremely' nonuniform. Thus, a sneeze will emit drops obtained
from the saliva ýand -fromn the mucous merzbranes of' the nose arid,
respiratory tract. The content of bacteria in the dr-oplets
varies widely. Large dropp and filaitionts of mucous may contain
many microorgarilsins, while small drors may have none at all or
contain only 1-L- microorganisms. Thus a sneeuze "eleases 'into
the qir mainly 5;lcroorganlsms which are vegetc.ative in the Sal~va
saliiaplius and others),, while a cough will liberate
* a l~avge quantity of 6-hemolytic str-apto~ccoci which live on the
tonsils and Sin tne pharyn&..

F(Stretoaoccus

concept af "physical an~d v.iological decay" Is
*The
characteristic for the system ,,f a bacterial aerosol~ By the
c nep Isphy-sical decay" of the aerosol we understand deposition,
washing away' by depost*.s, -,dhealon or particles to surfaces~ etc.
ViTe aetikin of these fectors reduces both the number of particles
su~oended in tUhe air and theilr concentration in a wnit. of volume,
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Factors which cause'biological decay of' an aerosol system,
includelthe action on microorganisms o1f solar radiation,, and
the temperature and humidity of' the air, as well as-the time
durin~g which the particles _remain in th-e envi-ronment.
The stability of' the dispersed phase of a bacterial aerosol
depends on the size and degree of isodispersion of'the suspended
particles., their electrical charge, the humidity of' the. air, and
also the ability of' the particles to coagulate.
.Three Phases are. singled out in a bacterial-aerosol w~ith
respect to sedimentation rate: large-nuclear
more,
than 100 jim in diameter with a rate of' particle deposition greater
than 0.3 rn/s (this is a-low-stable phase); fine-nuclear
less than 10 uim In diameter, settling rate less than 0.3 rn/s.
Thanks to the high specific surface and low weight the drops are
* held in the air for a prolonged period and dry out before they
settle'. The third phase is that of' bacterial dust.- coarsely
* arid-finely dispersed phases which have been dried out And
transformed into ba4.terial dust. the-latter is easily entrained
by air currents and gradually settles out once again, The rate of,
pafticle transfer is 0.3 m/s-0-3 ni/win. Particle size is
1-100
-particles.

-particles

FThe

sedi mentaticzn rate -for particles of a bacterial aerosol

obeys laws inhoent to ordinary aer~osois and can be' calculatedýby the Stokes (141) and Stokea-Cunnlnghanm (I1.3) form.ula.
Table 3 (1from L. A~. Levifl, 1961) gives data on the rate 0 f
Ssr~t.gin In unmoving air t-or -drops of water-vapor as a- tunation
of drop-let si ze.
The procesA of ccoagualno

rtceof

a bacterial

aerool can be approx imate~ly exzpressed by 'the Smolukhavskly
e't

~

whl,)
hIle the thange In d~rnensions of liquid Particles

.A

U,

Tab..,.

.

.

.

inith mproesr orcauaioaaedteriefrmquto
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V~e droplets, gradually sett~lint, are rapidly reduced in size
due to loss of water by evaporatton. The rate of'evaporation
-depends primari ly ondi I'ferenoes I4etiween tht_ pressure ýof' water
vaoor in the atutosphere, and in the dro and also on the -shape of
the drop~ Since the vapor pressure on the ur-f'ace. of a drop
Con.taPn1.g
i ki diusslved mat er al IIs less than the pressure In a drop
of-watear, It Is eva~porated moore slowly than a drop of water in
the same atMlOsphere. With an incre-7se in tthe. concentratlon of
disovd.
substanices 'the. rate of etvaporation Is easse n t1talI
c,,ucd-.
T-he size -0f the drop let Is Areduced until the vapor
Pressure.Isd the drop b~eccmes equael t
h
tope
vaorue~ur.W~t elvaporationi 6f wateiv the weigkt of' the
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doplot- -is -reduce0d and Ildroplet nuclati 1 which. settle. .slowly,.
ca eanin.-fai
or a "prolonged -'period; ThUs3, with
atmosphe~ric.hutmidity.- within t:he limit~s of: VOdroplets less thjan
urn:-A iamet~er -are amost com, letely evaporated:,*
U0(
d~tac
of' less- than, 30.ý5 qM: from th.e' point -of -formation. -With atmospheric
ý-humidity of' 90% the evaporation of' t.he1
same drople~ts. Qccurs at
a dist-ance somewhat greater than 304.8 cm.
The quest,4on of teraons for the accelerated death of'
microorganisms located in particles of a bacterial aerosol at.
dif'ferent states of' the atmospheric medium has as yet been
inadequately studied
Apparently te
he main condition Ohich leads
to death of microbe dells in air is loss of water by t~he aerosol
drop and by the'-microorganizms.. It is known that a bacterial
ceill 'contains up to 8n,0.0% Water, while spores of the bacilli
contain as little as 40%.ý Besides the f'ree water in the
biolot;cal materials, even in particles of' bacterial aerosols
there is always a certain content of' water which is absorptionbound to substances which possess hydrophilic properties. Bound
water-.possess certain characteristic features which distinguish.
it fro ,free water. -Thus, bound water of' potin ouin
a
hig~her density as. compared w1th free water. Bound water is nlot
a solvent. Removal of'bound water requires. enormously greater
eMnrgY than removal of free water; in connection. with this fa;ýtj
dttring the ordinary process of' evaporation to, the atmosphere,
bacerljildroplets wi1l1 for the mostý part lost only free wt~er.
Alons %wIt-haubstance,- of' a -cm'l ex organic nature, the Co~f-_
pi:ion oonbactertal -tells tIncludes salt.- In solutlon In thie
fi\lur of' eectralytes. Mhe norm~al vultal r(tlvlt~y of thf,ý cels
r~u
an opt Im-t toncentrat'lon or thes~e sl .W~he~n
~
the tell
.1 dri~ed out, a* a .- ,,ualt of a. kreductlaor In the
auvttty tof water,,
t ei -- neroration, ~oithe ecolt
asa
Tb's
L-ads to lr"vers,ýble ohanjges In the,
natu'at!on. of the
.

-

t~.4
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-

Ibacterial

Blankov 'and .L
pirotein (HR. Grae,19156; 9
y ng.4also letels to ýconcentrat ion oth
~
X91~p
Klobanov
protein moeus and .to theiragratohchaue
of the cell.
ddstirucio
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Rosebury (1947Y also considers that evaporationv from 0cells
ocated in air in the state of a-Adrplet phase aerosol its a"
fthese considerations were confirmed by
cause of ti±1 teat b
experiments with Baciillu1 £2Iodiosus (Serratio marcesoons)
suspended in distilled water 'and In a solution aof zelatin, The-

I'Index -of [Emicroorganism]) .recovery -averaged
14.,J% for the gelatin -so2ut~ion..
Ifother

0. 9% f or waiter -and
Sitpilar data were obtained -with

oultures of microorganisms.

Observations indicAted that the die-off of' microorgan-iisms
is more intensive in coarsely dispersed aerosols as compared with
4"fin~ely dispersed systems~sIne e in ti-e latter in the course oft
deh~ydration the microorganisms are. aubjected to the action ao'
lower concentrations oC4 substances which. are harmful to'the cell.

'NO periods are distinguished 4nthe death of the microrgan Isms,, o~cuvring, in air it the. aeres-el state1 The process
101a a smý. death of rnicrcorgani~sms 1In the aerosci and which.
whtic
t ue$ in-tY frst inutes4 of thle aerosollts exist-ez.ee is
4'Lmin
apprctlycr'.ected wtIth cha%-:es- In the asmotic. anid che-mtcal
it &s3a result of drying. Thie
aaot Ixlty Of. the Cell.- Ie..,e

1
..

of ntircoe

ni,

in Jriei prtparations;ý in the epinlou of'

idepend-ent on slo'w oxid~atton.
and Marie (I954) Itta
mPerr
Webb (l95.,?
zU.tureS

-1563) noted. that "n in aeroso~l (baCOteral
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Djmnkltn and Puck found In carrying
out experiments. with
opneuxnocacc± in a. droplet-pklase
aerosol state thatl
Witn variation
In relative- humidity of the a-ir
from 3 to 80% and Iat temperatures
of? 14,,-22, and-330 the most intensive
die-arc 'of the microorganis-Ma is found In a narrow
range of humidity variation,
in.
limits around 50%. At lower or
higher indicies the pneuuiooco±c
survive- for a substantialiy longer
time
The same data wer"e
obtained it'experiments, with staphyloc-occj
and streptococc±.
In experime~nts with intestInal
bacciu E.eo,
stSPLiqlocoeoi Cýt~auh _albus), ilasnadGte

and
(1949) arrived

at. the conclUsto, thy, t-he most
favor-abie conditions3 for retention at via
e
l~y by these mlcroorganvis= are crreated
at
llow vatues ot' relative huimtd4ty
Of the air. This was, alsoI. conftirmed in wksby ter-01ewing
uhos
Edwardo Elford,
ýLaidlaw. (1943), and also Lupnli,
Lemton, Robertson Appel t1943)1
d - h-awd that- the inflUeWza vtrut di es out
au' -tar~t4a~ m
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Table 4. Effect of relative humidity of the air on the viability
-of Serratio marcescens in'an-aerosol'with lO-0inueepur
(per T. V. Viodavets,, 1964)
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At the same time, ajc-hange in hImidity has no essential
* influence on the concentrato of' viable staphylococci. The
concentration of viable staphylococci was retained somewhat
longer at low levels of humidtty and-dropped more rapidly at
humidity above 9O%ý

The temoo.t.ýAie of the air has a major Influence on the
vabl11ity -of41
mn_. rootran inzminit the state of- aný aeresal contalning
liquid dropletS. At. ptedent W4 out cornsider It to be -estableshed
*
tat at dl Cfo-rtnt temperatuztea the ?mmidity of the air nas
*extrem~ely
difftrent eft'ect5* on vlabi 1i1ty.
heteeen viabllit~

ev~a~~ft~e~axditterencea
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zt

At 100 there was a sha#rp.
cMiird
11
&atz~nsrecorded
10-0

a reduction In relati-te h=*i~tY below. 6ot0.
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Kethley, Pincher5 -an Cown (1957), investigating the effet"
oftmpera~ture :in the -range :from 32t¾00 on the viability of
Serratto marcqets&'ns in'an aerosol alIso established that
hu~iyhs adCf"erent effct on viability of' the bacteria.-in
the aerosol ýat difflerent temperatures.
Ifl the opinion, of these
-authors.,- in hot wheather (with the exception of extremiely' dry air)
-the-possibi lityr of dissemination of aerogenic Infections is
minimal,, owing to the insignificant viability of microo-rganisms
.inan aerosol. With a more moderate temperature regimne the favor"'
able conditions, for microorganisms are ecrated at high leveils ot
relative humidity. In the conditions of low temperatures bacteria
are
tabl in n arosol Žvra.broad range- of relative humidity
values.
V.. S. Yarniykt (1962) reports on the effect of ttemperature
and humidity of the ai r on P. avium and certain other types of
microorganisms. suspende~d in th' air. The most favorable,.tempera_
ture 1½r retent'lon of' a-bouillon culture of Pasteurella is
12-150. Up to 28% viable milcroorganitms remiain in the air. At
dl2a,
60 minutes after' atom! zati on,, only 9.411 of' the ndAcrobes
can bee-separated from the air. At a temperature of 28-300
virtually till Paateurella and inter- naltbactilli die- 0ut. after
10 minutes in air. Staphylococcu* aureuti turned out to be the
most zstab le . Change-s in al r temperat ure arte Ifltervonra-.ted vitt
rolatIve hum Atty. Thus,
ihntelme
50-40%hurit
at a-tevzeratuwv twlczlw 161ý t-he katb-iltty- of Pasrteureila waft
Increasod whilp a~t 1`7-50. on ttw other hatnd, acceleration in
dnath -of!P`1zteutueZla 18rte.
The at-abllttAy or tauaative a4ernts of infectionts In, the
envrgtet.ani e~ torof
properties b~i' them;7 depend <xnr
vzwther
or notorghe
all! urs are, rrwedwrth
drolt

of' tluld colitaint~rw anty !trrt ;of nutrient or prctecttive
ZAuýbsRt anciels.

wure fan.M

vr whether the bacteria. Atvr lk-ated In thre a-ir An

N-!taurahl,

mzcrtcorgazlaimrs :-:usPpended in rhte ai r

"without protection" are enormously less resistant to the action
of environmental factors - i.e.,
the phenomenon of biological
•;•.

!

decay of the aerosol system will be manifested more sharply in
this case.
-

The medium of a suspension usually includes substances which
lower the death rate of microorganisms

in

the aerosol state.

Such protective media most frequently contain colloids.
Heller
(1941) showed that the protective properties of the medium are
improved when its

hydrophilic qualities are increased.

S, S.

Rechmenskiy

(1951)

medium.

was found that particles of aerosol containing the

It

used meat-pepton.e bouillon as the protective

bouillon were more viable than an aerosol of the same microbe
-suspension based on distilled water.
Colloidal substances located in
a protective action on microbe cells,

drops of an aerosol exert
protecting them from death,

and protecting the droplets from evaporation.

Under the influence

of colloidal substances the droplets of an aerosol take on
colloidal-chemical properties
air.

facilitating their stability in

The itaximum die-off of microorganisms occurs in

of protein protection on them in

the abaence

the aerosol state.

* various factors whLich influence bacterial aerosols.

He studied

the role and influence o- distilled water (used as a component
part for the preparation of a microbe suspension)
•various chemical additives.
water on the change in
of survival (in
iubtilis.

He also-clarified the role of bound

the structure of a protein it the process

the aerosol state)

intestinal bacilli (E.

and also

celi),

of

Saph.

Serratio marcescel
albus

, and of the

,

_Bac.

The average size of the aerosol particles was 5

Webb showed that the addition to the iritial

Pm.

suspension of

a.amino acids and of substances which shorten the protein chain,
as well a6 sugars and polyhydrohydroxycyclohexanes, increases
the viability of the cells in the aerosol state.
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In.Webb's opinion, the increased viability of cells during
-drying in air in the aero~ol state is connected with the presence
of amino groups or secondary alcohol groups. The hydroxyl
group is-toxic in the benzene ring and possesses protective
properties in the pyrimidine ring.

It

is

proposed that these

cumpounds replace water in the protein structure during drying
of the cell, which leds to retention of the- structure of the
proteins.

Of primary importance .in injury to cells during

drying in the aerosol state are the cell "shells," which are
destroyed and lead to loss of differentiation within the cell.
Depending upon the stability of the microorganisms and :the
effect of environmental conditions, in certain cases biological
destructi,'n of a system of a bacterial aerosol can set in
earlier than its physical decay, so that particles of :he aerosol
will contain dead microbe cells.
settle out in a viable state and,

'-

In other cases the microorganisms
forming an aerogel, give rise

to the appearance of a secondary bacterial aerosol, since the
particles are capable of reentering the suspended state under the
effect of environmental factors.
The infective action of bacterial particles in the aerosolstate depends upon the type of microorganisms, their concentration
in the air, and also on the degree of dispersion of the system.
Contamination can occur through exposed portions of the body
when there is damage to the skin, through the gastrointestinal tract,
through the conjunctiva of the eye,

and, in particular, through

The latter ic the specific and most
Important route of contamination in the case of airborne infection.
The nature and particular features of the effect of a bacterial
aerosol on the organism are determined by the following factors:
the

-respiratory

organs.

the biological and physicochemical nature of the aerosol, the
quantity of biologically active particles retained in the organism
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1i.e.-, the dose of the infectious agent, the initial distribution
of t••_hese particles In the organism, and the subsequent fate ofI
the retained' particles- (elimination, redistribution,
etc.).

resorption,

-

The quantity of microbes which enter the organism through
the respiratory tract from a bacterial aerosol is determined by
the concentratlon of the aerosol, exposure (length of time during
which the aerosol is breathed), the volume of pulmonary ventilation, and retention of the aerosol in the pulmonary tracts.
The aspiration dose of the infectious agent can be calculated
by the formula

D= c . t . v, .
where D is

the dose of the infectious agent; c is

(1.8)
the concentration

of the biologically active microbes; t is exposure; v is the volume
of pulmonary ventilation; and R is the factor of retention of
aerosols in the lungs.
The dose of the infectious agent is of decisive significance
As studies by Rosebury ( 1 9 4 7 )
"in the development of a disease.
showed, the aspiration infective dose and the lethal doses differ
in different diseases and exceed the corresponding doses during
subcutaneous and other forms of contamination.
The degree of retention of the aerosol in the respiratory
organs will to a significant degree determine the dose of the
infectious agent obtained by the organism during exposure.
Deposit and retention of aerosol particles in the respiratory
tracts is caused by gravity, inertia, Brownian motion, the
degree of dispersion and electrical charge of the particles, etc.
Thus, .accov-ding to data from Rooks (1939, 1941), 80-90% of large
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bacterial drops are retained in

S•

the nasal cavity during respira-

tlon.

<

(1952)

•:

•
•

N

•

:'•

V.

Tatarskiy (1951),

I.

I.

Yelkin,

and S.

I.

Eydel•shteyn

•.?.
•

also consider that the depth of penetration of particles

of a bacterial aerosol depends primarily on their size.

In

fact,

:

•!
%

all parbicles I0 •m in diameter and approximately 50% of particles•
].-5 •m in diameter are retained in the nasopharynx (Sawyer, 1963).

i:!
•:

•i

These data indicate that the greatest danger in

•:

cont•nination

S•'•
•(

•
•

•
•'

cells.
Druett,

is

aerogenlc

from aerosols made up of individual bacterial

This consideration found confirmation in the works of
Henderson, Packman• Peacock (1953) with contamination of

D,

:•'

guinea pigs and monkeys with anthrax.
Aerosols containing
individual anthrax spores turned out to be much more infectious
than larger particles.
(1956),
12 •m is

it

In

experiments with Br. s•Is

was shown that an

and P.

p estis

aerosol with a particle size of

600 times less infectious than an aerosol with particles

containing individual microbe cells.
Goodlow,
,

Leonard

(1961)

reported on the infection of guinea

pigs and monkeys with the tularemia agent as a function of the
magnitude of particles of a bscterial aerosol penetrating the
respiratory tract.
Thus, for particles I •m in diameter the

i•

S17

LD50 for guinea pigs was 3 cells and that for monkeys was
cells; for particle 7 •m in diameter the LD50 was 6500 and
240 -cells, respectively,

while for 22 •m particles the values

were 170,000 and 3000 cells.
!

•4
•'•ill

•'

A similar dependence of infectiousness on aerosol particle
size was detected for anthrax, brucellosis, virus equine
encephalitis,

•,
ii•

and other diseases.

According to data from Hatch (1961),
aerosol particles i0

•m in

for the most part

diameter and larger are deposited

•
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in the respiratory tract.

The percentage of deposition of

particles less than 5 um in diameter amounts to only 20-30%,
while for those with a diameter less than 0.50-0.25 pm, the value

is 60o.
Altshuler also studied the question of retention of microorganisms on droplets of an aerosol in the respiratory tracts.
Data from his study are presented in Table 5.
Table 5.
Retention of .nicroorganisms in the respiratory organs
as a function of the degree of dispersion of aerosol particles
(Altshuler, 1935, 1957).
Particle

10 and

size in

more

5-10

3.2

0.8-1.6

0.4

0.22

microns
(d)

*

Percentage
~~~~retention

100

_____________
80-100

61-80

19-48

17-33

19-36

The largest particles, subjected to the action of gravity
and inertia, settled out in the upper respiratory tracts. With
a reduction in the degree of dispersion the influence of the
force of gravity and inertia is weakened arid the particles are
retained to a smaller degree, allowing them to penetrate into
Particles 0.3-0.4 pm
the deeper areas of the respiratory tract.
in size have negligible weight and inertia during Brownian motion,
which leds to an extremely small percentage retention of these
fractions in the respiratory tracts.

With a further reduction

in particle size the effect of gravity and inertia is

reduced

and at the same time there is a substantial growth in Brownian
which once again leads to an increasing degree of
* .motion,
retention of the aerosol particles.
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Generalization of results from numerous studies on the
distribution of aerosol particles in the respiratory organs as
a function of particle size allows us to conclude that particles
more than 15 Pm in diameter are retained predominantly in the
upper respiratory areas (nose, mouth, nasopharynx), particles
30-50 urm in size may penetrate to the trachea, while particles
10-30 um in size do not reach further than the bronchi.
3-10 pm in size penetrate to the bronchioles,

Aerosols

while 1-3 um and

smaller particles may reach the alveoli (Sawyer,

1963).

However, the literature contains reports indicating, that
even larger particles, reaching 5-13 and even 80 um in size,
have been detected in the alveoli (Wotkins-Pitsford,
Faber,

1936; Bedford,

1950).

If

Moizy,

1916;

we consider that the diameter

of the opening to an alveolus comprises 70-100

rim,

the penetration

into alveoli of particles of relatively great size can theoretically
be recognized as completely probable.
Of substantial significance also are data on the weight
distribution of polydispersed aerosols in the resp•.ratory

system.

Abramson (1950), studying penetration of powdered crystalline
penecillin with a degree of dispersion of 0.65 to 58 pm into
the lungs and its distribution in the respiratory system of
-

animals, found the following weight distribution of the particles:
the trachea contains 45.15%, the main bronchi contain
43.15%,
the alveolar paths contain 5.91%, and the alveoli contain 0.65%.

.,

"XAs is

evident from the above data, with a polydispersed

composition of the ier.,sol the main mass of particles is retained
Consequently, during tile primary
in the trachea and the bronchi.
distribution of aervsol in the organism - the respiratoz7 organs the relatively large particles are retained in the upper
~th
penetration to the alveoli only of
respiratory tracts, w
particles Cor the most part no larger than 3-5 u.
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The ability of aerosol particles to be retained in the
respiratory tracts is essentially influenced by their electrical
charge.
Particles are attracted to the walls of the respirat'ry
tract by induction forces.
According tn data from I. I. LiUv:,aits,
Ye. T. Lykhina, and G. S. Erenburg (1948), during inhalatiotn
34% of the uncharged particles and 66% of the charged parti.cles
of aluminum dust were deposited.
The subsequent fate of bacterial particles entering the
respiratory tract is determined mainly by biological laws, with
the point of deposition of particles being one of the r..ain factors
determining the outcome of the interaction between the macroorganism
and the microorganism.
During evaluation of the biological
effect of a bacterial aerosol on the organism, the virulence of
the microorganism is also of substantial significance; this factor
can determine the neture of the infection process and the fate of
the microbes introduced into the organism.
Particles of a bacterial aerosol are also characterized by
certain common laws typical for indifferent particles.
Thus,
particles may be ejected tiy the organism into the ambient medium,
"they may reach the gastrointestinal tract, anid they may be
subjected to resorption.

For. the mncst p;.rt- the particles ejected
Prom the organism are the coarsely iispr-rded particles which

settle in the initial. period of penetration into the upper
2osp.ratery areas.
As indicated by the studies of LanFmuir and
Andrews (1952), under the action of the l3tary ep-itholiu
.particles-are moved out together w-th secretions of the nose and
nasopharyn.x during coughing, sneezing, etc. !n this case
particlIes 10 urn in diameter are 100% remove~d from tlheý respiratoryJ
tracts, wh' -e80% oi'the 5-urn particles rae removed; for practioal
purposes particles 1--2 inIn diameter are diffricult to eliminate.
.if

We assume that the length, of the respIratory tract

comprises 40 cm and that the rate of outward travel of a parttle
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is

15-mm/mmn, then It is obvious that large particles can be
retained in the human respiratory tract for no more than 30 minutes:,
As regards small and extremely fine particles,
(Thompson, 1959).
.-as indicated by the observations of a number of authors,
phagocytosis-of these bacterial particles by leucocytes and
histiocytes is possible, followed by their removal from the
organism along the bronchi with the flow of air (Harper, 1955;
Ross., 1957; Dannenburg, Scott,, 1958).
Resorption of particles of a bacterial aerosol can occur
The absorbing.
over the entire surface of the respiratory tract.
S capacityof the rear ¶ratory apparatus is very great; this depends
on the particular features of its mucous linings -and also on
It has been estabiibhed that the intens4.ty
its enormous surface,
of absorption differs in different sections of the respiratory
tract.?:-'Resorption occurs, more energetically through mucous
memtwanes covered with siliary epithelium than through flat
entrance to the larynx).
nmembranes (mouth., pharynx, esophagus,
The maximum intensity of abso±,tion is cbserved in the lungs.
Harper (1955),. Infecting guinea pigs with brucellosis through
the air, estab~ished that multiplication of britcellae reaching
the lungs occurred on the surface of the epithellum,. !om

they were then transported to the lympth no'ds,
•eneralization of the in'ectlon.

which

ieading to

The ease with which aerogen-c contaminatlot1i2 accom lished
Is e.platned by zone physiological peculiarities of the

[

_tructlwe

lurface of
uiman l.unga have a
of the. re.,spiratory apparartus. The .about 200 *a", while the lungs or large ag6ricultural ani.ala
50-300 mn; large quantitles of blood are In
have sur-faces•
Particles of a bacterl
direct oontact wvith the aurfaces,
s and sftrrving on the surface
aorosol contalnlnr, mlcroorgan
t,the reapiratorY bronchioles are not subjected to tho action
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At this point. phagocytoisi of
of' the ciliary. mucou's coating. ..
the.microorganism by neutrophils-and macrophages can occur.
If this. does-not-happen a bronchial infection can arise, which.
is -extended to the adjacent alveoli and parts of the lung.
rnhoe
ntepocess can.
Such primary involvement, of th
occur during contamination by the causative agent~s of tularemia
or psittacosis (Sawyer,. 1963).

*Consequently.,
the introduction-of microorganisms can occur
over the entire entent-of the respiratory tract,'beginning withthe mouth. and ending at the .alveoli..
The laws governing the beha'vio-r of bacterial aerosols1 the
*viability of microcrganisius 'located in the aerosol particles)
and penetration into the r'espiratory organs of human or animals,
form. the basis of the mechanism of the dissemination of aron
infections. They-must be taken into account during the development
of measures to combat infections carried on 'airborne droplets.

3.

Brief Epidemiological and Epizoototogical
Characteristics of Bacterial Aerosols
pidemiological. public health anid. epizootolog :_ical
signi icance
of. atr Is determined priimarily by its influence on the st at- of
health of humans and also that of ani mals.
Even in~ tht deepes~t antiquity infect.ouz diseases striking

suspeCted
scent.11sts
aln
humar.* and ardnias *ere ron'zed,
ar. to be t- e major cause of these diseases.
alhelty
Hitppocrates. igave- g~eat tteight in his work to contamination o f the
air
cosi-ring "that all disease repr nts Its fleh and its
crig~n~an1d, supportWIng the theoryomisadveddese
thoe
-ht which thireaten huards and thoe dangerous to anim~ls.
It, I1l
the Russian sc~entist
-1nio Sartoylovich (cfted In
V. "t 'Tots, 19S8) proaposed that infectious diseases zight be
37

transmitted by means of microscopic- essences and thus. carried out

the first investiSat.ions of -air for bacterial contamination..known
in history.
Of essential significance -for the subsequent: study of the

..microbiological nature, 'of infectious diseases with the works of
Louis Pasteur, who In the XIX Century established the living
nature of the causative ýagents of certain -diseases of humans and
animals. The works of Pasteur in the field of studying the
causative agents of infectious diseases provided the Impetus for
the 3ubsequent vast achievements in the field of bacteriology.
"In a period of 80-90 years after publication of the first works.

b . Pasteur causative agents were discovered for the majority
0oif infectious diseases and measures were developed to protect
both humans and animals from them.
The concept of the e-xistence of aroplet-borne infection was
put foraard by F. F. Erisman (1872), who considered that purulent
bodies or dense molecules of sputum liberated from sick persons

,

"and transported- in the air might be carriers of infection and

might contribute to the spread of certain eptdemic diseases.
"o•ever, at that timte thas proposal found no recogiition.

*

-

At t-h~ed of' the _1890's vworks appeare~d developed by G,
* ilyugge (1697, 19041 whith proves the pýýssibtllty of dtrect
I iNfection of the air with extretiely fine drplets of saliva and
r.,ous, entertni the air frotx the upper respiratory tract during
act
ofCoughingn,
ibe l-taanc
"he
s
Sof .nfeetionx

J

•n•d

.•aia,

However,
anee;lng
ad
even during speech.
to the airborne method -of trasand considered that the droplets or- muccus

tad even drv

eI

atotzed Irfe•t•ous

Viaterala,

-an1lab e

aso uree~

not f; 4rz

• -4

*~

-

6

were

7r~asltr

excessively: l.ar-Se'and. settled out easily cnto -the floor.- Theirs
s1catter radius does not exceed 2-3 in and thereforeth dagr of
.Infection by them -isnot ,great.

*of
*being

Major. credit in the business. of thne further study of,the
mechanism-of propagation of airborne infections belongs to the
Russian scie~itist F.. N. Lashchenkov (11399, 1927), who as early
as 1897 developed the Flyugge theory on droplet-borne intect on,
and also arrived at the view,, hew in principle, of dissemliation
infections of the respiratory tract writh major significance
ascribed-to droplet-borne infection. Prior to the discovery
-of P. N. Lashchenkov'the words "dust!'. and "infeeatioxV' were
regarded.as equivalent and interchangable. Lashechenikov, proved.
exper-imentall~y that extremely firte c&ataminated droplets are Of
incomparably greater significance in the apoearance orait'on
infection than extremely fine dry dust. In this -connvecetiao.i

he wrotle that t..in a great many dlsuases airborne' in~fevtion by
*

extremely f.&ne droplets is of overridtng significance.
~dtseases can inalude all of ýthose In which theca&ai

Such
et

4he 4 nfectioh.

is found In the 'mucous membrane of thle rJa-.
the daniger
of~aarbo4n ::fctio
to enreeater In the case of Influenzxa
and other-infectious catarrhal conditions of the nose, phairynx.
and bronchI16, and even more so with measles-, whooping oouglhi,
-.onsumption, pne~umonia, diphtherlia,, leprosy, and amallpox."
01

cavity' the pharynx, nose, and also the bronchi,

.

The eaxperients uponAihLscenomae
i cniio.
conshated oil a n~zbrof sztudle3l in wh'c-h he detertned the

trauWsfer ofr mfcro es by th1.,e an'X- dwuýil
on-- levE'l and loud
esn'a-atincouthn,
sefng.
znd
Ho estad litshed that during
q:twid -Opeech -by a 1humnan wiith 11he oraltcvity- arttficI&l1M
o
tar-tnated Cith tcrtabis ýSer-ratio acstn
'abnhEC
41azse-mnate4 over. ilttan-tis of q5- rn.
ashehi~nkov- consi-dered
that the negltgily sh-IfM
mall rAte of air nzottor of 3- aswa
u

609"

adequate for:*the transferý, of dr::p2.ats from placo to, pflaoe ald.
hl ag
for them to be retained in the air upto 56hus
drops settle~d out' rapidly'. lie did not deny the significance of
dried- dust inl thle dissemination and transmission of infectious
d~iseas-es. In his opinion, the ability or on~e or another microorganism to undergo some degree of desiccation without losing its
virulence is a condition for the. formation of a dry infectious
dust; the desiccation must be to that degree necessary for the
-infectious material to be capable of being broken up and
transfCormed into dust. Summing up the ideas put forward by
It
Lashchenkov, we can as a conclusion introduce his wordes.
is clear and unquestionable that in all diseases whose- causative
agen-ts are located on'the mucous membrane of the mouth,, phar-,ynx,
n_1Q30, and even the bronsehi., a~irborne infection by direct spraying
is a. significant factor."

I

Various pathogenic inicraorganiwis were detected in the air
by Miquel,(1889), A. D. ?avlovskiy (1885),, N.. Keldysh (1887),
Noorze (1893) and by a number of otheir Invesztigatwý,s.

The causativea agents of infectious diseas-es trwansitted
numer-ous., These include bacteria (streptocoici. stsphylooocof,
pneumococci, menlngococci,j and the agents of pertussla,, diphthherIal
'tuberculosls, leprosy, ozenyj- and stlcroma)nl, as Well as vr.t.S a-S
(the agents of measlets,, flu, pslttacolsi, ornithosils,, cbioket pox,.
and epldemdc parotiti-s)I, &1on.A 4~th rickettalo, (agent af C-1fever
anld others). Thus It,Vas shown that pathcje-nlc mt rornnil
(In. the st;-,ate- of dlroplet and dust phases of bacterial aerosols) are
hu.nflps and
#ntzoufltered in the air- aMt are capbl oinfectinl

be -exact, the survival'the Cate of a bacterial aerosol
of the rnAcrnrg*Mariste~s - depen~ds both on factors condtfticnf¶gi
the ýho-slec.l and b.Loloigical cond-Itions of' breakdown. -zWT sy5ten.
-to

to

and also on the biologl~cal features 'of the mi croorganisuis themt
*selves, Thus, the spore forms of microorganisms are easily
*retained in the aerosol, Žhile the vegetative Toxins die ouxt
comparatively quickly.

-ythan-

A number of authors (Wells., Stone,et al. '1934) observed
in'room-conditions retention of viability in,the state of' the
fine-droplet phase of an artificial aerosol by..several types off
n-icroorgainisms. It was noted that the hay bacillus (Bac. subtilis)
is retained in air for several days,, while staphylncoccus (Staph.
aureus) survived forl three days. The diphtheri& bacillus and
streptococci were detected ifl the air for up to two days.. Microbes
of' the intestinal group lost -their viability by the end of ti,,
first day.. Contsequently, the coccus group of'microorganisms is
*more
stable In air in the droplet phaae of a bacterial aerosol.
microbes of the intestinal group. It vas proposed that the.
higher resistance of' microbes -,causative agents of infecotions.
of the respiratory tract - to enviro~nmental conditions is a,
consequence of' their high degree of' biological adaptability in
the role of' causative agents transmitted through the air. Similar
adaptability coulid not be detected 1A the caus-ative agents of
the intestInaml gronup of infectionsa.
All. dropl~tt of' a bacte-rial aerosol, regardlees-3of' their
dins
s fia
ft
I,- settled out onito objects of, the enviortionent,
dJry up, and fonts bacterlai, (lurt. Numerous otnstervationz of
parhogeniz ticr-obes lin dUet drlnhg, huwan and animal Illnessea
*ort, the. baxsiý In dotti
-for znany r*..,4&rchers to coftsid-er dust
In.-twefltin;& azeas to be one -ofT the- basic Cavto!,rs of the inzfection
O'htvtart-na a result o? cortanltnatioz or. the ai. duri
sweIng
qf the fCl Or and- genet'va tit"'rg up.
M.~a1~~hoi
.

'1(I94) wrotlý

'a~s
n the floors i

ot the 1:4nrirt~nt. aents of tPanis~smllslonl or Intecttons.~

1tht

elfe

ctf

Vt

ralsirng drltd dust tv ref"le-ted extrez-ely sharply,

'7777M

.

in the quantitative content of microbes in 'the air.'
Haksimovich:
found, typeseto microorganisms detecte'd in "leeor dust within the
oral, cavities of both healthy and sick individuals.
The primary tt_ýrns encountered in baý,terial dust are the.
saprophytic forms of the microbes, resistant to desiccation:
sporiform bacilli and a variety of molds. The dust contains
pathogenic mircoorganisms in a smaller quantity
cocci,
*the
diphtheria bacillus, etc. Bacterial dust is of great. signifi..
cance in the dissemination of 2: ections whose causative aget
withstand desiccation.
-pyrogeruic,

Inveatigations oarrted out by A. I. Shafir (1951) on the
retention of'-viability by microorganisms in conditions of'dry
air makse it possible to consider that the tuberculosis bac.4llus,,
staphylococci, streptococoi,.pneumococci the disent'Žrybalus
anthrax npores, the tetanus bacillus, ardA many foivms of fung i
are easily retained in dust and are disseminate'i t~ether d4th
the dust in a viable state.. It was established that pyogenlc
virulent ceocei ate capaible of remaining for a C'airl,,j long time
in tuat 'in livng quaters, linen and clothing. 'Th-e time during
which v44ab le streptococcC eiti
exs
-na roo
-O ate
tz t~e removal:
fro m it of-& patterit with a st-reptocoochi infec.tien varies-within
the -imits 4-5 days.
...

.

3. ~1,,

ud-.eyavtsev (195T) found substafta

bethi nonhemroly-tlc and he-molytic Stanh17
AI~eu
ad
= also h-em;,1yt1C str~eptococci
staphylc-occ

oI4-tod

nro'kthe

un~iso

ccu,
t3y1ccu
In bediding and clothing.

alr, beddlltn,

and naeopharynseal

cavl ties of' IndivIduals sta-ying In these rowos, It was established
thatý: all !>. the Ž-ompl-hx -jn-ýpo~rties which chamr~acztcnize the biologiCal activi ty of, staphylococeeIL were Peoxind in 9%of the Isolated
itrainsa. Thze cbservations o.0 PRobertsown (1053) attest t~o the
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fact that hemolytic streptococci can retain viability in dust in
a dark place for 5-8 months.
Generalized data from various authors on the survival rate
of microorganisms on various environmental objectc at temperatures
•of

r

10 to 200 have been presented by V. V. Skvortsov, V. S.
Thus, the causatlve-agent
Kiktenko, and V. D. Kucherenko (1960).
of plague remains viable and virulent in moist soil, for up to
28 days; the tularemia agent survives for 75 days, th&a of
brucellosis to 103 days, the cholera agent to 48 days,
for up to 5 days.

causative agent of meloidosis

and the

In dry 6oil the

period of retention of viabilitv is muc.h less, comprising 1, 10,
for the microorganisms indicated
On various fabrics the plague agent is retained up to

25 and 4-5 days,
above.
"45 days,

respectively,

that of brucellosis for 30 days,

cholera for 12 days,

and the glanders agent 1"or 14 days.
notes that the plague bacillus re-

Omel'yanskiy (1941)

V. L.

tains viability under intensive

desiccation for 8 days; the

diphtheria bacillus survives up ro 30 d&ys,, while staphylococci
ark

viable for up to 70 days.
Certain viruses also were found to be extremely stable in

air.
:

According to data from

S.

M. Ostrovskaya, 0. M. Chalkin

and S. B. Olekhnovich (1938), the influenza virus loses its
infectious capacity in 8 hours.
A. I. Shafir (1951) gives data on the ability of chickenpox
and psittccosis viruses to easily withstand desiccation in dust
and in the air.
After settling on the floor, bedding, and other objects
the influenza virus car be retained on particles of dust which
are once again raised into the air and inhaled by other people.

4

V

.
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The Influenza vi rus was successfu~lly obtained from d~riedcolect-ed near an aýrea where a pole~cat ill withinuea
dus
ifinfeft"o---T the Investi-as found. A case is elso described

gator himself with inf luenza -from the breath of' a ds~--uk~---(Smith,l31 -- ~ TFri to 1.0% of the. emitted influenza virus Is'
retained in dust. on various objects in living quarte~rs and withstands drying. Under these conditions the quantity of the virus
is only slightly reduced in the first three days, with up to 10%
T)f the virus being retained for a week- and up to 1% for two weeks
(Smpith, 1963).
Xnterest in r~esea-ch on airborne microflora is erowingevy
characteristicallyL in these works the investigators
connect the hygienic state of the air with its direct influence on
humans and animals.y-ap.

£liv~ng

As is known, contamination through the air occupies a leading
role-in many diseases of humans and animals.. In this respect
especially favorable conditions develop ~ii living quarters. While
outdoor airs continuously mix over the sur1ice of the earth,
quarters are merely ventilated. Cons-ýlquently outdoor air
is mixed with the internal and does not replace it entirely.
Thus a mixture of fresh and room air is withdrawn from the area
and a similar mixture remains within the dwelling. If'there are
nio conctant sources for arrival of microflora in the air of'
living quarters, the concentration of microorganisms in 'he room
air is gradually reduced as a result of ventilation and settling,
and also due to natural die-off.
The rate of removal or death of bacteria can be determined,
according to Bourdillon and Lidwý-ll (19418), by the expression
(19)
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!0

where N0 is the quantity of microorganisms at the moment t
k is

0;-

the rate of removal of bacteria from the air byall factors

acting over the entire time period studied.
The quantity K can take various specific values.
Thus,

kD is

the death rate of living microbes; kS is

rate of their removal by ventilation; and kR is
removal by settling.

the

the rate of

Despite existing and continuously operating processes of
air2exchange and ventilation, a fairly large degree of bacterial
contamination has been deteýted in living quarters as a result
The degree of bacterial contamina"of a number of investigations.
directly dependent primarily on such factors
as the density of population of the dwellings, the activities of
the people, the degree of contamination with dust, the rate of
tion of the air is

"air exchange,

etc.

this respect observations by Miquel (1883), Carnelly (1887),
M--In
F. S. Epshteyn and E. G. Salamandra (1948), A. I. Shafir and P. A.
Kouzov (1948), Swaebly (1952), S. I. Kudryevtsev (1957), Gregory
(1961)

and others are very indicative.

According to Miquel's data air in hospital rooms in Paris
3
contained the following quantities of bacteria per m3: in June
up to 5110, in Decemberup to 23,100 (an average of 11,000).
In 1887, Carnelly, using Hess tubes to study the air of
schools anZd mills, noted a sharp increase in the total content
of microorganisms in the presence of large numbers of people;
simultaneously an increase in the degree of dust in the air was
When tte air within the buildings remalned quiet for a
noted.
prolonged period the bacteria or the particles on which they
are located settle out from the air more rapidly than mold fungi.

AAký

2
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Maunsell, studying the bacterial level, of air in a bedroom
by means of a slotted colle'tor during cleaning of the area,
*•detected a sharp increase in the content of mold fungi in it.
A. I.

Shafir and P.

A. Kouzov,

as well as S.

I.

Kudryavtsev,

studied the change in the bacterial level of air in living quarters,
in particular in hostels during periods of occupation and times
of vacancy.
According to Kudryavtsev's data there is

a direct dependence

between the magnitude of bacterial level in the air of living
quarters and the activity of the people occupying them.
The
greatest magnitude of the bacterial level in the air for sleeping
-quarters was observed, for example, in periods when people were
awakening and rising from bed, when they were going to sleep,
and especially during periods when the areas were being cleaned.
The total quantity of microflora per 1 m3 of air in studies with
the Krotov apparatus and the Rechmenskiy siphon trap in these
periods reached 12,000-25,250 microbe bodies, while in a period
of relative calm there were 3600-5500 microbes per m3 . It was
also determined that the presence of a large number of people
in the area and, in particular, the presence of individuals with
A

angina or catarrhs of the upper respiratory tracts will
lead to contamination of the air with pathogenic mioroflora
(0-hemolytic streptococci and hemolytic staphylococci)

(Table 6).

In 1961 Gregory used a portable trap of his own design to
study samples of airborne dust.
The composition of the dust
included small scales from the epidermal layer of human skin.
Thus, prior to cleaning up of a room a few thousand of these
potential bacterial carriers were detected per m3 of air, while
after the beds were made up the number grew to 390,000.
considers

that the larger portion of the bacteria existing in

room air are fixed on these scales.

A46

Gregory

;* ...

•

Table 6.
Bacterial contamination of the air in sleeping quarters
in a hostel in a 24-hour period (per S. I. Kudryavtsev, 1957).
Quantity of microorganisms per m of air

A

Periods of
observation
of the area

No people
present

Time

Total
amount

9-12

1450

650

50

5

21-22

5500

2250

250

50

4

4180

1200

220

25

14-15

8500

3100

400

45

25,250

11,130

540

75

Staphylococci
albus

Hemolytic
staphylococci

Hemolytic
streptococci

People

present
Nocturnal
sleep
Daytime
rest
When
people
are
rising
from
sleep
and preparing
to go to

bed

7 and 24

Of essential significance are works concerned not only with
studying the general level of bacteria in the air of living
quarters, bu also dealing with the detection of various types of
pathogenic agents of diseases in it,
in particular microflora
of the coccus type.
Thus, S. S. Rechmenskiy (1944), F. S. Epshteyn
and E. 0. Salamandra (1948), N. N. Shastin (1954), S. I.
Kudryavtsev (1957) detected a- and B-hemolytic streptococci in
living areas and public buildings.
Similar observations were
made by 0. P.

Lebedeva (1953),

A. S.

Kaplan (1951),

and others.

Data given below on infection of humans by diseases ofpthe

upper re3piratory tract clearly Indicate the major role-played
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by air as a means of transmipting the causative agents of infecti.ous diseases.
Infectious diseases included in the group of upper respiratory
infections are the most widespread.
The wide dissemination .of
these infections is due to the ease with which the mechanism
of transmission inherent to this group of diseases is realized.
Numerous observers have also established that certain causative
agents of infectious diseases whose transmission mechanisms include
the absence of air under natural conditions can penetrate the
respiratory tracts of humans and animals in the form of artificial
bacterial aerosols and thus cause infection.

A

A
.

At present a large mass of material has been accumulated by
accidental infection of humans and animals through the air. Thus,
Feiner (1948) indicates that in the practical operations of
American bacteriological laboratories cases have been noted of
airborne infection (as the result of accidents) by the causative

-

agents of anthrax (25 cases), brucellosis (17 cases), tularemia
(7 cases), glanders (6 cases), and psittacosis (1 case).
Infection can occur when bacteria of melioidosis, plague,
typhus and other microorganisms enter the air.
In 1946 M. K.
Krontovskaya, F. G. Krotkov, et al. published material on

-A

laboratory infection of humans by typhus. through the air.

.

Under natural conditions the transmission of infection
through the air is observed in the case of many infectious diseases
of both birds and agricultural animals (contagious pleuropneumonia of horses,

infections of the upper respiratory tracts

of horses, hog cholera and influenza and grippe o-. hogs,

The possibility of droplet-borne infection in the case of
"tuberculosis was proved by direct experiments by many investigators
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usig guinea pigs and calves, where indiViCual, tuberculosis
:'bacilli were located in separate parts of the lungs after inhalaltion of contamninated material.
Infection with swine inf luenza under both artificial and
natural conditions occurs only when the contaminated material
ent"ers the organism through thq respiratory apparatus.
M. S. Gannushkin (1961) presents the case of transfer of
infection (infected droplets) in epidemic pneumonit of horned
cattle by air currents at a distance of 8-1G m. with total
elimination'of' other methods of transmission.
Dust-borne infection can occur in animals in the case of
anthrax and tuberculosis.
Schwartz and Mathews (1954) showed.
the possibility of' aerogenic infection of swine with hog
cholera under production conditions.
The air is-also one method for dissemination of' animal
vi.'uses.. Infection of sheep with sheep-pox has been described
In the case when they were driven-along a road over which animals
Ill with this disease I-ad passed, previously..
*The
virus of Newcastle disease or poultry fever has been
* Isolated from quarters in~which sick birds were held; air from
contaminated-quarters taken In amounts of 540 and 1080 1 contain-ed
the,.virur in.concentrations ad ".uate for 1.n eton of' chicek
enbryos.
Extremely fine bits of feathers and ex.crement f'romi parots
.Infected with paittacosis and carried through the air can cause
Infection in both birds and-thumans (Siflith2, 1963.).
The possibility of contamination of' birds with plague
--ugh the sair not only inl artificially created virus aerosols,
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-but also,in poultry yards infected with -the disease ýhas been
ýdemonstrated experime'ntal'ly.' Thus,, P. N. Svintitov,(195].) reported
on suc, an experiment carried out in a.poultry yard contaminat~ed
by fowl plagueý. In-this poultry house cages with healthy chickens
were suspended from the ceilins; the birds were infected-with
the*.plague through the air.
All other methods of transmission of the infection were
excltued.
P i. Pritulin presented interesting data in his
works (1959), studying the pathogensis of parrot typhoid. with various
parenteral, and aerogenic.
methods of infection
329 animals we~re infected enterally, 263 parenterally, and 4~62
aerogenica'lly. 'Infection was conducted with different types of
paratyphoid bacteria: suispestifer2 Gartner, Blreslau, and the.
-enteral,

causative agent of aborta ovis. Experiments showed that an
especially rapid development of the infection process occurred
as a result of aerogenic infectiLon.
It has been proved experl&-entally that polio and infl.uenza
vir'us can be trans.n~itted by susceptible animals through artificially
contaminated air, The intensity of' saattering of the infecti~ous
pr inciple In the aimbiert medlu~m through air frequently leada t~o.
-apid Infection of all susceptlbie livestock.
Mt. S.* Gannushkin (1961-) eonsiidews that in aerogenic InfectilonS
and "'espec' ally "n~ the d olet method of transmtsiofth
in~cibation peid~ shrt.-..epizo,, to disease Is di~asmininted

very irap!idly ao~d covers al~. suscept..ble live.5toclk, oc urr'ing
1n exrermely short Periods."
Asawhole the

of the respirat ory
,,;.mofmr~Ions

is far from sattsfactoiry resol~t.,n. Th e enoivmoue
~ loses aUs-a~i by "1rc~1et" In. ectlons m~ake it mndatory
thiat work-ers In tbe antlep.1daiic fz'rcnt Intensify, the 5.udy
ic n all of its various aspects. There is no
I' thtn
~us
et

,queson that studies

direted toward investgat•on

of 'the air

'as a factor in the transmission of ifections"in this group
.occupies a significant:place in this plan.

I5
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CHAPTER

1Al

!I

GENERAL METHODS AND PRINCIPLES
FOR DETERMINING-CONCENTRATIONS
'AND DIM4ENSIONS OF AEROSOL PARTICLES

The determination of the- quantit~y of particles for aerosols
of organic and inorganic nature per unit volume of." air is of
vital significance in characterizing the aerosol. Calculation of.
the qua~ntity of dust particles characterizes the dust content- of
the atmosphere, air In industrial areas,. etc. D~etermination of
*the concentrat~ion of' bacterial particles in the air makces It
*possible to ev~aluate the ep- demio logical situation and to determine
the need for carrying out sanitation mea~sures of one type or,

another,
*The

quantity 01' aerosol particles per unit volume- of air
*depends or) a variety of conditioons: Intensity of' dispe~rsion. in
eon de nsation prtz-ce sses, leading to -the appearance or disper-sed
piinase o~f t~he ameroaoli the r-hmictl arnd c-heintixal nature of this
phatse; the. age of-the aerosol1; atmospheric conditions,, etur.

Uutrin; determination or aerosol eonceintrationa it !a importsnt
t~o -stablish the method of expressing the- quantitatlve characterIsttcs or'the content or ae-rosol 1partl~cles per unit volume.
calulated and weight ceneentration of' aerosols are
:sull
-t
1eteapwiined.

The tweighlt or. ravlr etrlc concentration i* the

weight- -r the aerosol part~cles cotttalngd In a unlt volume of

I:
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medium. B'3 tfhi .term calcuLate, (particulate or konimetric concentration) we. understand the nuew or of. aerosol particles. in- a unit

voluae of the medium.

.

a flow L. M. Levin

In sanling aerosols, fro

.:

(1961) singles out the concept of-the flow concentratior of n
aerosol, in contrast to the concept of particulate concentration.

7-..

Other authors base their work on the concept of particulate. con* centration alone..
In addition2 in microblologýy the concept. of the cell concen* tration of an aerosol exists; this is defined as the number of.
Besides the practtcal
per unit volume,- cells)cm3.
*-cells

determination of the particulate concentration oV an- aerosol, In.
-research work the-need may a4rise for tentative theoretical evalu.

S

ation of this characteristic before the experiment is set 'up.
Tentative calculation of cellular and particulate concentration
can be carried out under a number of assumptions.

We will assume that within- a closed volume (chamber) Wad)
it

is necessary to create a particulate aerr.ol concentration

(C[particles/cm]) or a cellular con.entration (CEcells/cm33).
We will assume that the ae.,vol generator used to d~isperse an

initial .suspension f~ontaiilrt

n3 cells per cubic centimeter

will.reoate a monodw.persed system i.n which all particles are
vvirtuaIly identical in stze. and which cont"ans an Identical

Theln the :umber of aerosol-particles obtained

ut,
u-tiber of1ells.

I L4the di-,eter of a spherf-al voluc tsqutvaient to the

when
-f
volu•-

S

of the initial suspension will equal

A(Cm)

*"from

the InItial suspensIon i

a-r of the partles

With a content of nr

_ _penslqn, the rati4O n0 /nr
of cells In the AerOsol,

• , ,,

.. .

.

. .

.

-

.

.

1.

..,.

(um).

m

ceis per i on
r

how

(u

a

d Is the

in the initial

the quantitative content

.
-

•'•1

At,

*"

•

•

_

i "-.' .* ithThe particulate concentration of'the ae.rosol: in a. hamber

•- -..

ith
w
unifomi
equal
""

distrIbution throughout the-entire volume will
- '

(particles/

)

4

.:•

(22

The cellular concentration Is calculated by the formula
K -(ceel

v--

s/cm).

The example given below demonstrates 'the sequence of

preliminary evaluation of particulate and cellular concentration
-'in a closed. volume.

SLet it be. requited to determine tentatively the particulate
cellular concentration in a closed volume equal to 1 Mn with
-dispersion of I w-1 of suspension containing ?l0 cells/ca3 .'
With dispersion of the sample that aerosol is created which is
S close to monodlspersed and has a partlele size of 10 urn. Representing t"ha volume of ±nitial suspension of I mZ in the fbnu of.
a -sphere, we can detem.ine the diameter• of' this sphere through
the following expression:

7

.. 2

Then the quant-ity of partile*es h um In dianeter which can

obt~lned
b

d-dring dispersiý-n o-r i. mt 6A 3-uspension will'equal
A

* t~ti~t
reaiwzhn

.7W

t-4Lfl-eOS

>~el the nun,:er of tellTs3 and ,he n,=.be-r

Sae~~oipartit-its will equ*l
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If we hold to the !ssumptxon that the cells are distributed.
in the.aerosol in such a way that there are no particles which

do not contain cells and no particles contoinins more than two
S-cells, then the Vialue K
1.05
O- shows that 5% of all particles
contain two. cells, while all the remaining particles contain
one cell apiece.

-. ,

Under the conditions of the exazple the particulate concentration will equal
%-4. tow-2i9.to particiesic3.

The cellular concentrati~n will be
i >t.

A-

w•

pj

..

_

m'ells/cm33.

The- above tentative calculations can be supplemented during
consideration of the partilcular features of the experiment.
no mxin.

of the aerosnt occurs u,,,•er the chamber condittons.

the fraction of parUcles out .of. the to~tl qtýntity settling in
•a

dftev.•ied- spvn of time can be detevined by the Stokes forrula

S..Ž1 under the "-sumptican that there Is virtually no sett-ling
of particl'es o- the cetlln; or walls of the oharber.
valtioof th.- degeo of oaulat-en
pa-tlcles
'te
an-d the chansg e
r

l

Sifkhoi

ccet-tration duto 0thLv

Mo
wla (15Ž

Is etA

ed out..by tho

!vert In Chapter tý

o

r

rItfrrlyapproxmt6t,

Sincea It do*s tkat tae

into account
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The basic instruments used to determine the concentration
and particle size of aerosols can be broken down~l into the. following
classes: instruments based on, the principle of tree deposition
of aerosol par-ticles; Inst rumrents based on the principle of
the impact action of a jet of air; and instruments which ensure
counting of aerosol particles In isolatd volumes of air.
Since the Principles upon wh~ch operation of these Irn~truments
are bas-ed are also used i~n apparatus for nic.robioloG'>ja: study
of the air, it would seem advisable first to describe the common
principles and methods, along with certain of the best-~known
instruments., intended for determining the concentration and
degree
oil dispersion of aerosols.
The most important conditicon for determining aero-sol ccmcenltration is correc-t selection of the m~ethod for taking
samples
of the aerosol. The majorit.y of existing methods of sampling
aerosols are based on the Principle either of suction (aspiration)
-f'particles into some sort of instrument, the prtncpleo
de p ositilon of partiles on~ various surfaces, or on a combination
~f these two pr~nciples
aspiration with subsequent-deposition.
Duritng aspiration of an aero-sol essenti4- changes ariseo and In th. natreo
tiitr.b:;o:' atrolsol particle sizes as tQompared wi4-h tne
aer30o in -he undisturbed state
.e., prior tott * l.oment
ofitt- as-pIratl~n
mIinto teitrcn. Th-eze chawý1ea cartocu
tn the -Mllevtlihu tuLe. or in the- Instrvjment Itself due lto g~ravirty
depositlon olf herOset& *arttc
I
o"S3
tt Of thr- la¶a -r-d turoulent
ti-ir b'-;,z of' dliCN, ior Of the
aersl
hrtwe
* ~ ~~
~
~ o ~nsrstir
~
~
~
CItiaro
A.cr~snpe
ta io-t itrv~o*
Lst
botn~i ints particultate ci onse~

-
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Sunderlying

sampling can be provided by consideration of the ohysical basis
the various methods of sampling.

a) Aspiration of Aerosols from an
Undisturbed Volume.
During sampling of an aerosol from umdisturb(d air
be,

as a rule,

particles.

the.re will

no losses due to the inertia of the aerosol

This is

explained by the fact that the streamlines

during such sampling are rectilinear.

Virtually 100% effectiveness

of sampling from unmoving air ts obtained when-the collecting
tube is

arranged horizontally or at a certaln angle to the horizon.
:When a sample is drawn through a vertical tube open at the top

the concentration (,f the aerosol in

the sample will be greater than

the true concentration by [1 + (v /u)]

times.

This is

exp•lained

by the fact that with this sampling procedure the velocity of
the aerosol particles is the vector, sum of the velocity of the
medium (u)
b)

and the rate ofg depositlon-(vs)-"A.

N. Fuks,

1955).

Taking Samples from a Flow

"The basic factors which give rise to a r.hange In the true
concentration. in

ar aerosol sample ta1en from a flow are the

orientation of' thoe collecting tube relative to the flow and the
ratio of the f'ow velocity in

the tube and

-hat outside it.

If

the collecting tube will be arranged aL a certain angle to the
direction of the -main flow, then because of inertia of motion
a certain fraction of the particles will settle out on the inner
wall of the tubl.

The concentration of the aerosol in

will be lower than the true-concentration.
tuoe is

When the c-llecting

arranged parallel to the flow the speed of flow in

tube may be g.,eater or less than that in

.he main flow; in

first case the concentration will be overstated and,
seconJ,

it

will be ur~ertated.

in

the
the

the

Taking of aerosol samples when

)'
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the sample

the speed of flow in the tube and that in

the external flow are

equal is called isokinetic sampling.
With this method of sampling,
if we ignore deposition of the aerosol on the face of the tube,
the true concentration of the aerosol should be obtained.
However,

studies have shown that even with isokinetic sampling

an understated value is
the tube (Dennis,
correct result it

obtained for concentration of dust in

1957).
It was found that to obtain a more
is nec.essary that the external pressure be

greater than the internal pressure; this is

achieved by increasing

the rate of aspiration of the sample, with the increase being
the greater, ,the

higher the velocity of the external flow.

The

author explains this loss in pressure in the tube as due to
friction and swirling.
A great number of studies have been dedicated to problems
in taking samples of aerosols (May, 1945; Walton, 1954; Watson,
1954; Badrioch,

1959; Walter,

1957; Dennis,

1957).

The theory of sampling aerosols was developed very deeply
by L. M. Levin (1961).
In particular,
he obtained formulas
which can be used to calculate the effectiveness of drawing
samples from a uniform flow of aercsol with consideration of
inertia and of sedimentation of the particles.
The formula for
drawing a sample through a very narrow opening has the form
•I,

!•~

--

(

SK..=

Swhere n

-0 0 K,-7
+0,08
+
X-

(2 -3)

(u•

and n are the concentrations of the initial aerosol and

of the sample;

iss the volume of aerosol aspirated in

1 second;

u0 is the speed of the undisturbed flow; vs is the rate of
deposition of particles; and A is the aspiration coefficient.
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Formula (2.3) is

p

applicable under conditions when the average

velocity of the flow in the collecting opening is

substantially

greater than four times the value of the speed of the undisturbed
flow (u > 4u 0 ).

For sampling in an infinitely narrow flat slit, L. M. Levin
obtained the following formula:
A

where 4i is
of the slit.

-0,'51K

(2.4)

- 0148 K-+

the rate of sampling of the aerosol per unit length
In formulas (2.3) and (2.4)

T is

the relaxation

time of the particles:

As is evident from formulas (2.3) and (2.4),
sampling effectiveness is

evaluation of

conducted through the aspiration coeffi-

cient, which is equal to the ratio of the concentration of the
However,
aerosol in the sample to the initial concentration.
determination of the exact value of a true concentration in an
Therefore, despite the wide
aerosol flow is extremely difficult.
-variety of-theoretical and experimental works concerned with
problems of sampling aerosols from a flow, this problem has not
yet found its final resolution.
Instruments Based on the Principle
1.
of Free Settling of Aerosol Particles
The Stokes 11.1)

and Stokes-Cunningham (1.3)

formulas lie

at the basis of the determination of particulate concentration
and particle size by means of instruments based on the particle
sedimentation principle.
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Instruments based on spontaneous separation of aerosol
V.
S..the

particles from the dispersion medium include the Oweno-II counter,
Green sedimentator (Green, 1934), and others.
designed on the principle of free
deposition of aerosol particles from a determined volume onto a
The Owens counter is

The aerosol particles are collected on cover
horizontal surface.
glasses, where they are counted under a microscope and with a
reticular ocular micrometer.
The number of aerosol particles settling out from 1 ml of
air is

determined by the formula

(2.5)
where N is the number of aerosol particles settling out of 1 ml
of air; n is the average number of particles counted in one grid
section; a is the linear dimension in centimeters to which one
side of a grid square corresponds in the field of vision; h is
the height of the vessel in which the aerosol particles settle
(in centimeters).
The Owens countc

makes it

possible to determine particulate

concentration in an aerosol at the moment when the sample is
taken.
The Green sedimentator (Green,

1934) is

an instrument

designed along the lines of the Owens-II counter, but differing
from it in simplicity of construction and manipulation (Fig. 1).
The instrument consists of a cylinder (a) with a height of
The top of the cylinder is covered
5 cm and diameter of 3.6 cm.
by lid (b).
The cylinder is installed on a nase (c) which contains
During sampling
one or two depressions for cover glasses (d).
the cylinder', opened above and below, is raised and lowered

6o

tK
I

Fig. 1. Green sedimentator.
a) cylinder; b) cylinder cover; c)
moving plate; d) base of instrument.
several times in air, after which it
the next glass,

is

set on the base under

covered with the lid, and left quiet.

Calcula-

tion of the number of aerosoi particles is carried out in the
same manner as during use of the Owens-Il instrument.
Among instruments based on the principle of free deposition
of aerosol particles is the Pfeiffer aerosol trap (Pfeiffer, 1963).
The instrument is intended for rapid sampling of an aerosol cloud.
Aerosol particles enter a fixed volume - an automatically covered
tank - and are trapped by corresponding surfaces through collisions
Plates or films intended for
with them and deposition on them.
trapping aerosol particles upon collision are fastened to the
A plate with

inner surface of the vertical walls of the tank.

a covering lid is included in the instrument to trap particles
During tests of the aerosol trap in field condiby deposition.
tions it was noted that the instrument ensures obtaining the
necessary research results independently of the state of the
air flow and that it also makes it possible to take samples of
aerosols within a flow in very short time intervals.
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2.
Instruments Based on the Principle
of the Impact Action of an Air Jet
Calculation of aerosol particles under condition of mechanical
separation of the dispersed phase from the dispersion medium can
be carried out by means of instruments based on inertial deposi*

tion:

konimeters of the Kotze design (cited In

K. Spurny,

1964)

1918, 1922) and with design changes - Miller
and Sakhnovskiy (1931) and Bekhounek (1939), with a counter of the
type designed by Torskiy, Volokhov, Kekin, and Radchenko (1951).
the May cascade slot counter (May, 1945), the Stoyanovskiy dust
counter (1951), with konimeters by Zeiss (Zeiss, 1956), Kleinschmidt
(Kleinschmidt, 1935), and Lehmann, Love, and Franke (1934), with
the aerosol trap by Hirst (1952) and that of Gregory (1954), etc.
and Owens-I (Owens,

*

The principle underlying the majority of these instruments
consists In passing a strong jet of air through the instrument;
this jet imparts kinetic energy to the particles and, impacting
against adhesive plates, the particles stick to them. This energy
is obtained as a result of an increase in the velocity of the
air flow passing through a slit or a small round opening. Passing
through the slit with a velocity of 10-100 m/s, the aerosol
enters a rarified space where the speed and direction of the air
4et are changed abruptly.
Adiabatic expansion of the gas occurs,
leading to condensation of water vapor on the particles and an
increase in their weight.
Due to inertia the particles strive
to retain their initial direction of motion.
Encountering an
obstacle in the form of a grlass plate, the particles are deposited
*.onit. The rate of aspiration of air through the nozzle is
increased to a magnitude at which the capture coefficient reaches
•:

0- lo 0 •.

.[.r•8

The effectiveness of inertial deposition (impactor) can be
oalculated by the formula (May, 194r5.P.6
•.•-6.

f

(2.6)

imp
where c is the speed of motion of the gas (in
second); p is

centimeters per

the density of aerosol particles (in

grams per

cubic centimeter); r is the radius of a particle (in centimeters);
n is the viscosity of the gas (in grams per cm per second); and
*

dI is

the width of the slit

(in

centimeters).

With constant density, particle size, and viscosity
of the gas the effectiveness of inertial deposition is increased
with a growth in the speed of motion of the gas within the gap
and with a reduction in the width of the slit.
Instruments called konimeters

have become widely known and used.

A description of the principle of their operation is
The 0wens-I dustmeter.

given below.

A certain volume of investigated air

is aspirated into the instrument, where it is subject to adiabatic
expansion and is cooled; moisture condenses on the particles which,
impacting against glass which is placed in their path,, adhere to
the latter in the form of a thin strip.
Structurally the instrument consists of a housing,

a

moisturizing tube in the form of a cylinder, and a pump.
On the
upper end of the cylinder, whose inner walls are covered with
wet filter paper (moistening tube),
0.1 nim wide and 10 mm long.
slot with a chamber,

there is

The tube is

a cover with a slot

connected through this

connected in turn with a piston pump which

exhausts 50 cm 3 of air in a single piston stroke (Fig. 2).
The aerosol particles deposited on the glass can be counted
by means of a mtcrcscope.

To facilitate and accelerate counting

of the quantity of particles,

Kup (1942)
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proposed determining

the number of particles contained in a single cross section of
the strip and multiplying the obtained quantity by the microscope
constant.
The quantity of dust in the strip determined by this
simplified method differs from the true quantity by no more than
+1..9%, according to Kup's data.
Eggloff (1933)

established a relationship between the number
of visible particles and the magnification of the microsc pe
(Table 7).
Eggloff considers that with magnification of 1000 to 1500
times it is possible to see virtually all of the particles of an
aerosol within the field of viston.

'.

Fig. 2.
Owens counter
(external view).
Table 7.
Relationship between microscope magnification and the
number of particles visible in an Owens counter (per Eggloff,
1933).
Maicroscope

100

250

500

1000

1500

2000
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102

113

112

124

125

rnagnifI -cation
Counting results
(per 1 cm)

Particulate concentration of aerosol particles in air Is
determined by dividing the voliune of pumped air by the number of
counted dust particles.

*

.

-

..

4

The total number of dust particles in l mZ of tested air
is determined by the formula"

_

(2.7)

L

.

-where N is the average number of dust particles per 1 mt of tested..
one transverse strip;

air; naverage number of dust particles in
L.is the length of the entire dust tract

I is

centimeters);

(in

the size of the side of one square in the field of vision with
the volume of air

a given optical system (in centimeters); v is

pumped during one piston cycle (in cubic centimeters); and m is
the number of piston cycles.
It

is

assumed that the mean error obtained by the Owens

-method amounts to +4%.
Kotze konimeter.

The operating principle of the instrument

pumping air through a conical slot with a round cross
section; the slot diameter In the lower portion equals 0.072 cm,
consists in

and the speed of the air Jet is
undergo inertial

1150 cm/s.

Aerosol particles

deposition on a moving glass

substrate.

samples are taken on one and the same substrate.

8-12

The substrate

covered with a thin layer of glycerin or some other sti,.':y
The Kotze kon-meter is at present being replaced by
material.
is

improved specimens in the fomxi

of Zeiss konimeters (English) and

Bausch-Lomb Instruments.
Zeiss konimeter consists of the following. basic parts:
sampler with an inlet channel 0.5 ,mrn In diameter,

along which

0.1 an dust particles travel; rotating round object glass with
an area calculated for taking 30 samples; an air pump- exhausting

The air is aspirated at
a rate of 100 m/s and falls on the object glass, which is smeared
"125 cm3 of air in one plftton stroke.

with collodion or with glycerin mixed with rubber.
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According to data from G1awlon (19•8)

and Junge (1951),

up

'tO '7-8 times more particles are. retained on a layer of gelatin

:•

: •

•. f!
•,

•

•::•:

•
:•

than on a la•er made of a mixtua• of glycerin with rubber.
.•-

On the slide the particles formed a coating in the
S• form of
; a spot with an area of about 0.3 mm . The number of dust particles
is determ, lned visually in the illuminated field of the
S•{•.
microscope

iiI

•!!i

or by the photometric method.

Ssubstantial

i.

Counting can be carried out at a

interval of time afte• taking of the s•ple. The
most favorable conditions for counting are created with a dustparticle content in the sample of 5"103 (Reeger, Siedentopf, 1950),
of 15"I03-40"I03 (Effenberger, 1940). Therefore the reeommended volume of the air sample, contalnlnghlgh!y concentrated

Sor
?

•

aerosol,
••

cm3'

should amount to 1.25

quantity of particles several liters

•i./

with a small

should be taken.

The relative accuracy of konimetric measurements falls in
the limits +7-14% (Effenberger,

•!•i

E'!:,•

while for air

Reeger,

etc.).

Determination of dust content by ca!culatln•
particles in

a dust spot on a measuring glass is

the nutbet of
a•compllshed

various methods. It has been established that a spot formed
as the result of deposition of aeroso! partlcles contains a number

Sby

of particles which gradu•%liy diminishes from the center to the
periphery. The following methods are used to carry out the
•
counting: the Rotshke method of annular counting (1937), the

.•.•-••<.

._-i•:
- •./..•:
• .•i

Lobner method (1935)

and the Efifenberger photometri• method

(1940).
•iI

Thus,

•
!•

Efifenberger (•52)

described a konlmeter with a

recordinK device for making 8 cont1•.•ous recording of measureme•t :,•sults over a comparatively prolonged pe.•iod.

:%.-,.

-•-

The Ha" Impa•or (19•fi}

t•?,:,;

is a substantially superior !nstru-

--

-•.

ment. to the Owens counter; this instrument is

a h•ghly
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effectIve, "pirating collector.. By using this instrument it is
possible to determine both the particulate concentration of' the
aerosol and also its degree of dispersion. This instrument
contains not one trapping .stage, but four of' them (Pig.3)

KD

F
Fig. 3.Diagram of a fourSta~ge Milay impactor (see
desc~ription in text).
As is.evident r om Ftp 3, the May cascade Impactor consists
C, D) and trapping plates
of a system of' f ou-r nozzles, (A,. E-1,
cL-rresponding to thera. Thxe dlameter of-the inlet nozzles is
progressiveiy reduced from stWare to stago so that the speed -and
consequentliy the effectiveness of particle tx"~pping Is inareased
fro. p'late to plate. 'As a result the particebe are sorted1 by
dbimension, which greatly eases subze-quent analysis of the sanple5o.
The N4ay instrumnent Is por-tat Ic, rveliable In operatilon, and can
be used t1o take saii-ples of anV- aerosolls whose particle sizes
exceed 1 om. The opt-imum. ralte of' air aspiration Is 1T.5 Uii

Before

k

al

r

samples. are talkern 'the plates are coated wit;h a sticky
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film of non-drying -substances, in particular a mixture of castor
.oil
with highly refined resin.

Analysis of the samples is carried

out by means of a microscope with an ocular micrometer.

However,

tentative determination of the degree of dispersion of the

particles in the samples is possible without the use of the ocular
micrometer.
Thus, it has been noted that during passage of an aerosol
through four wedge-shaped nozzles with slot widths of 6, 1.6, 1.0,
and 0.6 mm, the air flow is separated from them at velocities
equal to 5, 30, 50 and 80 m/s, respectively.
Since the effectiveness of deposition of particles suspended in a gas flow grows with
an increase in flow velocity and in size of the particles, aerozol
fractions of sizes of 10-200, 3-20s 1-7, and 0.7-3 um can be
obtained on glass screens placed behind each of the slots.
In the Isokinetic mode the May Impactor can serve as a

standard for calibrating other samplers of similar type.
1956 May designed an improved model of the cascade
ImpacLor, equipped with moving plates. This instrument makes t
possible to study the concentration of aerosol particles in time,
since the deposit formed on the plates is not e-xcessively dense
and does not hanmper microscopic study of the aerosol particles.
In

Wilcox (1953)

!:

~(Fig.

proposed a ftve-stat

cascade impactor.

The fHirt trap (1952) consists of a -tingle impa-Qr stage

-)

-The instrument it Intended for deposition of aerosol
parttcles with consideraoton of th air- zetng passed throughpartlcles are deposlted or; a sltde which moves at a speed of
2rrh (3) by, tearw &f clockwork

•"
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The Gregory instrument (Gregory, 1954), like the automatic
(spo•'es)

i

the instrument . The aspiration rate is !0 Z!rain
S•: of air . The
Inst .Iment does not require electrtc power for its operation,
and a•piratlon of the air is accomplished by manual rotation of

:•
);i

a small pump with sllu±ng Vanes,

:•

The apparatus weighs 4.5-5.5 kg.
portability

•

and the poss billty
of taking air samples with a duration of up
to a second.
The Gregory trap is not intended for samples on
nutrient media

j

/•

The action of the aerosol counter designed by A. F. Sto•anovskiy
is

•

based on the use of centrifugal force , causing the

•
i•

particles to collect on the Inner surface of a rotating drum.

=?

•e

:•

instrument cot•slsts

into two halves.

of a hollow cylinder which can be opened

The cylinder Is mounted on the axle of a

fractlonal-horscpo•er

motor,

tO which a handle is

fastened.

'i•
On

!i

Inner' side of each valve there a•x- cover glasses which •re

Sthe

•eared. w•th a [•e.- of castor oil,

•

•

•ermit achievement of equillbri• bet wee• the aeroso! con-

•

a•;•.•ratlon

•

•tmosphe:•.
a•-•e

•,

opened,

..........

Th•

•.=.]

:•

cat,!ty •d tha• •n the external

the" cyllnder !•

•nd •he

•.•

far several minutes

the cylinder •s ope•

tO be !nvest•.g•ted

in the cyl•:•de•

:i]

At the DOint. where the air

..•

[

•i•ii•

vo!.ume of air aspirated through

with conside:-•.tlon of the

Advantages of the instrument Include the following:
,,•
•f•
i

""

-•"•.'•..

closed,

e!ec•"•.... c motor is•w•--

:•

the covering £1asses

O•.

•tched_

a• r•

The. cyl•r•der
•-h= particles

t_

where N is

iZ of air; n is

the quantity of particles per

the

average quantity of parttcles deposited on the area of the octular
grid;

a is

the side of the ocular grid at a given magnification,

expressed in

centimeters; m -Ls the quaritLty of air samples taken

from-which aerosol is

deposited on one

the volume of air (in
2
on an area of 1i m.

milliliters),

r another glass; 2.75 is

from which aerosol is

deposited

Among the basic drawbacks of the instrument we must include
dstu-bance of the physical structlire of the aerosol in

the process

of sampling.
Traps in
of a pump,

which aspiration of the eir is

fan,

or aspfrator will operate,

carried out by means
to a certain degree,

independently of wind speed and particle dimension and can consequently be utilized in

open-air ionditions.
to Instrurents

A numbe.r of essential drawbacks are - .rent
of the Owens

type and t,

gation of particles

certain other inertial samplex-,:

occurs on the preparations,

aggre-

while during

passage of the aerosol through the slot breakdown of conglomerates
into incividual particles is
Pavlova,

possible

(Ye.

Application of counters is

1933).

lar'ge aerosol particles are present

Vigdorchik and M.
also impossiblc when

(larger than 100 wm),

since

the slot of the chamber becomes plugged; they are not suitable
for operation

with aerosol particles which wet poorly and they

provide inadequate trapping of fine particles
1939; M. N. Krasnogorskaya et al.,
In addition,
the air are used,

I.

Pakhomychev,

1039).

when inertial traps with forced, asp.ration of
difficulties arise in

of an aerosol; these difficulties
ionditions of sampling.
the slit

(A.

turn up on the

trapping all particles

are connected

-it> the isokinetic

Not all of the particles which enter
surfaces intended for them; some of them
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are deposited on the walls o' the trap and another portion is
trapped at a.l.

and passes on through the trap.
Therefore Junge

Konimetric methods also nave drawbacks.
(1952)

not

recommends the introduction-of corrective factors to

eliminate the effect of a~pirs.tion rate and other factors when
Fairly good results have been

utilizing the konimetric method.

obtained by certain investigators with the use of the electroprecipitation method.
an important

The ability to carry an electrical charge is

This property provides the basis

piroperty of aerosol particles.

for tne method of precipitation of charged particles under the
influence of an electrical field.
An aerci..ol particle can be charged during triboelectric
ohenomena (electrification by friction) or by capture of gas icns.
These two forms of charging of aerosol particles are used in
various instruments whose operating principles are based on
eleG,;rical deposition of charged particles In
Instruments in

an electrical

field.

which charging cf the particles occurs due to

the friction over a dielectric include,

in

particular,

the

The
triboelectric konimetei2 described by P. N. Porskiy in 1953.
instrument is used for determination of aerosol concentration.

Charging of aerosol particles by capture of gas ions is
applied mainly for deposition of particles in
precipitators,
f! Iters.

in

particular an electroprecipitators

Usually the source of ions in

spontaneous

(corona)

these inrt.ýuments in
used in

with the aerosol particles

obtaining a positive electrical charge in
used in

and electrical

A positive corona is

discbarge.

industrial electrical filters,
corona is

electrostatic

electroprecipitators,

them.

A negative

and during capture of

ions the aerosol particles are charged negatively.
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The negative electrode
made in

(cathode)

in

the instruments is

the form-of a set of thin wires or needles,

positive electrode (anode)
surface,

which is

is

in

while the

the form of a flat or cylindrical

usually the substrate.

The potential difference between electrodes
spontaneous discharge sets in
of volts.

usually

at which

amounts to several tens of thousandths

Passing through the region with a high density of

negative ions,

the aerosol particles are charged by capture of

negative ions and are then deposited on the anode.
The electroprecipitator consists of three basic parts:
high- voltage source,

a chamber for

a

precipitation of particles,

and a pump or blower.
Among Soviet electroprecipitators,

widely known instruments

are those designed by Blinov and Litvinov (1.51),
Trukhanov (cited in
Luckiesh,.

static trap.

A. I.

Burshteyn,

Taylor and Holladay

and that by

19•5).
(1.946)

designed an electro-

Later different types of electrostat:ic traps were

proposed by Rack (195?),

O'Connel,

Counting of particles in

Wiggin,

Pike (1960)

electroprecipitators

and others.

can be carried

out by the formula

(2.9)

V
where N is

the number of particles-per ml. of air; n is the
average number of particles in one grid square (particles/cm2);
S is

the area on which particles

centimeters);

a is

a grId square in
h is

are precipitated

(in

square

a linear dimension representing the side of

the field of vision (in

the height of the chamber (in
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square centimeters);

centimeters).

and

The possibility of utilizing the principle of electroprecipiresearch on the air is

tation for bacteriological

described in

Chapter III.
Thermal precipitation was proposed comparatively recently
of aerosol particles.

as a mieans of determining concentrations

The p.r .nciple underlying thermal precipitation is
If

a h~ated body is

a chamber containing aerosol

a zone will be formed around it

partiil.es,
aerosol.

placed in

This phenomenon is

free of the

which is

due to radicmetric forces acting

on nonuniformly heated bodies located in

the medium; methods

for calculating these forces are outlined in

N. A. F'uks.

as follows:

detail in

The physical basis of this phenomenon is used in

trapping aerosol particles by thermal precipitators.
principle of the thermal precipitators consists in
aerosol particles on substrates
surfaces.

works by'
The operating

trapping of

located between hot and cold

The difference between the temperatures of the hot

and cold surfaces amounts to about 1000.
The method of thermal precipitation has a number of
advantages over inertial deposition.

The advantage lies in

the

fact that the rate of Ynotion of particles 0.1i m and larger in
on their size,
size within a thermal precipitator depends little
while the rate of motion under the action of gravity and inertia
particle size.

diminishes rapidly with.a reduction in
this,

during thermal precipitation there is

Besides

no crushing of

aggregates and blowing about of deposited particles.
Spurny et al.

(1964)

noted that in

par'icles less than 20 -pm in
The effectiveness

thermal precipitators all

size are captured.

of the trapping of aerosol particles in

thermal precipitatoý,s depends on the rate at which air is
through the instrumen-t,
surfaces in

the

drawn

temperature gradient between the

the therral precipitator,
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and the thermal conductivity

•of the medium.

_4

Besides this,

Green and Lane (1957)

noted that

this method gives best results at a high particle concentration
(volume of air drawn through the unit comprises only 7 cm/ in

[sic])."
The first Soviet thermal precipitator was designed by
N. Torskiy (1951).
The instrument consists of three basic

P.

parts:

the precipitator~housing,

the aspirator, and a current
source with ammeter and rheostat for regulation of current strength.
Passing 100-200 m! of air through the instrument, Torskiy obtained
.100% trapping of-solid aerosol parti.les.
Application of the principle of thermal precipitation for

purposes of bacteriological study of the air is
:detail in Chapter III.

described in

3. Counting Aerosol Particles in
Isolated Volumes of Air
-

Determination of aerosol concentration by the methods

described above (for example,

deposition on plates) with subsequent

counting of the particles under the microscope is

complex and

takes a great deal of time.
Of significant interest

are the efforts of certain authors

to apply physical methods of investigation (Ye.

A. Vigdorchik,

1933; B. V. Deryagin and G. Ya. Vlasenko, 1951; V. S. Kiktenko,
Yu. P. Safronov, S. I. Kudryavtsev et al., 1961; A. I. Danilov,
Yu. P. Pokhitonov, 1966; Guyton, 1946; Gucker, O'Konski, 1949;
Ferry, Farr and Hartmann,

1949; Kl~novice,

1957,

1960).

The following particular features are characteristic of these
methods of counting aerosol particles:
the dispersed phase of
the aerosol is not separated from the dispersion medium, in order
to avoid aggregation of the particles; counting of particles is
carried out by means of a slit

ultramicroscope,
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where the aerosol

particles are represented in the dark field in the form of
glowing points; counting of the particles is carried out only in
an optically separated volume of the vessel; the average number
of aerosol particles per unit volume is determined by appropriate
calculations based on multiple counting of particles in the
optically separated volume.
For rapid determination of the quantity and magnitude of
aerosol particles in instruments designed on these principles
use is made of converters (op ical, electrical, etc.), which
develop an electrical impulse of different intensity for each
The magnitude of these pulses is found to be directly
particle.
dependent on particle size (in particular, on the magnitude of
The descriptions of the most widely
the surface, mass, etc.).
known and applied Soviet and foreign aerosol particle counters
are presented below.
The counter designed by Ye.
following basic parts:

A. Vigdorchik consists .of the

microscope,

illuminator,

and cuvette.

Besides these basic parts, there are a number of attachments to
facilitate focusing of the light in the cuvette, attaching the
The instrument makes it possible to use
individual parts, etc.
Consethe speed of fall of particles to determine their size.
quently the instrument determines not only the particulate
concentration of f e aerosol, but also its degree of dispersion.
The counter is used to determine the number of particles in
highly dispersed aerosols under production conditions and has
demonstrated its suitability for these purposes.
The
In 1946 Guyton developed an electrostatic counter.
operating principle of the instrument consists in the appearance
"of electrical impulses as a result of impact o" a copper collector
filament 0.4 mm in diameter of aerosol particles traveling at
high velocity in a thin stream, The electrioal vibration imparted
to the collector by The particles (particie diameters 2.5 pm
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and more) is

amplified by an hf amplifier by 100,000 times and

activates a mechanical counter.
Guyton found that the amplitude
of vibrations is proportional to the diameter of the aerosol
particles.
Determination of particle size is based on the
essential dependence of the magnitude of voltage on the square
of the particle diameter.
The Guyton instrument can count up to
1800 particles per minute.
The instrument records particles with
dimensions of 2-3 Vm; however, with a change in the type of
amplifier it

becomes possible to increase the sensitivity of the
instrument and to determine particles 0.3-1 Um in size.

IE

cII

ik

"'

Fdig. 5.
Diagram of the
Deryagin-Vlasenko "nstrunment.
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B. V. Deryagin and G. Ya. Vlasenko (1948)
method for counting aerosol particles.
of the device.

developed a flow

Figure 5 shows a diagram

The principle underlying the B. V. Deryagin and

G. Ya. Vlasenko method of flow

ultramicroscopy consists in

counting particles in a continuous flow of aerosol.
The particles
cross the illuminated zone in a certain span of time.
Counting
is carried out according to "flashes" arising at the moment when
individual particles intersect the illuminated zone.
Particulate
concentration of the aerosol is calculated on the basis of the
total number of particles counted and the volume of aerosol
passing through the illuminated zone.
Determination of the
fractional composition of the dispersed system is achieved by
counting particles at a constant rate of flow but with different
and gradually diminishing illumination.
Reduction of illumination
in the counting zone is achieved by introducing a wedge on the
path of the illuminating beams.
With a reduction in illumination
the eye is capable of registering only particles with a radius
larger than a determined size.

By progressively reducing the
iL'Llumination in the counting zone it is possible to successively
eliminate from the count those particles which scatter light w!.th
"inadequate intensity.
The size of these particles grows as the
light illuminating the counting field Is damped.
Thus it is
p :ssible to study the fractional composition of 1-e dispersed
""hase of the investigated aerosol.

It

should be noted that in

thIs method of determining the fractional composition of the
dispersed phase errors can arise in connection with the fact
that the force of the light source and the sensitivity of the
eye are not constant.
The possibility of relatively rapid visual observation of
p~rticles (of a bacterial aerosol) by means of the flow ultramicroscope was put forward by 7. S. Kiktenko and coworkers.
'They found indisputable advantages in using the flow ultraivir'•scope

as compared with earlier methods of investigation.
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In order to replace the eye of the observer with a more
sensitive photoelement, in order to allow automation of the
entire process of particle counting,

V. S. Kiktenko,

Yu.

P.

Safronov,

S. I. Kudryavtsev et -l. (1961) proposed using a highsensitivity photoelectron installation which, together with the
electromechanical counter, makes it possible to count the quantity
and determine the sizes of aerosol particles passing through the
cuvette of the flow ultramicroscope.
The magnitude of the light

flux scattered by the particles is adequate for its recording
by means of contemporary industrial photoelectron multipliers
of the types FEU-19, FEU-25, etc.
As observations have shown,
the duration of a light impulse from the particle does not
exceed 0.5-0.6 seconds, while the pulse arrival frequency depends
on the quantity of particles and does not exceed 300-400 pulse/
min.
The principle of recording pulses of a flux scattered by
particles was used to design and test under laboratory conditions
and experimental installation which confirmed the possibility of
*

automating coL •ing of aerosol particles.
The installation
consists of the following units: a photcelectron attachment to
the ultramicroscope, a pulse counter, an amplifier, and a power

*:

source.
The electronic circuit ,nf the installation is

shown on

Fig. 6.
The photoelectron attachment is intended to convert the
light flux from the aerosol particles into an electrical impulse
and to provide preliminary amplification of the electrical signal.
DI consists of a photomultiplier and a preamplifier.
Structurally
the attachment is made in the form of a so•'Ite unit whose
input window is placed tightly against the ocular of the ultraSmi•croscope

(Fl,.

7).
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Amplifier and particle aounter
• Photoeloctron

P.

attachment

CJC o

6mdC

6'ITS
6#18C
V

B-iN

9

counter

A.

0.

r

"
-_________
- -- -:

---*-

I

,* #1

~~Power suc

••

"t'27"Ov

- resistors,
-"
••
Pour

"

0.2 each.

."

Fig. 6.
Circuit of the photoelectron attachment
(see description in text).

The amplifier and the pulse
counter are intended for amplification of electrical pulses to
a level adequate to trigger an
electromechanical counter of the

B-IM type. The amplification
"and pulse-counter unit consists
of an input gate stage and an
amplifie -- limitor,
input multibrator,

'Fig. 7. Working position
for the photoelecuron
attachment and th.e ultra-

multivibrator,

microscope.

stag

a blocked
an output

and an amplifier

which activates the electro-

rmechanical counter.

The high

voltage for supplying the photo-

Smitlplier, anode voltage., and the voltage required to ensure
Mfllanent heatini, are developed by the power source.
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tThe

amplifier, pulse counter., and power source are

joined

structurally into a single unit which is connected by cables to
the photoelectron attachment.
When a light fl~ux scattered by aerosol particles arrives at
the cathode of' the photornultipli~er, an electrical pulse arises on
its output and is amnplified in the preamplifier ana feJ to the
input gate stage of the amplifier. After amplification to the
required magnitude the pulse passes to the electromechanical
The pulse repetition rate at which the
counter and triggers it.
counter carries out errLor-free counting cormprises approximately
100 pulse/s (6000 puls-e/min), substantially exceeding the maximum,
possible particle frequency in the ultramicrcscope. This ensures
reliable recording of the number of pa.rticles. An error in the
Icuit can arise only when two or
count due to inertia of~ thp -more particles appear in the field of view of' the instrumnent
within a time interval less than 0.01 seconds. For practical
Purposes Such events are of low probability and therefore t-he
error due to this factor does not exceed 17'. To ensure high
measurement ~curacy and to increase the sensItivity of the
instrument it is necessary to turn attent.on to increasing the
contrast of tne particles by striving to ensure a low,, level of'
li-ht f'lux from the background of thle Instrument viewfield.
count i n; Of
Figu~re 8 shows an installat ion for,~tm~.
aerosol, particles, consisting of an ult'rý,-icrosoopo' and a photoeie',ýtron attachment to w~hich an amplific-tion and particle~oontiflg QnIt ta attached~. The setup .is supplied wit2,. power from.
a net. wit~h a voltage of 127 tor 220 V.
F-..
In~stallatilon for,
automta-ic' couriting :)f aerosol

C

If necessary an industrial installation of the B-2 type
can be used as the amplifier and pulse counter, as well as the
with minor changes in the circuit; the latter are
clear from the electronic diagram of the instrument given on

power source,

Fig. 6.
A photoelectron counter was also developed by Gucker and
O'Konski and subsequently substantially improved by O'Konski.
In this °instrunent scattered light from each particle 0.6 um and
more in diameter strikes a photocell, giving rise to an electrical
pulse which, after amplification by 200,000 times, triggers a
In this instrument aerosol particles
mechanical particle counter.

A

are counted at a rate of 1200 counts per minute.

The introduction

of a differential pulse collector within the limits of the
established voltage makes it possible to determine the degree of
dispersion of the investigated aerosol.
Among other presently existing instruments intended for
counting particles in determining their size in aerosols, we

Sshould

mention the Instrument developed by Alexander and J.
Kla'novi ce.
In 1955 Alexander designed an instrument for counting snd

measur•ng aerosol particles of various types (dust, radioactive,
The instruytent, called An aerosoloscope.,
bacterial, etc.'
counts up to I0.Y aerosol uarttz-les, per second. The aerosoloacope
-ournts and measures aerosol p&rttcles in a size range or 1 to
wQt up to 100G

•he

le,•n .....

tImes faster than can possibly be done with
v.- used methods of toilecting particles on

Te orAtn
s~rfcesand studing .hem urmvkt the mtlclrcscope.
rrtncirlr of the innstrument .1 also t4Ased on recording of light
attered durln, pasag• -- if a lfght team ¶hrurh an aerosol
The investIgated vtrcsol -yftem, w-th parti-cle concens•sr.
is diluted in the
:tqti :n up to 15,000 part...cl.es per c.

instrument to such a degree that the instrument records every
particle. Particle size is determined as a function of the
quantity of light reflected by the particle. Electrical
impulses pass from the photomultiplier to a recording system
with two dials, where they are recorded suc•.essiveiy in growing
order from I to 64 4m.
This device Is

complex,

since each quantity

-

i.e., each

required group of particles - needs a separate sensing,
amplifying, and computing channel.
Instruzents of this type
cannot be made portable, since they are very large in size.

Klanovice (1960.)

proposed an Instrument with a unified

sensing, amplifying, and recording charnel.
The instrument
makes it possible to separate aerosol particles into any number
of groups with cortinuous recording of the readings.
ElectrIcal
pulses otrained in the converter of the instrument have an
amplitude which is

proport tonal to the •size of the particles;

these pulses arg. reglatered by an a-oustic, sensing device and
then by a dtv44ing attachment whcseg

sen.Attlvty is established

accorda:ne w.th the magnitude of th

ti

nulses.
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is not disturbed - a situation which arises, for example, when
liquid filters are used; particulate concentration of the aerosol
is determined almost instataneously and for a virtually unlimited
time of study; the counters make it possible to record the most
significant concentrations of particles of a bacterial aerosol,
a•$-rig.ht
down to single bacterial cellks. At the same time, when
photoelectron counters are used to determine the concentration
of a bacterial aerosol it

is

necessary to consider that the

majority of existing instruments count all of the particles in
the air, without exception - they count. particles of both organic
and inorganic origin. The separation from the total flow. of the
aerosol of only those particles which contain b-act erial
vral
.r
cells and, to an even greater extent, determination of the degree
of their viability, presents substantial difficulties. In
laboratory conditions these obstacles can be overcome to a certain
degree by creating in the ct-amber an aeroaoi in which the concentration of' initial suspension would ensure that every aerosol
particle would iontain one or several mlcrobe cells.
In this
case the application or the particle -. unt-er permits continuous
-determinati i o±f the concentratI on of the bacterial aerosol and

.

ik-so of its degs-rn of dispersion.
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the sale

o

Determination of the greate3t number of particles per unit
volume of aerosol by means of one or another instrument also
cannot be characterized as having a high degree of confidence.
We must consider to be the most valuable method that one which
gives figures approximating the real concentration of the aerosol
as characteristic for the given dispersed system. From this
point of view we should consider the best counting methods to be
those with which sampling is carried out not by aspiration of
aerosol into the instrurnent, but rather ,y Isolation of a predetermined v(iumo of tir.
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CHAPTER

III

INSTRUMEMTS FOR SANITATION AND
BACTERIOLOGICAL IUVFSTIGATION OF
AIR
*

The determination of particulate concentration of biological
aerosols is based on the same principles and encounters the same
difficulties as the measurement of concentrationi of inorganic
aerosols.
In air microorganisms can fulfill :;he role of condensation
nucl.eJ ; by coagulation they can form aggregates with both organic
and inorganic particles of dust and by joining together.
For more than 100 years a huge volume of studies have been
carried out on the subject of developing methods for studying
The methods of making air samples
bacterial seeding of the air.
are of critical importance in determining the laws governing its
microbe contamination, means of transmission of the causative
agents of respiratory diseases, etc. Numerous bacterial traps
"of widely varied design have been proposed for bacteriological
study of the air. However, at present there is nu single procedure for trapping microorganisms from the air which is widely
accepted in hygiene and bacteriological practice, despite the
fact that appl'cation of different methods of research will,
in the majority of cases, give results of poor comparability.
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1.Classif~catton of.Mc'thods !>ýr

Collecting Microorganisms from Air

From among the most '-Tlely known classificatiolls of methodt,
for collectling inicroorganisris from air we should indicate the

*
*~

1a-s~ficatlions and surveys by Cunninghamn (1873))# Committee on
Apparatus inl P.ernblolol-y of the Z!ational Scientific Research

Council of the USA,

1941, Du Suy, Hollaender, tLack-y (1945
S.S.
Rechmenskiy 1'1951), A. 1. Burshteyn (1954), Albrecht ".1-57),
iylor' and Shipe 4959), V. V. SI'zorts--v, V. S. Kilcterno (0960).)
a~d other-,.
Table 10 mives the cias-ificaticn of Instrumentat~on and

*

oacterial traps wit~i c-ons~deratior. of Ct!e ¶nost recent data.
rn acc~ordan~ce with t~he caifato
presented in Table 10,
ti ~11carry ctUt a diecal~e,. descriptiol- of bacterla3.
traps,
gve a co)rnpaz'atU'. eval-ati cn of t-hely, effectiveiecs, and p,,esent
tfoýrmation of t'-e possib-1.llty c-f.using a numt;-r ofi' nst.-~urt
f noto.'.
'iO

a S ~-

'

ýs

ri2roblologlccl,

~

v a r-,

-- N~

)nhe
tZ

tut also vI

a

ne
.ne tigat1.0

Thus,

Salisbury

(1866)

used object glasses to detect

particles containing bacteria; he exposed the glasses over night
and then examined them under a microscope.
Pasteur (1860)

was the first

to use the method of gravitational

deposition of bacterial aerosols,

with settling of the bacteria

occurring airectly onto a nutrient medium.

His investigations

wore carried out by means of special bottles 250-300 ml in
capacity.

Pasteur utilized the following procedure:

he poured

150 ml 10% sugar bouillon containing a small quantity of brewing
yeast into the bottle.

After sterilization of the bouillon the

neck of the bottle was quickly
use.

filled up and it

was ready for

To study air up to 20 bottles were normally used.

During

sarrplnng of the air the ends of the necks of each bottle were
exposed and after the vacuum was filled with air to be tested,

they were sealed again.
thermostat.

Then all. the bottles were placed In a

Upon termination of' incubation a number of bottles

were noted in

which the medium was discolored by the development

of microorganisms in
were opened in

it.

Pasteur observed that when 20 bottles

the yard of the Paris Observatory,

microorganisms was detected in

all 20.

development of

Of 20 bottles exposed

in mountains at an altitude of 2000 m the development of microýrg•ranisms was observed in only one.
Using these bottles Pasteur
carried o,,t a comparative study of the bacterial contamination of
t•e air.
Fodor (1881) carried out a large number of experiments
ii Budap..st on bacterial study of the air.
The method for studying
bacteria seeding of air proposed in 1881 by Fodor provided the
1se of'

solid medium made from fish glue.

Bacteria which

• etted onto the nutrient medium were grown at room temperature.
• :h (1881)
••eedlng

proposed an original method for studying bacterial

of' the air.

The method method consists in

Sg1ass cup 5-5.5 cm in

the following:

diameter nith a wall height of 1 cm is

placed on the bottom of a glass cylinder 18 cm high and 6 cm in
diar:ieter.

The cylinder is

tightly closed with a cotton-wool
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plug and sterilized by hot air at 1500.

Before the experiment

the cup was filled with gelatin (agar).

Koch left the cylinder

with the cup exposed for 5 hours or more,

with a Shorter period

being used in contaminated air. Upon termination of the experiment
the cylinder was plugged with cotton wool and placed in a
thermostat (Fig.
.

9).
-

After the appearance of the
Petri dish the Koch method was
-not applied in its original form.

j.

At present a variation of the
Koch method is used: open Petr.
dishes with meat-peptone agar
are placed in the open atmosphere
for various periods of time
(5-50 min).
After seeding of

.
,
,.i•
"1 .the
Fig.

by

9.

Sampling air

-he -Koch method.

the medium surface by microflora
cups are placed in a thermostat.
The sensitivity of this
method in collecting pathogenic
microflora can be increased by
using selective nutrient media.
It

is

not possible to carry out

quantitative calculation of microflora by this method.
The Koch d.1sh method was altered somewhat by K. P.
Koval'kovskiy (1885):
using a wooden cylindrical plug-piston
he drew the air out of a cylinder with a capacity of 1 liter.
A cup with nutrie.- medium was placed on the bottom of this
cylinder.
During the experiment the piston was removed from
the cylinder, which was thus filled with air.

The microflora

contained in 1 Z of air filling the cylinder settle out onto
Thus it is possible to
tne surface of the nutrient medium.
carry out

&

quantitative count of the microflora.
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proposed that sterile Petri dishes without
nutrient medium be set up in the area where the air was to be
After 15 min of exposure the dishes are transferred to
tested.
the laboratory and covered with agar melted and cooled to
S40_45 0 .
Clark (1912)

I. Ye.

Minkevich (1940)

recommended using the modified

Koch method proposed by Clark in the winter, since when dishes
filled with medium are set out the medium will freeze.
Uuring quantitative determination of microorganisms in air
by the dish method, V. L. Omelyanskiy (1941)

proceded on the

assumption that the quantity of' microorganisms contained in
10 2 of air could successively be seeded onto a dish surface
2
However, in later years
100 cm in area in the course of 5 min.
some investigators showed that microorganisms settle out not
from 10 1, but from 3 I. of air (A. I. Shafir and P. A. Kouzov,
1948; R. G. Gcgoberidze,

1953; Spurny,

Jech,

Sedlacel,

Storch,

1964).
N. N. Pokrovskiy and Ya.

G. Kishko (1957),

K. I. Turzhetskiy

(1957), and others arrived at the conclusion that during studying
of' bacterial seeding of atmospheric air by the deposition method
the formula for calculating the quantity of microorganisms
per unit volume is in general inapplicable, since it leads to
These authors proposed calculation of the
overstated readings.
results of studies by the cup method on the basis of counting
A
the absolute number of colonie.: growing on the dishes.
similar opinion is supported by Yu. A. Krotov (1951) and V. V.
who consider that the dish method is unsuitable
f',for the investigation of, first of all, the air oP the open
Vlodavets (1959),

since constantly existing currents of air artificially
i.ncrease the number of microorganisms deposited on the dishes.

atmosphere,
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One variation of the method of collecting microorganisms
from air on the basis of free settling of aerosol particles from
a certain volume of air is represented by instruments proposed
by Alvarez, and Castro (1952) and by S. 1. Kudryavtsev and

""'owcrkers

(1966).

The instrument designed by Alvarez and Castro

is

a small cup whose walls are fastened to loops and whose
bottom contains a depression for a Petri dish or an object glass.
At the moment-when the air sample is taken the walls are raised
upward and air passes freely through the box.
Then the walls are
lowered again and the process of settling of aerosol particles
onto the slide or Petri dish proceeds.
instrument is a fct
f aiir
athere is

A drawback of the

that the sample is taken from a small volume
no consideration of microorganisms deposited

or. the walls of the instrument due to convection and diffusion
(Green,

V

Lane,

1957).

The ir.3trument proposed by S.
N. I.

Tonkopiy

(Pig.

10) makes it

I.

Kudryavtsev,

A. F.

Turov, and

possible to determine the

concentration of bacterial particles both under conditions of
relative immobility of the air and in
-

.

outdoor atmosphere.
.P
its
tank
1 si.de
Z in

wa

.uitsd

walls,

installed in

turbulent air of the

The instrument consists of a rectangular

ls
a with
h, '
volume
ofour
sockets
for cassettes which make

a

cylinder-piston,

sockets of the tank,

five cassette-cups

and a.mecha.nism for automatic

lowering of the tank and orening of the lower cassette.

Particles,

enter The closed volume of the instrument at the moment of
sampling and settle out onto t1e nutrient medium of the cassettes.
The Koch dish method and,
collecting imechanism is

in

general,

instruments-whose

based on th-, principle of settling of

bacterial aerosols out of open atmosphere' by gravity possess
substantial drawbacks.
When these methods are used it is
impossible to Judge the quantitative content of bacteria in
certain volume of
authors (V.

4'•,

L.

_.r.

a

Calculation methods proposed by various

Omelyanskiy and others) have only relative value
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Fig. 10. Aerosol trap' designed by S. I.
Kudryavtsev, A. F. Turov and N. I..
Tonkopiy.
a) instrument ready for sampling; b)
instrument after sampling; settling out
of bacterial aerosol particles onto the
surface of the nutrient medium is underway.
and cannot give a correct answer to the question of the magnitude
of bacterial contamination of the air, since the weight and size
of bacterial particles and also the air currents will have an
enormous influence on rhe quantity of deposited bacteria. In
using sedimentation methods it is also impossibl-e-to draw a
correct conclusion concerning the qualitative relationship among
microorganisms in the air, since the microorganisms deposited on
the Petri dish are basically those connected with large particles
of dust.
An essential deficiency of this method is the great
duration of time required for sampling; because of this the
method can be used for determining concentration of solid or
liquid aerosol particles with a very low evaporation rate.
b) Deposition of Bacterial Aer )sols
by the Impact Action of an Air Jet
(Inertial Deposition)
Owing to their low mass, particles of bacterial aerosols
tend to remain suspended in air for a prolonge6: time, Therefore
the deposition of particles makes It advisable to use mpthods
based on adhesion of particles to the surface of nutrient media

i

-
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by means of the impact effect of an air jet.

In this case-it

is necessary to meet a number of conditions:

•excessively

slow

passage of the aerosol thr'ough the-instrument prevents 'detection
of highly dispersed fractions ov the aerosol, while excessively
,.high

speeds of flow leads to "skipping" of aerosol particles.
The general principle of this method of collecting aerosol1
particles consists in directing the flow of air against the
nutrient medium or against a plate smeared with sticky neutral
After obtaining kinetic energy, the particles,
substances.
as a result of inertia, collide with the surface of the nutrient
The method of collecting bacterial
medium and adhere to it.
from an air flow onf glass plates has found
wide acceptance (Scheppegrell, 1922; Durham, 1944; Hyde and
Williams 1943, and others).
particles (spores)

Scheppegrell used ordinary object glasses 76 x 25 mm
in size smeared with a gluey coating in the form of a mixture
The plates were shielded for 24 hours.
of gelatin with vaseline.
This method is jzxtremely simple and cheap and provides the
Thus,

However, as a quantitative
possibility of continuous work.
i-ethod of evaluating bacterial seeding of the air uuder field
conditions it

has serious d.rawbacks due to the presence of an

edge effect and to tui Dulent deposition,

and also to predominate

deposition of large particles only.
When the cup method is used in field conditions the same
difficulties are encountered as during application of plates

-

problems due both to the rate of depositlon of aerosol particles
and to wind speed, as well as the aerodynamic effect caused by
the aerodynamic "shadow" from the edge of the cup.
Gregory and Stedinan (1953)
-ffectiveness

made a careful study of the

of collecting fungus spores by me a
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of Petri

dishes.

A Petri dish with 15 cm3 of agar was set in the horizontal
The authors determined the average:

position in a wind tunnel.

2

A narrow band of
cf.pture coefficient per cm of surface,
deposited spores was observed behind the rim of the dish facing
in

the direction of the oncoming flow and also in front of the

At an air flow speed of 0.5 m/s the capture
back rim of the dish.
coefficient was not particularly great, but at 1.1 and l?7 m/s
S

-.

a substantially greater quantity of particles was detected at
At a winc speed of
both the front and back rims of the dish.
3.2

m/s and more the aerodynamic "shadow" was observed most

clearly,

since the rims of the dish (1

cm high) screened almost

The effect created by the rim

the entire surface of the agar.

of the Petri dish can be eliminated when the dish is placed on
the bottom of a metallic cylinder which is installed so that
the upper edge of the cylinder is
the wind tunnel.

set flush with the axis of

When the Petri dish was placed in the vertical position and
"the wind speed is

9.4 and 5.5 m/s the deposition of particles

in a central zone 2.5 cm in radius was 4 times greater than in
A wind
the annular zone 1 cm wide along the rim of the dish.
speed of 3.2 m/s created conditions under which the quantity
of spores was 75% greater around the rim of the cup than on the
remaining portion of the dish bottom.
"The method of deposition !.n open atmosphere was used by
Frankland (i887),

Richards (1955),

Werff (195B)

and others.

Deposition of particles on plates smeared with sticky
.substances [vaseline, gelatin/glycerin, a mixture of vaseline
with paraffin (12.5%), etc..), was carried out in Instruments
of the aeroscope or aerokoniscope type by Salisbury (1866),
Maddox (1870),

Airy (1874), Cunningham (1873), Cristoff (1934,
The
".and Shitikova-Husanova (cited in K. M. Stepanov, 1935).
* oeprating pririwple of these instruments was based on deposition

I-O

of aerosol particles under the action of an aerodynamic wind
pressure. The Cunningh&am aerokoniscope was the most highly
perfected in design. The Cunningham aeroscope is shown on
Fig. 11. The instrument consists of a conical funnel equipped
in the direction of the
with fletching., which turns It to
wind. Aerosol particles were deposited on a sticky cover glass
located behind the output opening of the funnel.

0 0

A
P'ig. 11. Cunningham aero~oopeA - -,ide view-of the apparatus
(partly sectioned)* S - sticky
cover glans set behind the
outlet of the funnel.
tiquel (1895) also made-successful use of the aero'koniseope.
Bacterial parti.cles were deposited on an objeat glass coated
with glycerin. Thie glass was arrang',d 2-3 mmn from the opening
!n the Instrument; opening dlanteter was 0.5-0.75 mm.' Thanks to
t.hts structure the ef fect-iveness of thle instrument was substantially
higher than that of the Cunningham aer'oscope. Thus., the Miquel
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instrument collected approximately 100 times more partir;>zs than
the Maddox and Cunningham aerokoniscopes.
Such instruments as the May -cascade impactor,

the Herst

and the Gregory portable trap have also been used

automatic trap,

for bacterial study of the air. Descriptions of the instruments
and their operating principles are given in Chapter II.

*

Thus,

herst carried out a comparative study of the effective-

ness of his instrument

(trap) with deposition of spores on

The studies were
horizontal plates and on vertical cylinders.
carried out under open-air conditions.
It was found that spores.

less than P0Om in size were detected in quantities 25 times
greater on ýhv average in the Herst trap than on object glasses.
*:Virtually no extremely fine spores were found .on horizontal glasses
or on vertical cylinders.
Gregory,

Hamilton, Sreeramulu (1955),

Hyde (1959)

and others

used the Herst trap in their observations.
However,

in the long run instruments of the konimeter type

do not meet the requirements of aerobioloy:
only for measurements of high concentrations,

they are suitable
since the volume

of aspirated air is small and these instruments cannot be used
with cultural methods of analysis,
,on

glass plates.

since sampling is carried-out

The aerodynamic properties of thu majority of .

instrur:,-nts are such that they exclude the possibility of isokinetic
-lspiing
-'f the air (with the exception. of the May and He•rst

instrumvents), depositlon of particle3 of a blologilcalaerosol occurs
, at a hIgh speed, which not only breallts up, particle aggregates but
also, causes the death- of the baete.ria themselves.
-raluat•-:,ns

of the effectiveness o.1 these 'instruments were

carried out by Davies et al. (1951)

..4-

/
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and by Green andLane (1957).

..

7

Instruments of the aerokoniscope type dould be used only for
qualitative analysis of the bacterial seeding of the air, since
their capture coefficient depends on the pressure head of the air
and the detection of one or another microorganism merely indi..ates
that the given organism is

actually existing in the air, without

any possibility of its quantitative determination (Gregory,

1961).

The operating principle of aerokoniscopes was used subsequently
by a number of authors to create instruments which collect microorganisms directly on a nutrient medium.
The first instrument used according to the indicated
principle was the Pushe aeroscope (1859)
1964).

(cited by F.

Gregory,

The structural principle of this instrument was subsequently

used to cr'eate instruments of a similar type.
Thus, this principle
was the basis for designs of instruments by Pavlovskiy (1885),

N. Keldysh (1886),

Hesse (1884),

and others.

A. ?avlovskiy proposed using a bert glass tube whose iniL•t
surface was coated with a thin layer of gelatin.
through the tube.

Air was passed

The bent foin of the tube facilitated higher

retention of microorganisms from the aspirated volume of air.
The instrument has a number of essential drawbacks: counting
the quantity of microorgansms (colonies) which grow on tho
gelatin layer in the glass tube is haipered by the Impossibility
of dis.ingulshing theA clearly; in addition, with incidence of
mIcroorgarnlsms which thin the gelatin the latter slips iW the.
Joints of the tube,
SN,

Keldysh passed air through a

inner surface was Coated with

sa

tube whose
atrai.ht

medium.
"utient A"'fter passage

of the air the tube was elosed at both ends. However, even in.
a st-right horizontal tube there was nonun.form distrlbution ot
r) rgan wm colontet - the makor mats of them was concentrated
qt the Inlet ojenln•..
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The Hesse instrument consists of a cylindrical glass tube
70 cm long covered at both ends with rubber plugs.

-he tube is

fastened to a wooden stand and connected successively to two
flasks.
free.

Water is

poured into one flask, while the other remains

With passage of water from one flask to the other a

rarified space is

created and air is

drawn into the glass tube.

-Nutrient medium is applied to the inner wall of the tube. Thus
the microflora contained on aerosol particles are brought into
Hesse noted
contact with the surface of the nutrient. medium.
that colonies of bacteria developed mainly at the inlet to the
tube, while mold fungi penetrated much further Into the tube.
On this basis Hesse'made the assumption that spores of fungi are
lighter than bacterial nuclei and apparently are prexsent in the
air as single individuals.
air may be in

At the same time the bacteria in the

the form of large accumulations (aggregates) or

they may be contained on 'arge particles of dust.
ThS
-tic .zt
..

.

method was used by Frankland (1887)

and by Hart

---.nkland noted that the colonies in the tube showed

war t'urned with the Jinletu wt
the greatest
growth
when The :
the,.•e
g4.!e
greates
c.pening facing the 'wind. Therefcre sldie! iore ca-ri I out withthe tube aranged at an angle of

These experiment.
pt

•.
.

aerodynn. i

1350

to the wind direct4on-

tabllshed the importance of taking Into
factors in studying the bacterial seeding

~o r aix.

!27..
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Matve~yev deposition plate
The Eeromicrobiological fixer
(191:l) - Is based on bringing bacteria to the nutrient meditum
in a flow of' air. The instrUIi~ent consists of a light wire tranme
with sockets for dishes (Fig. 1)
-the

The dishes are placed on the framework 'with the mediuma facing
out. Four dishE-s are located vertically with respect to the
-ahe, top.
flth
oor , whlic ene dish is placed lee
grun
Aerosols moving iý-the vertical direction are d'vrcsited on the
*ipper dish, while aerosols moving horizon-tally ane at some. angle
:-,(,the vertical are deposited in the vertically arranged dishes.
Rktenko and cow'.rker.3 proposed a modification of' the
A.
V.
Petri. d-!.31es were plac1ed in special metallic
Matvyevinstrument.
scckets whichi coul.d be setý In anY positioin, with the setting
air move.nent.. The 4natrument is
deperident on tne iirectilrin
eýquipped with a var.'ý (Ftg. 13).

~~n

i

e

Ma-ee

trnIt

~

m
enrz. tand
*nst.rt~:~'

+

i'",irl---.
A. Krotov, a constant stream of air
under open-air conditions artificially increases the number of'
In the npAnion of Yu.

deposited on the dishes; this is the basis for

mtcroo"ganisms

the possible comparatively greater effectiveness of the Matveyev
instrument.
is

The tnstrument designed by Stoyanovskiy and Rev (1954)

Air impacts against the surface

based on a different principle.

of the nutrient medium (poured into a Petri dish) during movement
The instrument

of a motor vehicle.

(Fig.

14) consists of a

Ifl-ared tube (1) which captures air, a conducting tube (2)
head (3),

and

containing a Petri dish with nutrient medium.

;'j11

14.

The Stoyanovkty-Rev Instrument

(see descriptton in toext),
section along the
A - general view; a
-

vhe, flow oif air is~ :apturz-Žd by the flared tube, pavaes throu,61h
tMe .wuide tub., where It

reater velocttY,

takes o

rrcerA1!y agf nst the *s:<ace of the nut."enr meiw
""etrtr

dish

and I•3•-•-3t

In.the

that paticless suspende4 in the atr

r-sur
thiS eh

wt~l 1 adher4 to the azdtuz
Rhge - U,1ta S 0

rr+t' • are

vs

ar,

Th

te,.-allyf-ut,+'b
t; hrP.
~ 't~t

th

eter~ne

-

j---

ra t e'

t-r lave I

ti,

e~fe~e.V~n~5if the

r a~t rutent f *57) the r4leu olf a.Ir 3S di rected
st o
fan. Th, instrtuientaýýr sons
dur. y

Znthr- V's? I'yev
t.: the rrltt

Instru

•iIfthe $toy-Rev.

u

-r

three parts: a conical housing,, the fani, and a support. The fourbladed ran Is placed in the midile of the instrument housing
and Is activated manually
JF~.1)

Fig. 15. Vasitl'yev
~ns tvwrent .
A. Ye. Vershtlgor (1959) considers that this instrument is
awkwart and does not permit consideration of'the quantity of air
rýased through 1-t..
Tashýýhonko re-i7ortmerds tnivest Lgat ion of bacýterl al
~et~of *he altr by mrne.nz (:tf -at!i:-auu
-leaner. A PCor dish 1
In the Vacuum duint ba.
Ie
tr, his Žotnion the effactiveness of
the Ins~trumn;A ! at- legst ewIto that or the Kro~tov instrutment.
*-

ThttKszhkz.> In6t ruwent fI% 195i_; ased on the Impact. act.ajn
n L 1týct
1' ar
I
h 'ntrr
4,ntended for ctudv,.*njz
rýa.
~~~4k
aat
rdh krcr
I~
r~v
and o-onsists of' a
colce~,CaAslt~te3 wI~h .ridtz~v!S, uam an
rieter

aCr fl~ow

~16

1[

Xq,

f.-'-/-

Sib

Fig.

16.

.ishko

Instrument (diagram)

an aircraft
for sampling air from
text).L
.sDe description in

The collector, has a sampler (2) with t~hrottle plate (3).*
•-lchis ep-ared or closed by mehns of a series of working parts

i~i-

•:.'••which

•.i
f

~

Regulation of
are cýonnected to one another (15, 16, 17).
he air travel speed is accomplished b-, means of attachmeiats
socket
dish in a special
cassette 0"I wit1h thr. Petri
(5, ~ ).Te T
opening
funnel-shapeg
ntr
into
6ever(8)
a
is moved by
(14)
terminates In
The collector t
located behind thea sampler.
tube
t an ir exhaust tube (15 ) with a Vento.,ni
and In
are
ton
con
(12).

'.:."•,,••-,;.:."-",-•":•:

The quantity of passed rtir is

'•:,,,,.."....".....,.-...

V -"•'•'''t''•,•''

fixed by

'

in,-.rument

................

(9).

,slq

Air' enters the instrument at a speed which depends on the speed
of the aircraft (150-180 km/h>.
Up to 0.5 m3 of air is passed
through the instrument in a time period of 3-6 minutes.
The
surface of the nutrient.-medium is coated with a thin layer of
presterilized-neutral oil MG-10 with a lcw freezing point (to [sic]
90-1000) to permit successful utilization of the instrument at
the low temperatures at-high altitudes.
in 1961 V. M. Khil'ko proposed an instrument (Fig. 17)
consisting of an electric motor (1) activated by electric current
from flashlight batteries, a light bulb (?), and a fan (3).
When the motor is switched on air drawn in by the fan impacts
against the surface of nut'rient medium in a Petri dish, as a
result of which particles of the microbe aerosol stick to the
medium.
*
During sampling the instrument can either be worn on a
shoulder or chest strap or it can be placed on the ground.
The
total weight is

700 g.

The Instrument will process up to 20 Z

of air per minute. Two batteries provide continuous operation
for 3-4 hours.
As the author notes, the collecting capacity

(:

of the instrument-is inferior to that of the Krotov unit; however,
this instrument differs favorably from the latter in that it
does not require a powerful source of electric current and it can
be used under field conditions.

Fig. 17.

Kh.l.1ko

instrument.
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In 1938 Proctor and, Parker proposed an instrument in which
air is passed through a tube which opens to the outer wall of
the cockpit in an aircraft, traveling (during flight) at a rate
of 0.3 m3 per minute to a rotating metallic disk whose su:rface
Circles of paper impregnated with specially
has six openings.
purified oil are placed in these openings; the paper ensures
Exposure of each disk lasts
trapping of airborne microorganisms.
from one to several minutes, depending on the degree of assumed
contamination of- the investigated layer of air. According to
information from the author the instrument is not capable of
collecting all phases of a bacterial aerosol.
In the last 15 years a number of authors have proposed
bacterial traps based on the principle of inertial deposition
of particles of a bacterial aerosol: centrifuging, the slip
method,

and the "funnel" and "mesh" methods.

In the instrument designed by Hollaender and Dalla Valle (1939)
is based on the "funnel" method; air is

directed through the

narrow portion of the funnel into the wider end,
under a Petri dish with a solid nutrient medium.

located directly
The rate of

According to inforarrival of air equals 0.0283 m3 per minute.
mation from a number of authors (V. V. Vlodavets, 1959; A. I.
Zhukova, 1962), the instrument has low sensitivity, since the
speed of tha air stream and the consequent entrainment force
A signific'ant part of highly dispersed aerosols
are not great.
will not be retained by the agar but carried off to the surface.

Breakuo of aerosol particles even prior to impact against
the agar surface was realized in the Du Buy and Crisp instrument
(19~44). The instrument consists of a round housing with an
outlet opening for air, a Petri dish, and a brass disk cover
The cover fits tightly over the housing,
with 300 openings.
being attached to it
i>i1,

by two cover clamps.

Air enters the

~2?Vt'.

instrument through the openings in the cover plate., hits the

.

surface of" the agar,-travels along the surface of the medium,
and is then ejected through the outlet opening, located on the
The presence of a cover with openings ensures
bottom of the case.
more uniform-distribution of the flow, which travels under-highAt present this-method is widely used in studies of

pressure.

aerial propagation of infections in bacteriological and virological
laboratories,
Comparing the effectiveness of their instrument with the
bacterial trap designed by Hollaender and Dalla Valle, Du Buy
and Crisp. established'that their-instrument-possesses more than
double the collecting capability."- Instruments by Wells (1933)
and Shafir (1.941), as well'as othe~rs,.are based on the principle
of utilizing centrifugal force for collecting particles of
bacterial aerosols.
The Wells instrument (Fig. 18) consists of a metallic
cylinder, and electric motor, and a Jacket.
-

--.....

Fig. 18. Wells instrument.
A - air guide tube; B - main
section of centrifuge
(cylindrical cup); C - vertical
motor; D - rotor housing;
E - terminal; F

-

E
A

*D

fitting

A

connected with a manometric
"tube.
!

B
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Cent

Centrifugal force directs the stream of air against t-he
surface of the nutrient medium located-on the inner wall-of the
cylindrical cup; thus the medium is seededcby particles containing
rotated at a speed of 3500-4000 r/min.

-bacteria. --The cylinder is

According to data from the author,%the -instrument makes itI/min) and to carry

possible to study large volumes of air (30-50
out quantitative
is

widely used in

This instrument

calculation of the microflora.

routine hygiene and bacteriological investiga-

tions of the air (Pingus
Bourdillon et al.

and Stern,

(1941)

1937).

indicate the possibility that the

Wells instrument traps only 5-90% of highly dispersed particles
-of a bacterial aerosol.

also designed a centrifugal instrument.
number of sabstantial improvements in

Shafir (1945)

A. I.

Using the principle proposed by Wells,

Shafir introduced a

his instrument:

the centri-

fuge can operate without electric power supply; air moves upward.,
which facilitates loading of the instrument,
located below; the axial air-guide tube is
is

since the fan is

made of glass and

For more exact analysis and

ea3ily removed and sterilized.

counting of colonies growing on the cylinder walls a small
mirror is

introduced inside it,

reflecting light fron an

A diagram of the Shafir instrument is

illuminator.

shown on

Fi1g. 19.
The instrument is
?00" r,/min,

rotating at

constructed as follows:
is

metallic cup (3),

fastened to the shaft of motor (5).

Before operation a sterile cylinder with melted nutrient medium
(2)
-

is

placed in

this cup.

The snail of the centrifugal fan (8)

'Ith
a,.o.or having 12 blades is

metallic cup.

placed under the base of the

During motor operation the fan aspirates air

out of the space bounded by the removable airtight jacket
with new volumes of air replacing that removed in
by enterini

thr'ugh openings in

air-guide tube (1).
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(4),

theGinstrument
The quantity

or.Ž.

T~

5

~
Fi.

Accoding-o

ata

rom

"hai'

Fi.g.

9

Dara

f

ntuet'e

h

ecito

19.toDia9rm3o,theSa

centrifuge captures up to 42.9% of the nu~aber of mnicroorganisms
which can be detkected with a slit instrument. P. F. Mitlyavskaya
(1947) consider6 that the Thafir-centrifuge Is substantially
lnfcrior to aspiration methods. The reason fct' the divergence
m~ay consist in the fact that on the walls of the centriffuge

cylinder the colonies were grown not from single cells but from
several, which lowiered the results of the. investigation during
r f tie. Later A. 1. Shafir replaced t he aga
use of tecent
with 2-0 tri u' a buffer solution in order, t~o carry out virological
studies.
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V.Evaluation

of' the ef'fectiveness of' the 4a1ls. and Shafir

centrifuges by Soviet and f'oreign Investigators agrees with the
th' 3retical calculations,, according to which only particl~es wlikh
a radius several times greater than the size of' the average
dimensions of' bacteria will be deposited on the surf'ace of' the
*nutrient m~edium in these instrument "s. N. A. Fuks (1955)., wor-king
on the basis of' the-theory of' deposition of' aerosols by means of'
centrifugal force, came to the conclusion that a centrif'uge
rotating at ordinary engineering speeds is suitable for deposit±on
of' particles 1-2 uim in size. The deposition of' bacterial and
viral aerosols with dimensions of' f'ractionis of' a micron requires.
a supercentrif'uge rotating at a speed of' several hundred rotations
per second.

*

~It was established that the captureŽ coef'ficient comprises

100% for particles 2.3 4mn in diam~eter, but only 50% for particles
with a diameter of' 0.77 vim. The capture coefficient is lowered
*with
a reduction in pax'icle size. In practice the Wells
centrifuge can detect no more than 69% of' the microorganisms
found in the air (Phelps, Buchbinder, 1941).

*

The collecting capacity of' a centrifuge is not proportional
to the r/min. Thusl B. V. Boykco-v (19514) established that an
increase in the r/mln of the cyllinde-r of' the Shafir centrifuge
substantially reduces its collecting effect~iveness. The optim~um
passage of air into the centrifuge sho~uld not exceed 15: *per
Mlinute. At a rate of' 40 1 per' minute the number of' microorganismis
collsated Is reduced by a factor~ of 10, since a substantial
p-ticn ofte
osol particles pass. along the nutrient medium
wtthout sticking to It. To increase the e~ffectiveness of
par-tIcle collection, bioykov recommended r'eplec1.ng the agar W1ith
water;~ he explains this by the fact that water is bettei4 able
to adsci1tpar'te1es 3uzpended In air and, In addi L ici, -ilis
r!1cir
iht
n a mois. modium large particles ar-e broken up into-
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1

The Rechmenskiy aerocentrifuge (Fig. 20) is based on the
principle of aspiration of air and attaching action (1951).

'taw

Fig. 20. Rechmenskiy aerocentrifuge
(see description in text).
The instrument consists of a metallic disc (a) fastened to
the axis of an air fan (b). The disc has four clamps for glass
cylinders. The cylinders contain cellophane plates smeared with
highly refined oil. During rotation of the disk there is vigorous
presstng of the air into the cylinders,, with microorganisms
*stict.4ng to the surface of the cellophane plates. Seeding is
accomplished by pressing the plates against the surface of the
A supply of' sterile. cylinders makes it possiblet
nutrient miediium.
to take a substantial number of samples in air. However, the
flechmenskiy centrifuge does not allow quantitative calculation
of microorgani sms in the air.
Among, the genereil drawb¶ Itks of instruments based on the
ce.-Atrifuge- met~hod the followi ng. -should be- pointed out: the
nutrien't medium is usua!.Ly nronunifozrmoly distributed over th~e
Inner 'surface of th'3 ey2.inder and during rotation It Is spread
furtlnýr, h;rmperlrg calculaition W.' the quantity of' co'lonies
growirng on, the sur~fare of the nutrient. medtium because of it's
opacity;. the instrw~ments co~lett mainly t-he large-drop phasec-f9 bac..eriul aeroplankton., Besides this, it should also be
:~1n t -?d out, that thre Wells and Shaf'ir tnstruinents are bulky in
'

st-a'uc t i on and expensive.

i

At, preoient tne imos` -widely used- Instrumeitz ar'e those baded
_xi t:ke slit priinclple.. The, variety o~f models of the*Se ntue3
6~ont'intes.. to t~xpard withcut end..
ThIs -Tiethod oil c-llecting bacteriai ,aerosols Was first
-pro!)oser i.-n c.
ian ilý41 b*y iBourdi~lkn, Liriwell and Thomas.
Lat-er the instt'ument was lfi%';ed by thý?e same authoz's (19)~.'
* in the U"SR the~ Yrotov ap.par'atus was dc~slgped on the slit prin-zi-L2.
n Plari d an. instrumtent of t'ii~s type waz designed by Lazowsk'i
and Kancelarczik (.1956) 'InRomnania by Adr'elean, EtIngher,
l
4 ianistea, Dtavnea, G3ldn~er (1954); in t Ke 1,;A by Lueckiesh et
( ) and. Deý,:ker' an-Wi1son- (1954': arAr Pacly (1054);-in
e,!ii:'1jvakia by Raska and 31p ( 19L49)
and Syniun et al. (1956k;S
ri.ni in ed en by ',aurell,
0~~r'r~?a~~o (194J7).
1a1
-~~rmns
thbe aero,1, t.ass'ýs at variOLuS
s.Ž~istthrc jh -a I-lain silt oir a round opening;
i~,t~ r' e~ip stirfacý, af a nutrient :nediurt

1% i-.'

ittl~b2*

cnceabefce
As T-he air strea.
rnPacts on the surfac:e
A~e
.-,,tLnd I~n t4ý -are depo 1.t-d by lnErtia on~ "he
of~~. " t~i!
edu.
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through the-.slit, at. a rate. of 27'-Z/min.
•Thomas. (1955) showed. that the percentage of capture of
microorganisms from the air depends mainly on the size of thle
aerosol particles. Up to 70% of particles 2 um in diameter

-are captured, while only 15-20% of smaller ones are .rapped.
.-

-a
A

The instrument developed by Bourdillon et al.- has not.found
twide acceptance, despite favorable comments on its operation by
number of investigators. The complexity of the design, the
low effectiveness in respect to highly dispersed bacterial
aerosols, and operational defi-ciencles are factors which have
prevented .its entry into the practice of hygiene and bacteriological
research.

Somewhat later Yu. A. Krotov (1953) proposed an instrument
operating on the same principle as the Bourdillon instrument,
but with some improvements. The Krotov apparatus (Fig. 22) is
a cylinder closed at the top by a removable cap, under which a
Fetr• dish with nutrient medium is installed on a platfor•i which
is rotated by the turbulent flow of air. Inside the instrument
there is an elec'tric motor with a'centritýugal high-pressure fan,
ensuring intake of air sd rotation of the -nable containin the
* Petrl4 dish (Vigs. 21 anid 22).
-MA

Fig. 21.
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ment.

1

Diagram of the Krotov instruhousing; a
base

-cylindrical

motor; 4i
of' housing; 3 -electric
centrifugal. fan; 5 - eight-bladed wheel;,
6

disc; 7

-

spring;

PetM. dish;

9
nstrument cove~r; 10 - snap-down
clamps;- I
plexiglas disc'; 12 - w.edge.
shaped slit; '131 - split ring; 14fitting with dinphragm.; 15
tubet
-

-outlet,

Air enters the instrument throughea werto-shaped slit
located along the radius of' the Petri dash.

Passing through the

slit with hIgh l1inear veIloeity, the air'impacts agatrust the
surfac

of'the nut

sin.t medi

thet;

with the Ntr± diah rotates at a speed
-/ml ofr60-an w

't

e ni.

pasae o
collectIng capactt dis
optisu;
to- air per ninute. The striar o* zAr 'rave's at a sn-e-d of
W.- -iatin
r-ate is regulated !;y rmeans of-a rheo.tat.

Shows
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nt-eig
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,Airte <y~s'%nroma f 12T
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standard

:terequiredmnurient medium--in a qutantity no greater than 15 mlt.
The amount of nutrient mediuM, on`.'the dish is of critical signifi* aoe icei
teeIs
to much the motor is unable to rotate
the table at the. rquired ape;
bes-Ides this,, it is necessary
to consider that msost oorapleta, traopPing of microorganisms is
ensured with. a distance ',of 2..=m betiveen the cup and the slit.

~

*

The Krotov instrumeno
a
number of essential drawbacks:
the apparatus- operates -only-where electric power is available
and-it cannot be uzed to. eollec& -viruses and ric~kettsia, -which
do not-grow on. soiauretmda
Since the instrument is
not adaptedt for isokinetio zimpflng of an aerosol, It. cannot be
adequately effective in studying bacterial contamination of'the
air of the -outdoor 4tmc:!%tern)'where there are- frequent changes
* In t~he cireatton and velocity of a-Ir motion.
TAorrparative experinetnts on evaluating.the effectiveness of
-his Inszetr utraav
carried out by T'he author-himself, soe
I.
* sensn-f 'I lyt-i
s compaired with: certaini oterbteilras
Oealgnnating Uthe
tvn
of his own instrument at an
arl t!-Ory loot m-`;.ý A. Krctov established ttat the collecting
'aaity of. th-e Shafir instrument equals429% t.a cC th
0'y"knov Inatrurnent 40.9%, &nd the itb eto,
0.%
-At. presetnt the lnsýtt wtent has be-,n
-*vta mpr-ýtad, and the
la
Iisung& n ew port~able'
ofelcthe
V.-Par' ratU'

tc- be thoze of tht~

hec4ln;4v lnstreat

VI~aves (9,5),taking

hc

uncoird

Urea;trga o
h
r-vIit-~eta
100,oud T-.atthe best: coW11lect~ng qu#itiezs 'with respect Z.a

.4

*

ti

bacterial aerosols are those of.the Rechmenskiy instrument"collect only 8a.1%, elentto(139%),. while membzane fi.te±'s o
14
static precipitator. 62.8%1, the D'yakonoV tistrument 59.S9%, the
-Shafir unit 37.7%, the Koch met'hod. 35-64%, and the Zubarev instruwent, 21.70.. After' catying out 1500-analyses of at.mospteriL air
m
the dish method, and f.he Krotov instrument,

using membrane filtes,

.

V. I. Bugrova (1957) concluded that- the Krotav apparatus can- be

*

used also for investigation of bacterial eontamination of
atmospheric aijr. However, S. 1. Kudryavtsev and Ni I. Tonkopiy
observed that. with air-.moving at 0.5 to k.5 m/3 the effeotive.esa
of the Kirotov insa.ruent in capturing !-ar`icles 3 to 35 Itm in

Thue, up to 75-80% o-f particles with a.

diameter is quite low.

disperslon of 3 to S um were not retained .b) the $,nstrument, while
-a collection of Particles 20-35 ±m 'in size sutbjected to insignificant eaptulte in the ,splration process were collected only
the limits 5.6-8.2%.
-within
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*of
*improv(-ment

the slit instrument somewhat' increased sampling time.
A similar
of the slit inst~ruent was carried out by Zampach
(1959).

The instrument consists of a case, inside of which a drum
with two rows cf plastic strips coated wlth a two-mvillimeter
layer cf rnutrient medium rotates slowly.
The rate of dr~um rota-

*.instrument

Ition is one Complete tu~rn in 12 hoursc* or more,
Air enters the
thirough narrow welge-shaped op.enings located above
the strips. The current of air is created by a six-bladed wheel
connected~to an electric motcr. After sampling the st-rip is
placed in a small bakelite tank in the thermostat. Colonies are
counted after LI8 hours.
in 1.962 A. Andersen and Mi.Andersen proposed t-he "tMonitor"i
ins-trument. for prolong saampling. The ins~trument not only makes
It possible to carry out investigations of the air over a signifi(:Snt tine 1-riterval, but- als-o t-o deterrairi bacterial conta,-iination

*

o~air at. a given moment in the sampli-ng process.

The instrument

consists of a rotating drum covered with a laye-r of agar. The
drum nan be rotated at different speeds -anging from 1 r/min to
It/;speed is3 set according to the purpose of the svtudy and
1l-o according to the assumed magnitud
the air.
.__Ll.nz~t

c~f bacterial seeding of-

The st,-rear of air passes throughý a slit and impac-ts
the -urface of the rotating agar., with aerosol particles

being dec~os*i*ted on the latter.

In all t~hp line of lImpact extends

for 141 meters 30 cm. With ,very complete, 1otation the drum i
Phited dovinward by 3 mm. The instrument is equipped with a
heating elem-ent which makes it possiblfe to use it as a thermostat
ogrow nilc roorgan isms deposited on the nutrient medium (Figs. 23,

14heý ieslcý,nevr, of this instrument cav'ried4 out a comparison
:~t~effectiveness of the "Monitor" with the aerosol sampler
of.lý,rlA `y Andersen (.1958).
Pa.,t il:es oC b'actell1al aerosol
5
!r
n size were collect.-d.
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The total number of' particles collected from 27.8 1 of~ air
by-the "Monitor" amounted to 4911, while the Andersen instrument
collecte~d ~4683 (Fig. 23).

Fig. 24,. Growth of microorganism
colonies on the agar surface in
the "Monitor" instrument.

Fir.g. 23. External view of' the
"MonitcO" in st rume n

In 1956 Lazowski arnd Kancellarczik de'reloped a general-purpose
instrument using both slilt and liquid met~hods of collecting
aerosols.

The Inst~rument has a unit for sterilization of the

outout air.
1:uAehne and Decker (1957)

installed a timer on the portable

Decker and Wilson instrurnent in order to give the dish a
and 12 r/hour.
controllable rate of' revolution: 1, 2, 5 ,,
Like other 'nstrurnents based on the impact principle, the
unit designed by Raska arid Sip (194I9) Is called an "1aeroscope."1
Air enters this 1instrument through a slot 0.25 x 27.5 mm in size
at arale of' 13-1.5 Z/nn(iea

pe

0 1/mm).

Tr other ways

the Instrument is virtually no different from other "slit"
the aerosol particles strike a nutrient medium in
a Petri dish locat.-ed ;)n a rotating plate. The Petri dish is
placed in a chamber of organic glas~s 105 mm in diameter and
apparatuses:

50 mmn high.

The optimum distance between the slit and the surface

of the nutrient medium is controlled and should amount. to no more
1.26

tk~~~~

-~s2~

--

I

33
than 2 ram.

The quantity• of microorganisms per m3 of air-is

cal-

culated by the formula

where v is the volume of a'r passing throigh the noz:;le, while a
is the number of colonies of microorganisms on the Petri dish.
in 1958 A. Andersen developed a cascade dish impactor used
in this instrument the "mesh"
to sample bacterial aerosols.
The
method is combined with the method of a cascade impautor.
distinguished by high collecting effectiveness.
f six stages through
The apparatus (Figs. 25 and 26) consists -.
Each stage has a dii~c with 400
which air passes in succession.
instrument is

openings and a Petri dish with agar located undernea,;h it.
The size of the openings is constant but is reduced for each
ConEequently, the speed of the air flow is
Ssuccessive stage.
As a result the
successively increased from stage to stage.
largest particles, containing bacteria, i*--pact in the upper dishes,
smaller ones st-.ick to the middle dishes, anI only 'in:hly di2.persed
fractions of the bacterial aerosol :ire deposited in the bottom
so designed that with passage of air
at a rate of 28 U/min any particle more than 1 pm in dariaeter
Thus, this instrument
should be retained on one stage or another.
serves not only to collect microorganlsmr and determine their
dishes.

,

The instrument is

quantity, but also for determining the fractional dispersion
The Andersen
composition of the particles of' bacterial aerosol.
Thus, during an outbreak
instrument is widely used in the USA.
ot' ornithosis in the Porland region (Oregon, USA) this instrument
was used for inspection of a meat-processing establishment
(S'pendlove, 1957), with the result tnat the source of the
"infection was identified and measures were proposed to prevent;
entry of infectious material into the air. In addition, the use
of the instrument made it possible to establish just exactly

Vi27

I.

_

-

. ..

,•

which £ractions of' the -aerosol carry niicroorgan±sms-. Consequently,
under certain conditions the instrument can be, :us4ed f or.,-virogca
s-tudies of the air.~

. .. . Medlu
. . .. . . . .. . .

Fig. 25.
1i. 25.

Fig. 26.

The Andersen 1ascade dish impacor

Fig. 26. Diagram of the Andersen apparatus. I
No. 1
(1.16 mqm; 1.0 m/s); I! - stage' No4 2 (0.91 m-m; 1.80 m/s); III
stage No. 3 (0.71 trm 2.95 m/s); IV - stage No. 4 (0.53 mm;
J.26 m/s); V-stage N-o. 5 (0-34I mm; 23.30 m/s); VT - stage No. 6
(0.25 mmn; 23.30 m,"s).
-stage

The inerthia principle for capture of aerosols finds
ve'lection in the Klshko instrument (1959). The apparatus is
Intended f-or determining not only microorganisms, but also dust
and gaseous impurities in air (Fig. 27).
In designing an instrument for complex simultaneous Investigotion of the air, the author considered that investigation of'
the air for 3anitation purposes can be considered fuLlly accomplished If icogaisdust, and harmful gaseous impuritieui
128

The instrument uses the "slit"t principle
for mi~croorganisrn sampllnpq, with.substantial .improvements in the

in it are determined.
..

direction towarlds reduction of' escap-,. of mincroorga~nisms, portability,
and simplicity of construction. Inl addition, the instrument makes
it possible to carry cut f"iltration of the air, through liquid,
paper, membrane, or gelatin filter~3. C,ýpending upon the degree
of assumed contamination of the air, for bacteriological research
4t is--recommended uc pass'air at a rate of 10-25 t/min for
3-minuteý.

The apparatus consists of t-he air-sampling instru-

ment Itself, using a dl et current of 12 V, and a power supply
using alternating voltage of 110-127 and 220 V. During investiga-tion the instrument -Isset or. a fod~met al stand, a convenient
feature under field cdnditions.

7'. External vieu: of' fhe Kishko
F~ig
gene rai-:,I-urpose in.:- 'rument.
instruments wh'ich capt.ure, bacýterilal -ýi-rosols on a solid
niitrient meli urr. and ,vhi ch aroe baoed or. thp Inertial principle
seeding
h av e a number orl advantages, Irnclud.ý.- thie following:
the
taken;
is
u as the sample
is2'rIiec
ir
mdiu
of n te
I-nstruments make,1t

pos.sLble to ext~rac

over a prolonged period; [parallel

lgevumes

of

Podlig:ý give close and fully

cor~parablc roSearch resuilts; zacme Instruments make it po)sstble to
c~arry cut fract.,orial dptermi.nat.i on of holit~evial aerosols simultaneouisly with total quantities; industrial mar~s manufacture

12)

-

of certain of the most efective types is fully realizable; the
structure of -the- in.t.uments.is -adequately., -. ple .And, nospec
training is

-.....

required to operate them...,

Drawbacks of' this method and instruments based on it

include

the following: with ihe exception of those designed on the
impaction principle, inertial instruments do not capture highly
dispersed fractions of the aerosols; viral. aerosols are not
captured; the majority of the instruments do not allow studying
air under field conditions.
c) Deposition of Bacterial Aerosols
by Electrostatic Forces
The possibility of using the principle of electroprecipitation
to collect aerosol particles was outlined in Chapter II along
with the essence of this method.

'16

It

is a known fact that in an electrical field particles,

including those containing bacteria, are shifted toward the
electrode whose charged sign is

opposite to that of the particle.

With this feature in mind various authors designed instruments
which create an electrical field at the location of the nutrient
medium.
As the particles travel toward the electrode they encounter
Microorganisms which reach the
a dish with the nutrient medium.
surface of the dish are deposited on it. Consequently, in
essence the principle of electroprecipitation is a variety of

deposition of the dispersed phase of aerosols, however, as a
i•:....

•"result of certain features it
itsel f.

can be placed in a catego.y by

1888 V. I. Vartanov designed a precipitation bacterial.
He used an ordinary beaker, whose walls were coated win
trap.
Two electrodes were placed inside the
solid nutrient medium.
The distance betwefn
bottle through two opening.-s I1,the ends.
In

k
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the electrodes was 10 cm. The tips -of the eleattrodes wereJ
conneoted Ao -the--poles--of an.-electrostatic F.-nerator.. The vessel1
ýwas opened in the area to'bt. studied and, aftcer filling. with air,,
was closed once again., Then current from
e electrostatic.
generator was applied to the electrodes and the microbodies
inside the tank were deposited on the nutrient rwedium.
L

In 1934 Chizhevskiy used aeroionization in an electrical
field for deposition of microorganisms out of the air arnd inside
closed quarters, for purposes of sanitation and hygiene.

*

In 1935 N. S. flerov, P. A. Kotvzov, and A. 1. Semich
compared the effectiveness of cleaning aiLr contaminated by
cement dust, which itself was preliminarily contaminated with a
bacterial culture. The electrostatic filter on the deposition
electrode contained 4-5 million vriable molds. and about 1 million
living bacteria per grain of dust. HP;4ever,.during the development
of the electroprecipitators it wiaz' soon fpund that they do not
provide a high degree of capture of mnicroorganisms out of air;
therefore in all subsequently. developed Instruments the principle
of electrostatic precipitation is-combined with one of the
methods of capturing bac've'ra on the surface of a solid nutrient
medium.
Thus, in the Berry Instrument (1941) electrosaat lie precipitation is cornbited with ;the "~funnel" method; in instruments by.

Reohmenskly, Rooks, and Plaisonv-z~t it is =Oinbned with
*Thompsoný
attachm~ent L~y a strong jet of al r; i~n the tUspenak1.y and Lebedev.
0t.
instrument itý is, coibi.ned wtth the- settling aet-hod,
In his Instruatnt Be:'vy np pIIe d the "Piunnil" and electro,
i'unneI whic h contains-a box connected .fith one pole of a do
power source. "tie seodelectrode,,cagdwtth
OSv
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signs is located under* a Pet ri di sh. As. is knoirnswthe majrt
of particles suspended in.i air have. a te~gatx" e charse.. ýAeroso
particles~pick up -an. additional charge by passing through the
charged'cell, after which they are attracted to the. opposit-ely
charged electrode.
According to Berry's data the use of' the electrical field
increases the-instrument effectiveness by at least 2 times.
Luckiesh, Taylor, Holladey (1946) proposed an improvement
to increase the ef'fectiveness of' the slit instrument. Por this
a -9ltage of' 7000. V is applied to the supply and collect~ing portions
of' the instrument. The instrument consists of two vessels with.
removable covers.. In one vessel the lower electrode is negative
and the upper is positive, while in the other vessel the electrodea.
are, reversed. The structure was developed on the assumption that
both positively and negatively charged partieles of' bacterial
aerosols are contained In.air. The authors carried out a number
of' studies anu obtained good'results.
With aton!.zation of' a water suspenslon of' E. colt in -aro,
about 10 times m~ore bacteria were collected on a Petri-dish on
the p-ositive electrode than on the negative. On the other hanidw.
during -collection of microflora o~f the air irn closed quartelrs
the greatest deposition '(30% greater) was noted on the negative
elec-tro-de. It 14~ obvlrous that uncharged particles are also
deposited on the elect~rodes umder the action of gravity or
4flertial forces..
Lucklesh (1946) compa~red t-he -tlleeting capability of arn

*

electrostatic preciplitatop and a slIt Instrurztnt of' h16 own

tnder opon-air coflditlofls. The dve-rage concentrVation
*design
obtained as the r~esult of -counting on the two dishes kas 2-3%

*

dt erml ned by an Instrument1C with a
htgher than tbe tquantiy d
radial slit.
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In an electroprecipitator designed by Rooks (1948) the
electrodes are-placed in a cup, after which.the cup: is filled
medium. A voltage of' up. to 14,000-V is'created on
the instrument. The effectiveness .of the electroprecipitator
grew in proportion to theincreasein voltage on its electrodes.
The instrument was tested with artificial bacterial aerosols.
As a result it was establisheid that the instrument collects about
95% of the microbe bodies contained in air.

Iwith-nutrient

:

Z

*

:

The Maisonnet instrument (1956), which he called a "hydrois based on electrical precipitation in combination
.aeroscope,"
with the impact effect 3.f a stream of air.and with filtration of'
ai-' through a liquid. Passing- through the "mesh" of the instrumont, which coutains 200 openings, the air successively passes
through two electrical fields with voltage at the level of several.
thousand volts, where neutral particles pick up a charge and
particles which are already carrying one are additionally charged;
this Is followed by deposition on the surface of the nutrient
In the first electrical field the upper electrode is
medium.

•'•the

charged to 10,000 V and the lower. dielectric has a negative
potential; In the second field the arrangement of the electrodes
After passing throu-gh the two electrical fields
is the opposite.
In a flagon flled with liquid, where mioro-collecte
is
ar
th
o
ai
scolicedI
or.•.•,i;ms which were not trapped on the electrodes can, also be
rwtnaied.
a simple
ebedev (tŽ -)developed
M' bacterial .suspenslonx. a
s~i~
~
tiethed of eof'ab
Qooltively chairged eleictreod Ia trotught to a.PtetrI dish. The
sttached 4 the
deposlttng eiecede in a retal1c brush whith 1*
'U~sp-)ns~kiy end ,
R "4.0.

ne-tiv4 p-le
i•

V
F.

The electrode Can be Installed at an-y height

above S Cup filled with nutrient redlwt. Th-e dlftrence in
h•. electrl,, povwet source CotriAes
• 'he
- .S poentlat.on the
;Current ttren~th ta 2000-3000 mA. In SamPling the

* dish with the nutrient medium is

installed on a settling table

and then the electrical current Is

switched on.

Upon termination

of.precipitation the dish is transferred to -a thermostat.

Fig. 28.

Diagram of the

UspenskiydLebedev inst rument,.
Using their own-method, the authors obtained extremely.
intensive deposition of bacterial bodles on the nutrient medium.
This Instrument is more effective than the Moulton apparatus
(1943)

and collects 10-100 times more bacterial particles than

the Koch method.

Figure 28 shows a diagram of the device.

!-ouwink and Rouvink (1957) developed two original types of
electrostatic precipitators. The first of these is an instrument
whose basic unit is a glass tube coated on the inside with a
layer ofanutrient agar. A high-voltage electrode is located in
the center of a cyllndx'Ical colleotor. The layer of agar Is

'

grounded; a positive charge is applied to the central electrode.,,Depos t I oi Of mcroorganism•s ffrom air being asplrated through h'.e
tube is accoGmplished on the agark thicb itnes the walls of the
laos tube. In the ae-ondv.a•iant of the Instr',-aent a waterfilm collector h a-pp"Ied; this amaes It possible to ac-ompllah
prolongod
9zvsl.
af'ga
the negative electrode.
the tube is used as tht
:bdte: are 4epcsited In

bac.teral aerosol. The water flim is
A cInn.or
i the center
positive htgh-voltage electrode. Mtcrobe
the ISquid, whlch is then alalyzed,

V. 'Viodavets)
Soviet, authors- (A. Tie.Vrgoant.
have prnposed variouc electr0ostatic precipitat-ors.
In the

"13-

- k

-a

-

-

-

Vershi ora

instrument .(1958) the principle of'eleetrostatic

precipitation is combined.With the "slit"

principle.

Connection

of ad.current 5 A strength-and with a voltage of 12 kV increases
t..the.

S1"

number of deposited bazterta by

&-i0times.

V., V. Vlodavets,

(1959) used an: electrostatic precipitator of hit own design to.
-carry out work on determination of the.charges-of microorganisms
located in air.
There is substantial interest in the electrostatic aeroscope
designed by Symon and Binek (1964).
The instrument is a combiParticles
nation of an impactor and. electrostatic precipitator.
pick up a.charge in a corona discharge at rhe nozzle (negative
:eletrode) and are attracted to a positive charge, where a dish

-

with nutrient medium is
Sde

In this instrument the cup is

located.

moved at the same time that it is rotated, so that the aerosol
posit has the form of a spiral, which in turn facilitates
counting and identification of the bacterial flora.
Klobouk (cited by K. SpurnQ and coworkers,

*

the posstbility of using an electrostatic
to collect particles of an artificial
-erratio marcesce:t

1964) studied

filter

both in

order

bacterial aerosol containing

unrder laboratory conditions and also to

detertrmnc the degr'ee of' removal of bact.erial'particales from th a
air In hospitals.

At a volume rate-of' air pumping equal to

300 m/h' the effoetiveness of deposition comprise 99.8.

w-us
hie ror bacteriat

particles contatntng Racillus pz'od
the
-i air it

was 9-7.)2%.

for

Thu%, under hospttal conditions the

u.number of mlcrobes ahead of the fi;tter

comprised 1454 (2456-992),

whtlle behind ti~he filter there- werle on~lY 15 (22-21)
A,-

ztIe
th

st aat•tie- preI,.liation
learcst att
Cr~

inst tume nt

s 1.6e

on: the prtnciple of electro-

should take note also or-the simplest

ie

uctqc.Iithmeans
rý ('Conll
1

v~en

r~~~do

orhonl low-e, l960)

~a

nn~e

cylinders which are given an eiectrostatic- charge by rubbing themwith a small piece of cloth, gauze, c"7 short-haired fur. A

cylinder thus charged is exposed Inthe investigated atmosphere
for a certain period of time, after which it is rubbed several
This method
times on the surface of a solid nutrient medium.
can be used to sampl.e air both indoors and under field con4±tions.

The designers of the instrument carried out a comparative.evaluation of the charged glas. cylinder and a liquid i.mptnger and showed
that the instrument which they proposed is not inferior in
effectiveness to the liquid sampler. This instrument is not Go
suitable for quanatitative as for qualitative invest~igation of
the air.
On the basis of the material, outlined abo'e characterizing
"electrostatic precipitator instruments, it follows that electrostatic precipitators, possessing high capture properties, do
rot allow exact quantitative counting of microflora of the alr;o
the apparatus tends to be complex in atructure; it is not adaptable
tends to be unsafe during

for operation under field conditions; it

operation and therefore tralning of the personnel is requ..red
d) Deposition of act•ra Aerosols
by the Thermal Precipitation Method
The iethod of thermal depositton Is also a variety of
bateriall .aerosols,
b•
methods of depo*lttn a dispez:sed phase
like electrostatic Precipitation.

.roceeding on the basit of the princ•ipe o., theinl p~ipitation au. outlined -n u.apter. Il,

in

i

etheyhley.t

ord-en,

and

td
Orr designed a thermfl pr I..iater for 'ic robio'h4e~
td
hvozw
ee
-4
cooerate a~ rallowa: taatr V93se
e the air. Thla Inst~rumeut
Wtin a sraU. spface where the celling it0 he'ated by sirt electric-al
current to

eo--

ani th

floor Is cooled by water.

A

g,,,MWill be precirttate4
cov-er gltass, onto whfich the mIcro r~ai

-----------------------6~

2

.S-,-.-

±s placed on the floor. Later the designers of the Instrumnent.
replaced the cover glasz with filter paper' impregnated by. heated
&gart . Upon terminto of sampling the filter paper is* placed
* .,on
agar in a.,Petri dish. Thie -instrument has certain drawbacks:.
rapid drytng of the paper, low productivity in samp~ling air,, and
low veloci-ty of the flosý. of invecotigated air.
-Or.', Gordon, Kordecki (1958), 4n order to mak maxi4mutz use
of the advantages of t.f mAethod of thermal. deposition., developed
a.thermal precipttatir for '%ontinuous sampling of an aerosol; in
this'device-the aerosol .particles are deposited on a moving
-strip or some other object.. The -'srm
uiie
h propeetiea
of thermal. p~rqecaipitationl: high proteitivity wiith respect to
-particle deposition and the poss~iLlity cf direct ivestigaqtion
of the particles. In this instrutment a"paper tape or a film of
plastt3 rmaterial is dravm slowly Over a co)oled plate, wici inAs"
oaedblwa
- heated plate. The air containiii'g the ae-rosol
particles is supple:d to the plate& and the partcllos, are deposited
on t.h e strtp (f~l)
TIe purified 'airii
dr-awn Ofr aiang a
channel located tn the cenrter of'tdhe heated plate~ Ihe basic unit
In'the instrum~ent
,;he peiiartlhrcxug'hj which th e tape
(film). is drawn
placed. in a housl~rg located 11'
n. the ceater
of the inast r ume.n t on i tn upper vsnoi, A-sah~owr scihernattnally
In
g~ 29, thvý preclpitator co~rita of, ..*Ied 'zandhae
elemtent~s which are ',located -A
I~~l
'diatax-nee Troia' one-another.
-Is

F~xrI

A. anvivx retMitt arZ11ar

fto
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~Timt
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coliw lquid
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Diagram of the depo-

29.

"•isition device in

a thermal

.prec~ipitator.
9B- tot- vew. A
1 -side
-e-lf,:•ri view;
ate r; 2 - at r outlet;

i•he

sampling of air
F;g. 29.cooling
r

4

-

-srl1p

is ltetched and distorted, which desturbs conditiona of noaeal

-of the particles.
.•7

The tape sp,.eed. is 7.6-30.5
S~depo-sition
CMAJ

At a rate of' I V!mn virtUally a! 1 par-iclc.es, located at
approximately tdectiia d t r.stances fom iOne anvthe; are deposited
t.Ists W
oftn electric motor
cooinr-.
.feed5ry
tie ar.. and dsto
out•
wish of
astreted
rolltr- whicdhi gsup the- edge or
Wlthout touchirg

Dra¼~k

the precipitate.

tmnplnguinthra
otTmethods of aerosl cae

ktator. tns3trtizPntz; tn~cludfr the dei"endence of' their

rrecip

lrre-t*-eness on many varlables;
wtztlated aeta

Ir-a.e
-,aye

he stnpa

al

.,peeitator

degree of dispersion or t<he

p0ztic'ea less t1an- "0 am are ca-turt-.
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,. Capture of Bacterial Aeroo~ls
by F4 lt e.
rs

a) Aspiration of Air Through Solid
Insoluble Filters
Capture of the dispersed phase of bacterial aerosols formicrobiological analysis by means of filtration methods is
carried out in the Fsme way as sampling by these methods for
physical analysis.
Deposition of the aerosol on fiber filters is

caused mainly:

by the following effects:
sedimentation,

the inertial effect; catching effect,
and diffusion of the particles.
This circumstance:

led to substantial complexity in calculating the effectiveness
of filters and as yet there is no single procedure for calculating
effectiveness of deposition of an aerosol on filters.-Certain authors (Leond, 1957; Stairmandt, 1953) apply simple
summation of the enumerated effects in calculating the effectiveness of filters, while others (Kuwobara, 1959) create a theory
of filtration on the basis of viscous flow in a system of cylinders
at small Reynolds numbers of the flow.
In the opinion of
N. A. Fuks (1961), the second method is the more promising.
The basic requirement which must be meet by the filters is
effectiveness of deposition of aerosolparticles;
this is
determined as the ratio of the number of aerosol particles

I

deposited on the filter to the total number of particles in the

Sinvestigatei
•

gaseous medium.
Effectiveness of a filter is
usually expressed as a percentage. -Besides effectiveness, during
determination of the concentration and degree of dispersion of
the investigated aerosol it

is necessary to know the selectivity

of the filter, which will show Just how the effectiveness of
filt,-ation sill

change as a function of particle size (3.2).
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(3.2)
• where I is the selectivity of the filter; n is effective;.ess; and
K is

a coefficient which considers -he change in degree of

dispersion of the aerosol and equals the ratio of distributi~on
of dispersion of particles deposited on the filter t! the distribution of dispersion of particles in the air prior to filtration.
At present instruments in which various insoluble filtering
materials are utilized for collectiDg mi'zroorganisms have found
wide application.
As early as 1860 Pasteur indicated in his works that when
air is passed through a cotton filter microorganisma will be
despite the fact that the size of the pores in
retained in it,
the filter is substantially greater than the size of the microorganisms the3nselves.

Pasteur expressed the opinion that

particles suspended in the air collide repeatedly with fibers
during passage of Une air and are deposited on the outer layers
Sof the filtering material.
Rubner (1907)

appli_ýd filters of filter

paper for investiga-r

Lubsequently suchfilters found wide application. Huberndick (1906), Sargent and Moller (1907), and others
This method was applied in England to study
used this material.
contamination of atmospheric air by microorganisms.
tion of the air.

-

The possibility of using paper filters as bacterial traps
was studied in detail by Gonnel and Thomas (1925), who compared
the capture capacity of paper filters with certain other methods
The authors noted that
of sampling air for bacteria] seeding.
the ppoer filter captured 10 times more microorganisms-than
Lsugar and sand filters,.
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-Mironov,-Krauze arid Boyko (1940) cerried out -two series of.ý
baoteti al.studies of the air wi~th paper filters and-obtained good
relt.TheiLr application of paper filters consisted in thefollowing:

-as a-oei

-ilters were prepared from filter paper and inserted
nadpe
min diameter. The edge of'-the filter

eXtended beyond the edge- of'- the adapter and was clamped with a
rubber 'rin~g. Air Was passed through at a rate-of 500-700 IAh.
Af'er
assgeof' the air the filter was placed in a sterile jar
with glass beads, to which 50 mi of sterile water was added.
-The obtained suspension represents material. for determining
bacterial- seeding onto. a nutrient medium.
-Numerous studies established the.hi.gh filtering capability
of' wcol fiLlters (Pasteur, 1860;. Rousbery, -1947, V. A. Zubarev,l954, and othevs.).

Fig. 30. The Pasteur nitrocellulose
filter (see des'ýription in text).
The apparatus used b, Pasteur for microscopic study of'
airborne dust was extremely simple (Fig. 30).

-14

A tube 0.-5 cm in diameter (4),

containinga tampon,-: of-nitr.o

cellulose wool (2),, was exposed to outside air through a window

K•

frame (3).
Air was drawn in by means of a water-Jet pump (5),
with the particles being deposited on the fibers of the wool. The.
volume of tested air was determined from the level of waterddisplacement.
After sampling the tampon was removed from the tube
and dissolved in a mixture of ether and alcohol; the particles
were deposited and the deposit was studied under the microscope.
Later glass fittings (extractors) or metallic tubes of
various designs filled with cotton or glass wool were used for
sampling. A specimen tube (extractor) is shown .on Fig. 31.
A copper mesh containing the filter

is placed inside the.

tube on a round projection. An aspirator is attached to one end
of the tube. Microorganisms are deposited on the wool fibers
and then, after washing in 12.quid, are seeded onto the nutrient
medium.

Stopper----

4 stopper

Fig. 31.
Glass tube (extractor) (see
description in text).
V. A. Zubarev (1954) designed a simple instrument (Fig. 32)
in which the filtering material is hygroscopic wool placed in
a metallic tube 100-150 mm long. The middle of the tube contains
a mesh or simply 2-3 pins to hold the wool during aspiration
of air.
During sampling of the air the tube with the wool plug is
fitted onto the pump adapter. The manual pump has two rubber

.
,

...
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F
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-•:rings;

3I

1 - piston; 2 - valve; 3 - compression
5 - attachment for
4 -valve;
fittinqg the extractor; 6 - rubber
tube;•7 - window in the-pump cover;

rubber ring;

.'8
- piston st-op

nut; 11 - extractor-tube;
-adapter
tampon; 13 -:pins for
.12 -wool
Fi.retaining the tampon.

ii~i-10
ii.I-

-

*

valves to ensure one-directional

motion.

The pump volume equals

1., - According to data from the designer, at a rate of air motion
•.
through the extractor of 2e5-2.8 m/s there is virtually no penenAfter the air sample is taken the
tration through the wool
,!
in a flask,t 50-960m of sterile physiological
8laced
Stampon Is
"soution is added, the mixture is shaken vigorously for 2-3

: ....

For the
•minutes, and then filtered thr'ough a membrane filter.
a second washing of the wool can be carried
sake of reliability
Tests
Finally-the liquid is seeded onto a nutrient medium.
" out.
retains
completely
of the Instrument s1ow that the wool tampon
all microflora In the air; during washing with three successive

of physiological solution tmotie tampon gives up 96-98%
v
batches
trument
ised his inrl
Zubare/sere
of the retained microorganismo

-

In all cases, according to his data,
with the rhaftr aspirator.
the Shafir instrument remordee only 70-80% of the microorganisms
as compared to readings frot the tested instrument.
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Studies of the effectiveness of. wool filters (V. S.

Kiktenko0

and covorkers) showed that the wool filter, with a layer thickness
of 2 cm,

actually retains all particles of a bacterial aerosol,
but washingin-three successive batches of physiological solution
led to detection. of no more than 5-10% of the retained micro-

organisms.
In 1956 I. M. Nikhinson and coworkers proposed a cartridge
'filter for bacterial investigation of the air; this unit is
cylinder 1.8 cm in diameter and 2.5 cm high.

a

The bottom of the

cylinder has 20 to 30 openings.
A circle of 6 layers of gauze
is placed on the grid of the inner surface of the cartridge 'and
M.
"''

•
•this

packed tightly-.by means of a second, bottomless cylinder. The
authors carried out a number of experiments and established that
method captures substantially more microbes from the air
than the D'yakonov instrument.

Ordinary hygroscopic wool,

glass

wool, and filters of gelatin foam were used in 1958"by Ya. G.
Kishko and V. I. Filimonov in designing their "pistol instrument"
for studying bacterial seeding of air from aircraft.
The

instrument operates from the onboard power net of the aircraft,
making it possible to pass at least 50-300 t of air through the
filter. According to information from the authors, the instrument is easy to handle, portable, and applicable for virological
investigations.
In addition, the equipment can be used at
negative air temperatures (Fig. 33).

Fig, 33. Kishko pistol instrument
(see description in text).
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Duralium tube. (1.)is moved, in the direction of slot (2)
through a special opening in the ceiling of' the aircraft cockpit
by means of handle (21). The outer end of the tuoe has a rectangular
The shutter is opened and.
window equipped-with shutter (3).
closed by means of cables (4$) and a systerri~of levers (5.The
rectangular window has inlet aperture (6) for the inner airguide tube (7-) with socket (8) and clamps (9) for a cassette with
the filter material (10). The instrument, is operated by means of~
working parts (11, 12, 13, 114, 15, 16) and a system of levers
(17, 18, 19', 20).
Considering the poor results of washing microorganisms out
of' wool fibers, V. S. Kiktenko, N. I. Kashanova,"S. I. Kudryavtsev,
and N. I. Pushohin (1961) proposed irnpregnants which would envelope
the wool fibers and be easily washed off'.
The instrument based on this collecting principle and sub.seauent desorption of' the microbes is a glass tube of' unique
construction, filled with glass fibers (fiber thickness -about
5 tin) or cotton wool1 impregnanted with a mixture of' equal quantities.
oj

of a 3% gelatin solution and vaseline oil.
instrument is shown on Figs. 314 and 35.

A specimen of the

The total. length of' the tube is 200 mm and the (greatest]
diameter is 32 mm. The bacterial trap consists of 'three parts,
each of which has its own function. The froi-t part of the instrument (a) i8 in the form of a smooth tube '104 m-m long and is
intended to be filled w1ith cotton or glass wool. The spherical
portion of the instxruine1;" (b)- serves as an. additionalrervi
for collecting drops of' the impregnant, In thoze cases when
some o f it leaks out of the wool when air is 'passed throuigh the
Instrument.. The end portion of the instrument (c) containas, in
its' expanded part,. 2.5 g of cotton wool.to retain random-microorganiumni whicah escape the main filter In the front part of the
Instrument.

The additional wool filter 1s i~ncluded to prevent
1145

jcontamination of the pump,

motor, and other parts of' th

ntir

installation by miroorganisms.. An aspirator is attached to t-he
end of' the Instrument. The Instrument. should,bemade fro M
glass no less thn1.5 mm thicek.

17'4a

Fig. 34,- Ext~ernal view of' bacterial
trap- (setL description in text)

Fig. 35. Drawing or bacterial
trap (see d~escription In text.).
The preliminar'; treatment of' the Instrument is at oflows.
(Car\.f'ully washed: viN' dried1 the glass tutbe is tilled with pure,
Cotton or' &lass wool and the wool Is wasiwd out with dist'illed
water. The quantity of Slass wool is 10 g and that; or cotton
wool, 5 g. The wool must be packed as tlght"y as possible. The
ends of the instrument are covered with wadded gauze plugs.
After' this the instrument is ster1iied InSir autoclave at '1200
for 30 minutes or by dry beat In a Pasteur. furnace at lG0-al?0G
for 40 minutes. The impregnant consi~sts :)O equal quantAtieso
sterile solutions of je'latin 3% and vawslinte oil, Wehich are

poured into
iiture
is

mixed to thee foamy. state..12 ni-of the

one Instrumenti, -wetting approximately- 31/4 of -the -wool. filter.
I.pregnation- of the wool is carried out under s.teri]e conditions
.nd .immediately before. sampling of!-:he air. In addition to the
,mixture of gelatin and vaseline oil, such liquids as distilled
water, physiological solution, 1% meat-peptoras bouillon, a 1%
solution of gelatin1 a 15% solutlion of glycerin in physiological

.

solutions and I and 3% solutions of meat peptone agar have been
tested as wool impregnante. However, the capture properties are
substantially increased when "a mixture of vaseline oil and. 3%
gelatin solution 1s used to impregnate the wool.
Air sampling wi, h the bacterial trap can be carried out by
of-aameas
dust pump, air blower, a manual pump, bellowt, and

other devices. Optimum conditions for operation of the filter
are .created when. air is drawn in at a, rate of 5-10 I/min. After
sampling of the air the wool fIlter is removed under sterile
*.:" t.: .condlttons and washed in a- flask with 50-t00 ml of ohysiologloal
solutlon or distilled water. Figure 36 shows fibers of glass
wool before being washed in physiological solution, while Fig. 37
sshows the fibers after washing.
i;7
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Fig. 37
Glsfwo
ibers after
the inipregnant is washed Off in
phtyslolog4A.al Solution.
After the flask is s hake~n
foQr 3-5 minutes the wool is,
carefully squeezed out and the washing liquid is used for. subsequent bacterial research (seeding ont'o a med~lum, Infetian of
animals,,ec. in order. to accumulate the uricroorganisms retained
by the wool. f"Ilters. After squeezing the wool is placed on a.
Solid nutrient medium and additionally cultivjated. T1he ýsimultane-.
otis use of "washed" wool permits a significant Increase in the
quantitI Of' positive research results. If filters Of glass wool
ar-e used in the work, after-It is ground up in a pestle w'ith
the addition of physiological Solution or dIstilled'water it ispossible to carry out not only seeding but also infection of
animals. During quantitative deteznninatiton of microorganiqMs
I.n air It is recotmended t-hat th-e f~ollowin-jg formula be used:

whee Histhe unknown qvtantity Of ni~croo;Ani-sM.S per I
~sthe quantity cir investiga-ted 1~'014 (it,
illtrspao

o

air

on qncQ Petr-1 dish with a soli~d nut~r1en~t soljution; 10 Is t~he total
quan~tty- Lof liquid (!mpregnant plus w~ashing liquid in.nijllilters);
b Is the quantaty of air f~in l1ters) Pasnstd through thle trap;9
F is the q-uantit y of rcoogt
colonies grown on onet- pot-ri
d~ith

F'taluation of'collecting effectiveness and the operational
.qualitiob-of this bacterial trap was carried out in comparison
witn instruments of the Rechmenskiy, Vershigora, and Rudenko
designs,

a sorption Instrument.,

soluble filters

of .gelatin .foam

(manufactured by the Vershigora recipe), and extractorr filled
with.cotton and glass wool,
The comparative study of tollecting

-

properties or the instruments was carried out under open-air"conditions and also with use of.an aerosol chamber wth- a volume
.of
"M

0.5

In

order to improve the eollecting properties of the

bacterial traps, there was created in the.experimental chamber a
. liquid phase of bacterial aerosol of intestinal bacteria (Serratto
•:.L2-"" % strain 20-1C), hay baclllius (Bac. 6ufllis, strain
82-36)and also a polyvalent dysentery bacteriophage.
-"Bacterial
"suspensions containing 0.5 billion microbe cells were prepared
on tap water with addition of a 10% glycerin solution and 5%
solution of saccharose; in addition, a gelatin-phosphate buffer
- -with
p of
and the following recipe was used for the suspension'
of intestinal vacilli: gelatin 2g, Na2 HPQ 4 4g distilied water
1000 M.tn The suspension containing spores of the hay bacillius
was heated with shaking at 70-83• for 5-10 minutes before It was
used.
Saling was carried out by 4 instrumen•ts simultaneously,
with 1O I of •iir belng passed.through each of them with regulatIon
by flow
mecers. Sampling time was 1-3 minutes. The degree

*

of -14porsion of the basic mass of particles (86%)
the linits 3-15 tatv

fell within

During the pertod of *tlaV1ng tby the bacterIal traps
deotez*-Inatioo

was made of the particulate concentration of the

bacterial aerosol ifrl the cha~qbvr by r*eans ox
photoelectro-de
•eu~t of these atudtes are shown "n
c; .iq!n ut.T
u
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Calcuatton.of. aer-sol".concentration was carried out by the
f ormula
-N

where N is the number of flashes- counted; W is the volume of the
aerosol; d is the Con.tant for the given diaphragm opening with
a certain optical system; and V is the volume of air in which
the number of part-cles.was counted.
data In Table 12, 10 minutes after
rith.
As is evident from
"ato)izatlon of ta-• suspensi-on the concentration of -aerosol in
the chamber was. reduced by 6cy,5% wtth respect to the initial
concentration, determrnned immediately. after atomization. Consequently, during the time of' sampling no essential change in
aerosol concentration was noted.
Results from study of the collecting properties of the b.cterilal
ttra-s of various designs w~th respect to the droplet phase, of
the bacteri& aeroSol containtn& iWtestinal bacilli and hay bacilli
are presentid
SThus,

in Table 13.

it.follows rrom the data in Table 13 th

e capure

Capability of ttool flrsImpregnatod w1tIth a mixt-ure- of' 3%
onf gelatin -and vaseltr.e -oil is substant-lally higher
so.utis
t
r,,.rih.ra,,e
.,k
that ho_ the
th
and for.il&tl filtersthe WyakonIevor zotption Ltret
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by regults-of' investigations 'with the hay baoi 11us.
Puh.oul

the wool::fibersz.

Attent~ion

The data Doresented- in Tab le 13 f'ound

:confirmatiobn during studies -of the retention capability of' the
Instrumients by the neypheloiuetry_-methods with respect to pav:~t~e-ies
of an oil mist and an aerosol of Bacills rod-iiosus.
Part~cle
size. in the. oil,.mist- comprised 0.31 to 0-34 w~ml- The reaults of
the study are presented tn Table 14.
Mvemnbrane: fal~ter-s used in the practice of research on water,,
w-gre also teste~d-. for the- study of microflora of the air. P. F,
Milyavslcaya recommends (11945,)1 the following procedure for
~utilzig
emb-i~ane_-fil-ers to-. study bacterial contamination of'
-the air*. The merrabrane -filters are boiled in water, dried, and
plaued i-n a. Zeiss instrament or in special. cassette filter holders
(Figs. .8and 39*).

F'ig. 3j8 . Cassette filter
holder for membrane filters,
ass mb le d.,

Fig. 39. Cassette filter holder
for membrane filters, disassembled.

Air is passed through the filter at a rate of 5 I/min. A
* rheometer is connected between the 73ýiss instrument and the
aspirator to calculate the rate -'f air intake. After filtration
fthe
membrane filter Is placed with itg mirror side on agar in a
~Petri dish and exposed in a thermostat for 418 hours.
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'Milyavskaya also recommends thtte
-ler
be washed. in
ý15 _mI of, physiological solution-- The, washed -filter wnd the
'liquid 'are.seeded separately after filtration througbr several,
'~mnembranes. -Calculation 'results are summarized... kcdordinj to'
Milya'vskaya's data-(19146:) and those from N. Korchak--Cheptf.ý'kVska'y'a
(19141), various bacterial cult'tu-es are grown successfully on.
membrane filters: stapbyloco~cci) streptococci, sporiform bacilli,
etc.

ju

*An
*they

essential drawb~a'k of membrane filters is the fact that
do not allow passage of a largeavolunie of -air., owing to
clogging of the pores by aerosol particles-and i-nereasod filtering.
resistan~ce. Ya. B. Reznik (1951) prop-osed uing.-la~rge-di;1mensIon
filters to-'eliftinate this drawback, since they. would allow passingan enormo-usly greater volume c-f air through the filter.
Since the first appearance of nitrocellulose membrane fil-ters
and up to the present the evaluation of their effectiveness has
been accomplished. V. V. Viodavets (1957) found that membrane
filters trapped only 82.1% of the quantity of min'roorganisms
determined by means of the Krotov instrument.

*According
to data from G. I. Sidorenko (1956), this percentage
is much higher - 110.3%. Ye. V. Bragina (1957) established that
membrane filters are inferior to the D'yakonov instrument in
effectiveness. Krause (19148), using membrane filters to study
bacterial seeding of' t~ air, reported very high effectiveness
for these filters - escape did not exceed 0.1% with respect to
saprophytic microflora of the air.
The possibili~.y of using membrane filters for studying
bacterial contamination of air is also mentioned in works by
a number of other foreign authors (Albrecht, 1957; Spurny, Jech,
V
Sedlacek, Storch, 19614).
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With divect cultivation of microorganisms directly on the,
_membrane filters• somewhat understated results are obtained as
._.compared with those obtained using aeroscopes., This .is exp..Aned
by the fat. that microorganisms do not grow as well on membrane.
-filters as on nutrient ,medium in a Petri dish (Albrecht, 1957)
owing to the reduced penetration of nutrient substances into the
body of the microbe through the filter. Besides this, the
variety of particles deposited on the filter hamper growth of
colonies. Dehydration of the microbes on the filter as air is
passed through it also has an unfavorable effect. These drawbacks
can be eliminated by dissolving the filter in methylene or ethylene
glycol.
In this way aerosol particles are converted into a
hydrosol, which i cultivated on ordinary nutrient media
V
(Mackala, Spurny, 1959).
Foreign investigators use membrane filters of the "'Multipore"
type (made of ash-free cellulose) with pore diameters of 0.8 to
5.8 um (First, Silverman, 1953; Goetz, 1953).
Further development of the method of capturing particles
of bacterial aerosol by the use of solid insoluble filters
found a unique direction in the work by B. F. Sadovskiy, V. V.
Vlodavts, Ye. Yu. Zuykovaya, L. I. Mats, and I. V. Petryanov
(1963), who used a new type of filter, the "Mikrofil," to
accelerate quantitative and qualitative determination of bacterial
aerosols. The basis for the manufacture was the material
FPP-5-8 (the Petryanov filter - chlorinated polyvinyl chloride).
During short-term growth periods on the filter the particles of
bacterial aerosol form microcolonies comparatively quickly;
these can be revealed by staining with Pfeiffer fuchsine or
with a 1% aqueous solution of methylene blue. The authors
compared the possibility of accelerated determination of artificial
bacterial aerosols using "mr.iKrofil" filters and No. 4 merzrane
filters. Twenty-four hour cultures of Staph. alvus and Bac.
mycoides were used as the experimental model of microorganisms.
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When filters of the "'mikrofil" type were used research time amounted
to 5 hours and 20 minutes, as compared with 8 hours during
application of the No. 4 membrane filter.
The "mikrofil" filters
possess substantial advantages (according to B. F. Sadovskiy
and others,

1963) as compared with membrane filters and can be
used in practical operations.

Decker, Buchman, Hall and Goddard (1963) evaluated the
effectiveness of the following types of filters:
precipitators,

4;

electrostatic

air sprinklers,

and scrubbers.
The filters were
tested with respect to bacterial particles of Bac. subtilis.
The indicated authors consider that instruments containing filtering
material of pressed glass, asbestos, and cellulose can be evaluated
as moderately effective.
At the same time the use of glass
fibers, high-quality fiber paper, and asbestos with fiber diameter
no greater than 5 pm ensures highly effective filtration (from
90 to 99% capture).
Of the instruments in the air-washing class
the most effective are those in which particles contact the wet
surface and then are washed down.
The effectiveness of these
instruments varies from 20 to 90%.
Electrostatic precipitators
were also highly evaluated in the investigations by these authors.
The drawbacks of solid filters must include the reduction
in effectiveness of deposition as the filter

becomes clogged with

dust and the consequent change in resistance to the flow during
operation of the filter. Besides this, depending on the object
of the investigation it is necessary to select a certain type
of filter. At a certain weight concentration of the aerosol
hygiene specialists use filters with minimum weight and minimum
hygroscopicity; at a certain calculated concentration and degree
of dispersion of the aerosol it is necessary that the material
from which the filters are manufactured make it
seeding of the particles with a microscope.
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Aspiration of Air Through Solid

Soluble 'Filters
Filters soluble in
organisms suspended in
in

water were proposed for studying microair as long ago as the last century,

recent years they have found wide development in
primarily in

countries,
In

the USSR.
air through

which he then dissolved and studied the liquid for
Somewhat later F.

the presence of microorganisms.
(1886),

various

1885 Foil used the aspiration method to filter

ocean salt,

and

Miquel (1883),

F.

and others used sodium sulfate,

Lapchinskiy
sugar,

acid sodium phosphate,

magnesium sulfate,

for the same purpose.

These authors used simple research pro-

"cedures.

and other substances

One or another soluble adsorbent was poured into a

test tube and sterilized.
through the prepared filter

A certain quantity of air was drawn
and then the adsorbent was dissolved

and the solution seeded onto a solid nutrient medium.
However, as subsequent works showed,
raised the osmotic pressure in

many of these substances

solution and as a result growth

and development of microorganisms was inhibited.

The growing

colonies might be counted nine days after the experiment,

instead

of the 2-3 days during ordinary seeding of microflora from the
air on meat-peptone agar.
In

later years new types of soluble filters

they did not cause a sharp

which avoided this drawback - i.e.,
increase in
Mitchell,

osmotic pressure.

Timmons,

manufacture of filters

were developed

The American investigators

Dorris (1951)

developed the technological

from gelatin foam which were soluble in

were prepared as follows (in brief outline):
water.
The filters
4 ml of glycerin are dissolved in 100 ml of distilled water.
The glycerin suspension Is

placed in

a water bath at 520,

40 g of gelatin are added; the mixture is
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where

shakened and held for

20 minutes, after which the bottle with warmt dissolved..gelatin
mixture is agitated energetically until air bubbles disappear
and then mixed further with a special mhixerj; the obtained mixture
is poured as a thin layer into boxes (12.7 x 12.7 X 3.8 em) of
parchment paper, which are then placed into a vacuum jar with
potassium chloride. Air is removed from the jar with the pump
until bubbles disappear completely and a layer of foam is formed;
then the jar is disconnected from the pumxn and drying-of the
filter in the instrument is continued for 3 days. The dried
gelatin foam becomes porous and has adequate tensile strength,
where the porosity of the sponge is controlled by preparation
of the gelatin layer in various thicknesses, dryIng the sponge
in a dessicator for 1 hour at 1200 and then sterilized by a
gaseous mixture of. ethylene oxide and carbon dio-,ide or, at a
temperature of 1400 for 1.5 hours; filters of the required size
are prepared from the dry gclatln foam by means of a special
pattern.
In the USSR soluble filter~s of gelatin foam have been
manufactured by A. Ye. Vershigora (1957) and by V. M. Shul'zhenko
and A. A. Antonova (1959).
It should be noted that the procedures for preparing soluble
filters of gelatin foam proposed by different authors have their
own parti~cular features.
Shul'zhenko and Antonova succeeded ýn obtaining filters
with strictly determin~ed n-re openings, an extremely Importanlt
n
facorin bacteriological study of the air. They develoe
disseminated detaile.A instructi.ns on ,-he technique for manufac~turing filters from gelatin foam.
For practical use the f'ilters -are placed In a filtering
Intumen
-hc
ccnsista of a tub-- with fm inlet opening ariJ
of a cassecte for the filter (F~ig. 40).
160ý
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PFig.

40.

Attachment for holding gelatin

filters.
Upon termination of aspiration of the aerosol the filters
"are dissolved, placed In flasks with 100 ml of 0.85% solution

of-table salt and glass beads.

The flask with the filter is

"heated on a water bath with periodic agitation for 30 minutes

at 370-.The obtained emulsion is studied for the presence of
bacterial or viral particles in it.
*
-

The effort to use gelatin filters to capture botulin toxin
with subsequent- centrifuging by setting up biological tests on
white mice was undertaken by V. M. Khil'ko (196). A droplet

* aerosol of botulin toxin with a concentration ',)f 0.0027 mg/I

* nd aerosol particle dispersion,.of I to 20 .m

was created in an

airtight chamber with a volume of 134 t. The aer:s.•l was drawn.

r

from the chamber through a gelatin filter 3.5 cm in diameter
Aertýsol partifl'as
and 0.3 em thick located in a Thtiss apparatus.
which passed throjugh the gellatin f&'ilter. were captured In two
successlvelv located D'yakonov units.

itchell, Fulton, Elitngson (1954-) carrIed out a det&iled
-evaluatIon rf the ef-ectivenress r-f soluble filters of gelatln
Sfoam, corparireg them with bacterial traps off the impinger,
The dcs•g...rs of the f'ilters
membrane-filtev, and Slit types.

. showed that the procedure which thef. -yoposed for capturing
:arttc-s 's the mt-ost effective.
ba i
aersoll
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It was subsequently revealed that
certaint

drawbacks.-Thus,

atin filters do possess

Noller and Spendlove (1956). indicated

that filters of'gelatin foam are applicable mainly only for
capturing the.spore fonus of microorganisms in atir since vegetative cells perish at the moment -of aspiration because of the impact
against the filter body.
Another significant factor in the death
of the microorganisms-is the extreme dryness of the filter.
These same authors indicated difficulty in dissolving the filter.

Filter-s of. sodium glutamate (K.ajiwara, Samori, 1954; Vanini,
Camnpana, 1958) socium. alginate (Richar-ds, 1955) and ammonium
alginate (Hammond, 1958) have been proposed as filtering materials
which are soluble in water-and which do not cause a change in

osmotic pressure, and are therefore suitable for studying bacterial
seeding of the air. Sodium alginate is prepared from potassium
alginate, insoluble in water,

by wetting it

in a normal solution

of hydrochloric acid (to remove the potassium) with subsequc

t

neutbaiization by sodium hydcoxide. After washing with alcoho•l
and drying.a cottony mass (sim4-lar to wool) is obtained which is

"

soluble in 10 volumes of water.
Filters for the vlutamate-are prepared and used as follows:
"crystals of sodium glutamate are grourd to a particle site of

6-7 urn; 0.5 g of partIcles are- placed in a glass cylinder (01.5
1 cm) and sterilized at 1600 for 30 m.!nutes, whereupon the
glut-aate is dissolved; as It hardens pores 28 i•m in sait are

f onmed In 4t.

After sampling of the air the filter is dissolved

1in 10 m;I of dlatilled water and seeded ornto a dish containing

-

nutrient medium
n:
V.V. Vlodavet3' (1959)

*:•:

conaidei- thVk solubie filters of

the alglnate and glitarate
m

• ......

f sodiuma whch do not contain

,nut-4ent
subntances for miUvc.aorganis.rs,

are >erj convenient.

After

is saivld there Is no need to carry out seeding iraedliately,
.Ince the microorganisms do not multiply on the filter-s. In
air
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filters of gelatln foam favorable conditions for multiplication
"of the microbes can occur because of motsture accumulating
during filtration of the air.

1

A--

In 1963 Ye, P. Sinel'nikova proposed using liquid and foam
filters, widely applied because of their high effectiveness to
capture chemical aerosols (A. N. Fuks, 1955ý for capturing
bacterial aerosols. The best foaming capacity is found in
colloidal solutions - saponin, peptone, gelatin, albundr, pectin,
and casein with addition of surfactants - alcohols, organic acids
and their salts,, etc. Foams absorb aerosols due to sedimentation
:and diffusion. Sinel'ntkova tested foams obtained from a 1%
solution of sodivm alginate, 1% peptone, whole and half-diluted
meat-peptone bouillon, 30% glycerin solution on. meat-peptone
bouillon, and distilled water. A variety of the Ramey method was
used to study the bacteria-retalning properties of the foams; the
Instead of a
wate:- In this method was replaced by the foams.
cylinder a glass funnel with a No. 2 porous filter was used.
Staoh. albus and E. coli were used as models of the experimental
)bacterlal aerosol. The most Sharply expressed absorption
capacity was found In foam filters obtained on meat-peptone
bouilion and* a 301 tycerin solution or, rweat-pept one bouillon
The escape
and distilled water, taken in a volume of 0C5 ml.
factor through the indicated tItters varied in l•Mits from 0 to
049% (average value 038%A
-r'r it str-uld be noted that filters of materials
In cornci
which are soluble in water or 1, physloio-gical solution possess
a number of positive qualtles,: hlgier flow-rate apazty;
sinplZcity and convenience in ha-dling; prolonged retention of
. mIcroor~aniss (spores) .n the rI1ter fibers, owing to the absence
,of nurent suDstan-es for thelr zmult.Iplicat Ions and accumulation
of moistures,-',"f!entl for then to retain vlability; the
posiIbi Ity of carrying ott virological studles; and the
temperatures.
poss.-,i,,ity of usin, then, at ne-atnve
1t63

Drawbacks include failure to trap highly dispersed particles

of bacte-rial aerosols, relative complexity of filter manufacture,
an-d the death of a part of the vegetative forms of- microorganisms
at the moment of impact on the filter

fiber.

c) Aspiration of Air Through Liquid
Filters

In 1860 Pasteur fi.-st used liquid nutrient media for the
deposition of bacteria. Subsequently new methoas of collecting
microorganipms with liquid filters were proposed.
Work was carried out In this direction by tiquel (1889),

Emmerich (1883), Straus and Wurtz (1888), Rettger (1910),
P. P. D'yakonov (1925)t A. Ye. Vershigora (1956), S. S. Rechnenskly
(1951), V. S. Kiktenko (1956), and others.
Miqgel passed fixed volumes of air through sterile meat
bouillon and other nutrient media poured into vessels in amounts
o2' 50 -r1.0 mt. He carried out wide-scale Investigations of
bacte.iaX ccntennatton of air in various types of terrtin at
different times of the year, depending on the effect of weather,
The research method
and other tactorsa
height Rhove sea lei,
proposed by Mique! entered rapidly into tht practice of sanitatioa
research on the air after the year 1883.
Bacteriai traps proposed In following years by various.

-,1yry b•: different str:uctures of the
authora are di tinguished
vessel in which the liquid is placed, d&rrferert s?,.nes and shape"
of the outlet openling of the ttnbe through which the air ts
or openings In a plate
pumped, and by t'he pres4ence of ;lass bes&.
-n the vcssel, intended to break up bubbles of air, along with
other par-ticular feat urs.

ii6

:

When air is. passed through a liquid in the form of fMne
bubbles vrarious

cosbinations of inertial,

diffusion deposition are observed,

sedimentation,

ald

.

One of the simplest structures ts the D'yakonov instrument
(1925), which is widely applied even aiV present.

-
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D'yakcn V

~4-)con~qars of a cyll-hder t-iled wflh

3w'0hi1l~~
titOn, etc.) in
The -.
tllder Is closed with a stopper
a quantitY of 39-50 m-'
r-4 wst 1nd Clutpur enldtnr
m
Wuch twok ttsP,&-z
Thefatter openlniza of' the. tubes aiieinneeistel
#iWthe pluag.
Can be placed
closed wilth contton z~teppers.. A ~a~atplug
In. the horiý-cm~tal Cthsw of thv citrut tu~e. Theas'EeIntrr'zeved
ar
Bos
e±re use, tht caottctr.- pus
zmed tr1IQ.
~1as badz &an4 ixq-utd (,*&ter,

Fig. 41. After
Air is pumped in the direction indicate, '
sampling the contents of the cylinder are carefully decanted
and seeding of the liquid is carried out.

-1

A. A. Adamova and M. A. Krivetskaya (1939) consider that the
D'yakonov method is sufficiently accurate for study of bacterial
contamination of the air. It is a fact that almost all investigators concerned with bacterial seeding of the air compared newly
developed methods with the D'yakonov instrument. Vlodavets
indicates that the D'yakonov instrument traps 59.9% of the quantity
of microorganisms determined by means of the Krotov instrument
S. I. Nasledysheva and A. P. Miiroshnikova (1940)
(1957).
established an escape factor of bacterial aerosol in the D'yakonov
instrument amounting to 50%. P. P. Milyavskaya (1945) improved
She proposed that the air stream be
the D'yakonov instrument.
broken up into fine bubbles not only by beads by also by extremely
fine openings (diameter 0.2 im) in a quanti-y of 15-20 in the
blind end of the intake tube. Rettger (1910) made approximately
the same change In the D'yakonov instrument. The end of t)' intake
tube in his instrument is closed over and about 20 openings are
made in it. The instrument is filled with 50 mZ of solution and
M. K. Krontovskaya and F. Q. Krotkov
steriltzred in this tor.
and. cow,>rkers (1946) detected risetsla in indoor aix. by means
of the W'•akorov

tris"raoie

Fnwere

Thv'erer (1941) used a fluns~en rini gll4¶W sid-e openin~ra in
was
l.ed with bouillon a&nd glass beads
his 3tudies.
A :k
- tube ente-r through a rubber stopp-er;
i!tIaersed L• It. A g
one end of the t,,t !a clos-.d and has a few eine openings. AIr
pM,!-4ngý threoura, th-eao2 openiPr-s 15 broken up sMd ove-;cýtes t-he
ýd-In thc solutlon. .-04 3avoý-s
4 .k
re3sLiance of the b e e

trap::2:2zerTZ2Tzai-r
2:uz77 r-xýnt

w..h#
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An essential drawback of the majority, of these instruments,

•representing

modifications of the D'~yakonov bactecrial• t rap

,

the fact Lhat air passes through the liquid in the fcrm offairly large bubbles and only those bacteria on the surface of
the bubbles are subjected to absorpton.
For th's purpoe A. Io Shafir (1951.) used a Drexel bottle;
Lemon (1943) used a Folin tube from the van Slyke instrument
for determining urease; Cvjetanovis (1955) used a 70 mZ test tube;
Fomn (1957) used the compressor from a Lnebig cooler; V. S.
Kiktenko and coworkers (1956) used a V-shaped tube with a large
quantity of glass beads, etc.
k•

The instrument design
-y Kiktenko and coworkers (1956) is
a V-shaped tube 25 cm in length and 1.5 cm in diameter.
The tube
is connerted by a rubber adapter to a h( tle tippeci bottom up,
which contains a tubule.
The capacity of the bottle and the
tubule is 250 mZ; the height is 14 cm, diameter 6.5 cm, and the
tubule opening, 1.5 cm.
In assembled form the instrument is a
system of communicating vessels which differ in diameter and
volume.
A diagram of the device is shown on Fig. 42.

A

U.

'

Fig. 42.

Kiktenko device.
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The inner portion of the tube and part of the vessel are filled
with glass beads made from neutral glass; the grain size is 6 mm
and the total surface reaches 750 cm2 , Forty ml of physiological
solution orbouillon (peptone water) are poured into the instrument.

A rubber tube 30-40 cm long is

attached to the tubule of

the instrument.
A continC. as pump or human breath can be used as the means
bo ensure motion of the air during operation of the unit.
activated by breathing the aspiration of air
is not continuous and as a result there is periodic aspiration
1vhen the air is drawn by a pump the
of air through the liquid.
"liquid is displaced from the tube into the bottle, and thus the
When the unit is

beads wet by the liquid are uncovered and collection of bacterial
aerosol occurs on them. When breathing halts, the liquid is
returned from Lhe bottle into the V-shaped tube and washes off
the microorganisms adsorbed on the beads.
Kiktenko collected 2.8 times more
microorganisms of coliform bacteria than by using the D'yakonov
Using this instrument,

instrument.
In 1958 A. Ye. Vershigora proposed a bubbling bacteria trap,
representing a glass cylinder 2.5 x 35 cm in size sealed shut
A glass plate is fixed in the cylinder 6 cm from
at both ends.
contains 30 openings 1 mm in diameter.
placed 6 cm above the first.

the bottom; it
plate is

A second

An air intake tube 0.5 cm in diameter is located pai(allel
to the outer wall of the cylinder and communicates with its
A tube 0.5 cm in diameter,
cav.;ty 2 cm from the bottom end.
ending 2 mm from the bottom of the center of a contracting
otening 2 mm in diameter is detached to the inner opening of
the intake tule. Ten cn, from the upper plate the housing of the
cylinler is

expanded (diameter of expand,'d section

j• .m mmw,• J-r. •,m~m1m68
"• m •• mmlmmm.•mm

-

5 cm).

The air exhaust tube is

located at the :upper end of the

cylinder.
-Twenty m. of physiological solution or of a 1:9 mixture of
m'eat-peptone bcuillon and physiological solution is placed in
the cylinder (Fig.

43).
The effectiveness of microbe
detection in the bubbling bacterial
trap in the case of a coarsely
dispersed aerosol corresponds
approximately to the effectiveness
of the D'yakonov instrument.
According to data by the author,
the instrument is more convenient
to operate than the D'yakonov
bacterial trap.
1961 Glosclaude, Hermier

......
..In

proposed for the first time that
the aerosol be passed not through

Fig. 43. Vershigora
instrument.

water, but through dry beads with
subsequent addition of 10 ml of water.
of a copper tube 101.6 mm long.
is

located inside it.

placed on this disc,

The filter itself consists

A porous bronze disc 8 mm thick

Glass spheres 50-100 um in diameter are
Air is

of 7.9 to 8.5 m3 per hour.

drawn through the filter at a rate
After sampling the beads are agitated

in the flask with 10 ml of diluent and the condensation tube is
Seeding is carried out from
also washed out with the solution.
The growing microorganisms
"both liquids onto solid nutrient medium.
are counted and identifLed.
Glass lkquid bacterial traps known under the general name
of impiingr3rs are presently used very widely in both laboratory
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and field conditions in the USA and in England.
All impingers
operate on the principle of drawing air through an intake tube from
This leads to the formation of

a limited capillary opening.

extremely fine bubbles and accelerates passage of the particles
up to a velocity sufficient to cause deposition in Lhe liquid.
Simultaneously the capillary serves as a limiting opening, creating
a gas-flow velocity which is

virtually independent of the differ-

ential pressure between 0.5 and I atm; this eliminates the need
,..o control the flow externally.

Different flow velocities
can be obtained by appropriate change in the diameter (passage)
and length of ;he capillary.

A brief description is

given below

of liquid samplers most widely used outside the Soviet Union.
The first liquid impinger

was described in 1922 by Grenburg

and Smith; it

was intended for evaluation of the dust content
Rousbery (1947) and Henaerson (1952) give
of the atmosphere.
a procedure for using instruments of this type in their works.
The

Rousoery-Henderson

capillary filter is

a small bottle

equipped with a wide intake tube, with a short capillary soldered
to the inner end of the tube (Fig. 44).

"0

,,,The

capillary is immersed
in the liquid no more than 5 mm,
at a distance of 4 mm from the
bottom of the bottle.
Air is
passed through it at a rate of
2-3 up to 20 I/min.
The filter
was tested out in a number of
investigations and showed high
effectiveness with respect to
capture :.:f hignly dispersed

SFig.

44.
h•oti sb e ry-.lie nIde rs on
godbacterial

sampler.

aerosos.

To avoid

losses of aerosol particles
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larger than 8 pm, which are deposited in the column of the intake
tube, May and Druett (1953) proposed installing a prefilter in
the instrument.
Tylor and Shipe (1959)

described the Porton impinger and a

standard impinger identical to it

(Fig.

45).

The instrument is

intended for

isokinetic sampling of aerosols.
The aerosol sample to be analyzed
enters the impinger along a bent
tube, which terminates in a nozzle.
The nozzle is a short capillary
tube with a critical opening.
The distance between the nozzle
and the bottom of the flask in
the standard impinger is 4 mm.
At a vacuum of 0.5 atm and more
the critical opening of the nozzle
ensures a constant sampling rate.
Fig.

F

45.

5

Standard impinger.

Sn

The optimum volume velocity during
operation of the instrument is
II I/min with a nozzle diameter
of 1.1 mm.

In this case there

virtually no death of spores during deposition; the loss of
vegetative cells is approximately 25%,
is

In order to increase the effectiveness of sampling with
aerosols consisting of vegetative cells various modifications
The basic change
of the standard impinger have been designed.
deals with an increase in the distance between the nozzle and
the bottom- of the flas1, or a change in the shape of the nozzle
(alonp, the lines of a Venturi tube or a truncated cone - the
subcritical impinger).
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An all-glass impinger (all-glass impinger) '"Agi"l) is a
highily improved standardized variety of' the Porton impinger or
the standard impiriger (Fig. 46).

4~z

Fig.* 46. All-glass
impinger.

Fig. 147.

Canadian impinger.

Canadian impinger. This sampler (Fig. 47) was proposed by
researchers at the Saffield Experimental Station and was based
ril the principle of' reducing the death of' bacterfl-a by bringing
in the stream of air along a tangent to the liquid.

*

Shipe, and Tylor (1959) carried out a detailed study of the
capture properties and operational qualities of' impingers of
different'designs. A comparative evaluation was carried out
with wool samplers which, according to data from the authors.,
capture a greater number of' aerosol particles from the air than
do other instruments. The suspension of bacterial aerosols
was created in a special chamber using cultures of such microorganisvis as Bac. subtilie and S3erratio malecescens., On the basis
of data obtained by these authors it Is obvious that the "Agi"
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instrument mainly collected just as many spores of Bac. subtilis
as a supposedly better "absolute" sampler - the wool-type
collector. The "Agi" instrument demonstrated the greatest
effectiveness with respect to highly dispersed fractions of a
uniform bacterial aerosol (particle size within limits of 3 um).
However,

with nonuniform droplets other impingers proved to be

more effective than the "Agi"

instrument.

Although liquid impingers differ from one another in
structural details, operating conditions, and effectiveness,
the following particular features are characteristic for all
compactness and simplicity of construction, the possibility of seeding the -collected liquid on different nutrient
media, the possibility of using a series of checks to cover a
broad range of concentrations of microorganisms, investigation
of them:

and exceptionally high effectiveness in
collecting particles larger than 0.5 um in idameter, along with
of viral aerosols,

a constant rate of air passage.
A drawback of liquid impingers which is of critical importance
in certain studies is the fact that they do not permit analysis
This drawback
of the bacterial sample directly in the instrument.
instruments and cascade impactors, within
is lacking in slit
which separation of bacterial particles occurs directly on the
solid nutrient medium.
-4. Instruments Basea on the Principle
of Deposition of Bacterial Aerosols
by Vapot- or Atomized Liquid
Instruments conittructed on the principle of deposition of

bacterial aerosols by vapor or by atomized liquid are based on
Odsturbance of the equilibrium of the system of bacterial
aerosols which can be drawn in by vapor or by atomized liquid.

These include the following instruments:
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Le Gujon-Grooten

(1902-1906), Elliot (1941),
and Rudenko (1956).

Moulton (19 4 3), Rechmenskiy (1951)

In 194 3 Moulton proposed an instrument based on the principle
of capturing particles of an investigated aerosol by extremely

•;-

fine drops of a liquid medium dispersed by a jet of pumped air.
In the Moulton instrument the air enters a lower opening through
Extremely fine
a bent side tube, within which there is a siphon.
droplets of liquid which are formed in this tube are captured in
Air passes into
a pear-shaped receiver which contains bouillon.
the opening of the instrument at a rate of 300 cm3 per minute.
The bouillon of the middle chamber, enriched with microorganisms,
is mixed with bouillon in the bent tube and seeded outo selective

media in volumes of 0.1, 0.5, and 1 mt.
The Moulton instrument can be used to detect up to 80% of
bacteria suspended in air.

However,

in design and not easy to operate.
is

the instrument is

complex

Besides this, the instrument

not designed for passage of large volumes of air.

Somewhat

later S. S. Rechmenskiy (1951) used the idea forming the basis
of the Moulton apparatus and proposed an instrument of his own,
The siphon receiver of this instrument (Fig. 48) is a glass
cylinder (1), whose inlet openin, (2) enters a funnel which
A
terminates in a capillary (3), directed into the cylinder.
second capillary enters the capillary of the funnel tube at a
right angle (4); the second capillary rises first to a special
reservoir (5) located below the cylinde•,' into which the collecting

liquid Is poured (physiological ýioLutlon,

bouillon, etu.).

Thus, the glass tubes form a pulverizer. On the o'posite
and somewhat contracted end of the cylinder there is a rubber
tube (W which Joins the siphon receiver with the air aspirator

and a rheometer.

The upper wall of the cylinder contains an

opening to which a rubber tube with a glass spatula is attached

(7and 8).
17,

Fig. 4i8. Model of the Rechmenskiy instrument (see
description in text).
Preparation of the instrument for operation and its operating
p
are as follows. Some 3-3.5 -,i off lEquid is poured In
through the upper opening (7) into reservoir (5) c~nd it is closed
with a rubber stopper with a glass spatula. The it.take and
outlet openings of the cylinder are -.Ilosed vzith duerile wool
In this, form the instrumiont can be s~teri.plugs and paper caps.
lized in an autoclave.
-4nciple

*

Dluring operation. the instrument Is attached t~o the aspir~tor,
with an ordinary e~xhaust pump being used as the latter. As the
o'zntal
aapillary the capturn
jet of air is drawn through th
;Aquid, Cron the reiservoir Is raised up along the ve:,tical cpia's.
to the hori~ontnl one. Her,~ It eacountezns the air s~ream and
is broken up. An aerosoli of nutzlient mediu-m is f'ined and
absorbed on t~e bacterial Inaz cle-s, increasig ;6their mrass and
thuso ImtrorIF.r, deposltttcn. This Is facilitated by the spatul1a.
(3, Lich is agitated aizatiist the stream. oCr liquid. The liquid
runs J(-wn over "he walls into the raesrvo-IA anvd the previouin
cycle Is repeated. This makes It possible te conc~entrate -h~e
175
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microflora contained in large volumes of afr (up to 100-150 t)
in a smasl volume of liquid. U;.on termination of aspiration of
air through opening (7) a sterile pipette is used to draw the
i

j

.liquid out onto ordinary nutrient media, depending upon the
purposes oZ the investigation.
According to literature data, the Rechmenskiy instrument
possesses good trapping ccpability as compared with other

devices.
Thus,

Ya. G. Kishko (1959)

consi-ders that -the Rechmenskiy

device possesses high capture .capability-with respect to allphases of bacterial aerosols.
According to-data from G. I.
Sidorenko (195b),

the Eechmenskiy siphon bacteria trap captures

42% more microorgan. sms from the air than the Krotov instrument,
while observe'tions by Vlodavets: (1.957) show a 39N greater capture.
The Pechmenskiy •rstrnment has 'a number of driwbacks. Thus
the cerozol can be d&awn in &4nly when a powerful Can is-available.
-ec-ause of complexity ir manufac.ure it is di.fricl!t to stand-ardIe
the instrument, which teds to. difficulties. in obtaing wrlfoi.
research results when ustang dk.ffe rent instra ents. The device
Sf
1 "
o
-a
,% b a,
d
Ing of-the aI-r-. at. ow
(negatlve)- -eI
ei-nee
th eatliquid tn the capi--,rte'
A

freeres rap.idl y(V.-V. VIodave .s,

195$).
a

In 1956, N. !.C •udenkqP.I so -opose"0
on. tne p&L.vt4atIon pr1ciple (Pg.

. trap
tacteriab.a.d

49.

The effect iveness or th-s tLnnruinnt was studied by V. S.
Rude.koc type
Kiktanko and coworkeirs, who fo•nd that use of t
i-strt•mnt led to capture of doutle the nuxter o.f rPicroOrg'mes
-Mm•

aIr as the siphon bacteraia

trrq

17 6

ýy

.chmenskiy,

*:5.

Methods of Virologinal Investigation
of Air

*
Instruments constructed on ?rinciples of filtration of aerosols
through a liquid or deposition of aerosols by vapor or atomized
.. liquid can be, unler certain conditions, used for virological
investigation of the air.
In the opinion of G. I.
Karpukhin (1962), particles of an
viral
aerosol which contain
bodies can be detexrmined by means
of the instruments designed by
-D'yakonov, Xiktenko, Rechmenskiy,

*10
9 1

Rudenko, and others.

j

Vershigora, Ya.

-

A.Ye..

G. Kishko,

and

V. V. Vlodavets consider that the
Rechmenskiy siphon bacterial
trap is fully suitable for viro"

logical research.

1

Gallkeyev (1956)
Fig.

49.

Rudenko instrument,

Thus,

Kh.

L.

detected the

influenza virus in the air of an

expetrimental chamber with the
Albrecht (1957)
Rechmenskiy unit.
suc-ýesstully used liquid implngers and nmembrane filters with
subsequent speaial cultivation of hydrosols for the investigatlon
Thorrn and Burrows (1960) showed experimentally
of viral aerosols.
tha. samples of an aerosol of the hoof-and-mouth disease and
tertain other virunes cai, at least

be taken by
-uanttattvely,

bacterial aeroolr.s
fing

The authors

obtained positive results In tests .V standard pImngers of the
Porton type, as well as vtriovs modlicattons of it.
The $mptngers
uere fll4
with an fa4srbent - a bu•fered phosphate or salt
of a buttered phosphate. Iaddttion, solld insoluble filters
vetert test-ed: te•ibrane filters and filter paper. After passage

A

!I:4"

of air through the instruments, subsequent investigations were
carried out by ordinary virological methods (setting up seroand embryos, tisa-.e
logical reactions, infection of antman!
culture,

etc.).

Together with I. A. Yurikas (cited by Karpukhin, 1962),
I Karpukhin made an effort to separate the influenza virus
1G.
The nutrient medium
from air by means of the Shafir centrifuge.
in the apparatus was replaced with a suspension of sheep
erythrocytes (12-15 mQ).
an experimtntal chamber.

The influenza virus was atomized into
Two-hundred fifty - two hundred I of

air were passed through the apparatus.

After sampling the virus

was removed from the erythrocytes by elution.
was investigated serologically.

The wash liquid

Positive results were not:d in

After elution the virus was found in the
all 11 experiments.
remaining water in dilutions of 10 2 10 -Eomitced1)
Gaydamovich, VI V. Vlodavets and V. R.
In 1959 S. Ya.
Obukhova developed a procedure for capturing the influenza virus
by means of the D'yakonov

apparatus and soluble filters of

gelatin foam.

Artenstein, Cadigan (1964) used the "Agi" type all-glass
impinger with a tissue culture in a liquid medium to capture
"adeno viruses and the influen-a virus from air.
Conclusion
As this survey indicates,

the quantity of methods used in

sanitation bacterIological investigation of the air Is very great
and continues to incyelase with every pacsIng year. However.
existing procedutrs and the bacterit'l traps based oi them, are

far from perfectton - a fact indicated by their great
.st.i
var.ety. Up to noy there Is no single widely accepted and easily

accessible procedure which satisfies all of the requirements
imposcd on methods ý44 capturing bacterial aerosols.
Considering the particular features inherent to bacterial
and viral aercosl systems and also the knowleuge of the physiochemicl laws govern-ng the behavior of aerosols in general, at
present there Is every basis for a clear formulation of the
requirements which must be met bj instrum.nts intended for capturing
microorganisms from the air.

These requirements can be reduced to the following positions:
1. Separation of microorganisms from the air and their
concentration in a ltquid or solid medium s.aould be completely
possible.
2. The instrument must make it possible to select the
greatest possible volume of air in a sample, since the concentration of microbe cells in the investigated air may be very small
and thrir dlstri:,wtioon can be extremely irregular.
Mtcroorgantsma captured by the instrument should not
Žust viability and thbir concentration In the -aeralshul
permit their further study (seeding on variOus medla, infection

3.

of animals" etc.).
•. The instruments sahou'i capture all rr&aolons of bactrai-njcec•, and bacte-al
and viral aorosols: la-re-nucLeus, sr
dust.

5. The Instrumient "us't, as ar r poszible, pei!*t
deter.dning both the partý.culate concentralIon sd the state Or
disperslon of the aerosol.

1W9

6. The conglomerates into which airborne microorganisms may
be united should be broken down into individual bacterial or
viral particles.
The instrument must be simple, convenient,

7.

and economical.

SRmplIng should not take a long time and should be accomsplished
both indoors and outdoors.
fBesides this, one must consider also that during qucititative
and qualitative analysis of a sample of a biological aerosol
the following difficulties may be encountered: certain types
*

of microorganisms do not grow or grow poorly on ordinary nutrient
media (for example, viruses and various types of rickettsia) and

*

therefore they cannot be detected; many types of bacteria and fungi
grow poorly on solid nut-rxent media and require special nutrient
substances or special growing conditions; microbe-s which are

*

injured during samplinr may not multiply in the nutrient medium;
different types of mlrcrorganisms present in a single sample
may prevent each other's growth or terminate It altogethur; dust
particles sf certlr. cheirical compositions and other forms of
aerosols which ait samp-led together with the microorgunisms mey
lnht4b4t the growth of certain tynes of microbes.
er-goorau.srnt
Sur•ng prnsetlcal study of the c-nrentratlon of
it taneces~a~ry to conr-stder all okf these, facto*'s and to z5elect
rat
ate-e rse••

the ap

lh -ethods-

in workin-q with bacterial serosols She use of
one or another research nethod is deter•lned primarily by tht
"Cgonsequenti,

-stated problems and goals of the investiqatlun.

co p

Th!
etc i

0.o
"st
~y• rethods tastct. :-M tltrtAbof

f.ntw1siar- mmet :erc Cols through

~lter-s with Pa51 t v
t1. nr fliube an4-i soc1 lubip N Zt-ers
re"" a"ts 9 ftiters zt Tecn fz.• wtth precisely
-reove=-

-

I

of sodium alginate and sodium glut•nate,

filters

calibrated pores,

fractions of
Filters of glass and cotton wool retain all
e
etc.).
•bacterial and viral aerot;ols and permit the passage of large
volumes of ai, ; in

with impregnants they

the case of wool filters

for a prolonged period

retain the viability of' microorganisms

and are simple and convenient to handle.
Methods based on adsorption of aerosols by a liquid are also
adequately sensitive (sorption instrument,

with small concentrations of microorganisms in

However,

etc.).

standard impinger,

the air the need to dilute the liquid
lation coefficients,

reflected in

leads to very high recalcu-

the accuracy of the obtained

quantitative results.
It

should be noted tL

the structural features of bacterial

traps should correspond completely wi.th the structure of the

bacterial aercoplnkton.
During selection of the method it

is

necessary to know at
with,

least approximately the microorganisms which must be dealt
the size of the. particles that must be
The greater the variety in

the type,

agregation of microorganisms in

captured, etc.
size,

and degree of

the air, the more difficult it

to select a method for determining their concentration in
Thus,

is

the air.

aerial bacterial suspensions - large drops of dust - should

be captured by the method of sedimentation and the impact effect
of an air stream.

Foiý detection of highly dispersed bacterial

advisable to use methods based on the principle of

aerosols it

is

adsorptior,

electrical or thernal precipitation,

of the air.
gation is

Here it

is

or siphoning

necessary to consider whether the investi-

to be of bacterial contamination of air inside a room

or under outdoor conditions,

where aerodynamic

181

effects are obtained.

In

the majority of cases bacterial traps are designed for
evaluation of the bacterial seeding of indoor air; therefore the
Corresponding apparatus has been developed with consideration of
the relatively

fixed or slightly moving air and the effectiveness of aerosol particle capture has usually not been given proper
attention.

During sampling of atmospheric air the aerodynamic
effects play a basic role in the process of aerosol particle
deposition.

On this basis the use of various surface traps
(object glasses with a sticky surface or Petri dishes with
nutrient medium), despite their availability and simplicity, may
give only approximate information on th( volume concentration
of aerosol paoticles

in

air.

During sampling of air under field conditions it is necessary
to try to match conditions of isokineticity - the main rule
ensuring the necessary reliability
of analysis results.
Isokinetic
sampling of air can be ensured by using the May cascade impaccor,
the automatic Herst trap and other instruments.
Application of
these investigation methods will make it possible to determine
with satisfactory accuracy the quantity of aerosol rarticles in
the investigated volume of air by the subse:luent vlsual method
of counting.

in

The most reliable information on the content of microorganisms
air - i.e.,
on the concentration of particles of a bacterial

aerosol

-

can be provided by instruments in

which the experimental

results do not depend on wind speed or particle size.
For this
purpose aerosol traps constructed on the principle of cutting out
a definite volume of air with subsequent sedimentation of all
aerosol particles onto a surface covered with nutrient medium are
of special suitability.
On should consider to be most promising those methods of
studying bacterial seeding of the air which make it possible to

182

carry out around-tk.he-clock continuous sampling wi~n aubsequent
or simultaneous sampling with growing of a culture. Waien such
research methods are used it is possible to obtain both indoora
and out infs,)rnation on the dynamics of aerial propagation of
aer,)so-, particles containing different microorganisms.
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